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Abstract 

The structure and stability of molecules, the formation of supramolecular 

aggregates in the solid state or in solution and, therefore, many chemical and biological 

processes in which they participate depend heavily on noncovalent interactions (NCIs). 

To fully exploit these weak interactions in order to reach specific chemical, biological 

and technological goals, a thorough understanding of their properties at the molecular 

level is crucial. In this doctoral thesis, different types of NCIs have been studied in detail 

in the gas phase using a combination of structural and computational methods. On one 

hand, searches in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) have revealed unnoticed 

intramolecular and intermolecular short contacts that dictate the structure of several 

families of molecules in their crystalline phases. Moreover, the analysis of the 

experimental structures has helped to identify the geometrical preferences that maximize 

the interaction strength. On the other hand, accurate density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations and other computational techniques have provided reliable information 

needed to unveil the energetics and physical nature of these interactions. The noncovalent 

interactions studied in this work are (1) Li···Li and X···X through-ring interactions in 

Li2X2 rings, (2) lone-pair-carbonyl interactions in acyl halides, (3) electrostatically 

disfavoured Br···C=O contacts, (4) sigma-hole interactions between lead(II) and sulphur 

or oxygen, (5) [N···I···N]+ halonium bonding, and (6) azido···azido contacts in metal 

complexes with different interaction topologies. The results indicate that, although the 

atoms or moieties involved are different, the origin of all these attractive interactions lies 

in the subtle interplay of the various contributions (Pauli exchange-repulsion, 

electrostatics, charge transfer, polarization, and dispersion forces) acting upon the 

formation of noncovalently-bonded systems, differing only in the relative weights of 

these forces in the overall interaction strength.  

 





 

Resum 

L'estructura i l'estabilitat de les molècules, la formació d'agregats supramoleculars 

en estat sòlid i en solucions i, per tant, de molts processos químics i biològics en què 

participen depenen en gran manera de les interaccions no covalents (NCI). Per aprofitar 

al màxim aquestes interaccions febles en l'assoliment d'objectius químics, biològics i 

tecnològics específics, és crucial conèixer a fons les seves propietats a nivell molecular. 

En aquesta tesi doctoral s'han estudiat amb detall diferents tipus de NCI en fase gasosa 

mitjançant una combinació de mètodes estructurals i computacionals. D'una banda, les 

cerques a la Base de Dades Estructurals de Cambridge (CSD) han revelat contactes curts 

intramoleculars i intermoleculars desapercebuts que dicten l'estructura de diverses 

famílies de molècules en les seves fases cristal·lines. A més, l'anàlisi de les estructures 

experimentals ha ajudat a identificar les preferències geomètriques que maximitzen la 

força d'interacció. D'altra banda, els càlculs  precisos basats en la teoria del funcional de 

la densitat (DFT) i altres tècniques computacionals han proporcionat informació fiable 

necessària per revelar l’energia i la naturalesa física d'aquestes interaccions. Les 

interaccions no covalents estudiades en aquest treball són (1) interaccions a través de 

l’anell Li···Li i X···X en anells de Li2X2, (2) interaccions carbonil-parell solitari en 

halurs d'acil, (3) contactes Br···C=O electroestàticament desafavorits, (4) interaccions 

“sigma-hole” entre plom(II) i sofre o oxigen, (5) l’enllaç d’haloni [N···I···N]+, i (6) 

contactes azido···azido en complexos metàl·lics amb diferents topologies d'interacció. 

Els resultats indiquen que, tot i que els àtoms o fragments implicats són diferents, l'origen 

de totes aquestes interaccions atractives rau en la interacció subtil de les diverses 

contribucions (intercanvi-repulsió de Pauli, electroestàtica, transferència de càrrega, 

polarització i forces de dispersió) que actuen sobre la formació de sistemes enllaçats no 

covalentment, els quals difereixen només en els pesos relatius d'aquestes forces per a la 

força global d'interacció. 
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1. Noncovalent interactions 

Interactions between and within molecules that do not lead to a chemical reaction, 

i.e., no bond is formed or broken, are called noncovalent interactions (NCIs). During the 

last decades, the key role played by these interactions in many chemical and biological 

processes has been recognized.1-4 Although such interactions are considerably weaker (by 

1 or 2 orders of magnitude) than covalent bonds, they dictate the structure of biomolecules 

such as DNA4,5 and proteins,6,7 molecular crystals,8,9 and condensed phases. In addition, 

they play an essential role in molecular recognition.10-12 NCIs can be classified into two 

categories: intramolecular and intermolecular. The first group is established within the 

same molecular entity and modulates the conformational structure of molecules (e.g., the 

secondary and tertiary structure of proteins). The second group mediates the interaction 

between molecules (e.g., the quaternary structure of proteins) and determines the physical 

properties of gases, liquids and crystals.  

NCIs can be further classified depending on the element or group that acts as a 

Lewis base centre (hydrides13 and halide14 bonds) or, more usually, as a Lewis acid centre. 

However, this classification has proved to be challenging and confusing. For example, 

researchers have coined the terms triel (group 13),15-17 tetrel (group 14),8,18,19 pnicogen 

(group 15),20-22 chalcogen (group 16),23,24 and halogen (group 17)25,26 bonds since they 

concern elements of the corresponding main group acting as electron acceptors. However, 

several studies have pointed out that the mechanism that rules these interactions is similar: 

an interaction between a nucleophile, partially negative, and an electron charge depletion 

region, partially positive, in the elongation of main group covalent bonds or parallel to 

them (σ-hole) or perpendicular to planar portion of the molecules (π-hole).8,15-28 The chaos 

is aggravated since the triel, tetrel, pnicogen, and chalcogen interactions can be 

categorized as σ-hole27 or π-hole28 bonds depending on the origin of the electron density 

depletion. Other names related to the elements are hydrogen29 and lithium bonds.30 It 

seems clear that there are no strict criteria for categorizing noncovalent interactions. In a 

recent report, Grabowsky has shown that different interactions lead to the same structural 

changes in the units in contact. Therefore, he has proposed a systematic and uniform 

classification of noncovalent interactions based on the Valence Shell Electron Pair 

Repulsion (VSEPR) model.31 Other classifications such as those based on the 

fundamental forces that contribute to the interaction energy have been proposed.32 All 

NCIs are stabilised by the same energy components and counterbalanced by repulsion 
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between electron clouds. The only difference between noncovalent clusters arises from 

the relative contribution of these attractive forces to the overall bond strength. 

On the basis of the second generation of Energy Decomposition Analysis based 

on Absolutely-Localized Molecular Orbitals (ALMO-EDA-II; Chapter 1),33 the energy 

of a noncovalent interaction can be decomposed into the “frozen density” component 

(ΔEFRZ) and the orbital-based terms, namely polarization (ΔEPOL) and charge-transfer 

(ΔECT) terms. The ΔEFRZ term can be further dissected into electrostatic (ΔEELEC), Pauli 

exchange-repulsion (ΔEPAULI), and dispersion (ΔEDISP) contributions. The ΔEELEC term 

includes the electrostatic interactions between the charge densities of the nucleus and 

electrons of the interacting fragments.34 Dispersion, polarization and charge-transfer 

terms are always attractive, regardless of the orientation, while the electrostatic force can 

be attractive or repulsive depending on the mutual orientation of molecules. The 

remaining term, Pauli exchange-repulsion, is always repulsive. Only rarely one of these 

attractive terms is the main dominant contribution. For example, van der Waals (vdW) 

interactions between noble gas atoms arise only from dispersion contributions.35,36 

Typically, several attractive terms contribute to the overall stabilization of noncovalent 

clusters: Classical hydrogen bonds are mostly electrostatic with a non-negligible 

polarization and charge transfer (covalent) contribution.33,37 Nonclassical hydrogen bonds 

typically have a larger dispersion component than classical hydrogen bonds.38 Thus, a 

deep knowledge of the origin of a given interaction is crucial to control it and eventually 

exploit it at the nanoscale, in crystal engineering or materials design with novel physical, 

optical, electrochemical, photochemical, biological or catalytic properties. Unlike 

intermolecular NCIs, an EDA partition of intramolecular NCIs is not trivial because the 

molecule can be partitioned into two fragments in a whole set of ways. To overcome this 

limitation, several methods have been proposed such as intramolecular analogues of 

Symmetry-Adapted Perturbation Theory (I-SAPT)39-41 and EDA,42 Natural Bond Orbital 

(NBO),43 and Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA).44 

Understanding the directionality, strength, and nature of NCIs is not a 

straightforward matter. Although some progress has been made through decades of 

experimental observations supplemented by theoretical predictions in various model 

systems, we are still far from obtaining an unambiguous characterization and 

interpretation of these interactions. First, some NCIs remain hidden within the bonding 

network due to their tiny interaction energies. Second, the forces that dictate the formation 
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of the crystal and supramolecular structures very often coexist and cooperate with each 

other (synergic effect).45,46 In other cases, they can compete, one predominating over the 

other when it comes to heteromolecular systems (depending on the partner chosen)47,48 or 

leading to polymorphism49,50 in homomolecular systems. Finally, the environment 

(condensed phase calculations) strongly affects the properties of noncovalent 

interactions.51.52 Thus, it is essential to apply the most accurate and efficient quantum 

chemical (QC) methods along with experimental studies (e.g., crystal structures) to 

detect, isolate, and unveil the nature of NCIs from both the structural and energetic points 

of view. 

2. Objectives 

The aim of this thesis is, by means of combined structural and computational 

analyses, the establishment of the geometrical preferences for different noncovalent 

interactions as well as understanding their nature and the factors that affect their strength. 

Most systems studied during the PhD intended to analyse different cases of intermolecular 

or intramolecular contacts in which two or more types of noncovalent interactions may 

have significant contributions. That would allow me to construct a diagram like the one 

depicted in Figure 1, where A, B, … would be the systems studied here. On the basis of 

the results obtained, I should be able to calibrate the position of each case studied and, if 

possible, in a subsequent analysis unveil which molecular characteristics determine the 

position of each of them on that map. In that way I explore the diffuse borders between 

bonding and nonbonding scenarios, hopefully contributing to a better understanding of 

bond theory in general and of noncovalent interactions in particular. In this thesis, after a 

brief introduction to the computational methodology, I will introduce the main 

interactions that I have analysed with this aim. 
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Figure 1. Hypothetical diagram of different noncovalent interactions cooperating or competing 

with each other in different systems A – G.  

In Chapter 1, I give a brief explanation of the theoretical background of quantum 

chemical methods (DFT) and the basis sets used for computing noncovalent interactions 

studied herein. The methods applied for computing the interaction energies (Counterpoise 

method and EDA), to identify electron-rich and electron-poor regions of the compounds 

prone to interact between them (MEP), for calculating the atomic charges (NPA) and 

unveiling the orbitals involved in the charge transfer process (NBO) and for analysing the 

topology of its electron density (QTAIM and NCI Index) are also explained in that 

chapter. 

In Chapter 2, I have carried out a theoretical study of the bonding within Li2X2 

frameworks (Scheme 1). In spite of the highly ionic character of most lithium-element 

bonds, the bonding within Li2X2 rings presents similarities with that found in analogous 

transition metal systems. They obey simple framework electron counting rules that allow 

us to predict whether they will form a regular ring or a squeezed one with short Li−Li or 

X−X distances. A combined computational and structural database analysis discloses the 

orbital conditions that determine the framework electron counting rules. These systems 

probe the borderline between the covalent and ionic bonding models since, paradoxically, 

a non-negligible covalent contribution of the two Li atoms (formally Li+ ions in the ionic 

model) to the Li−X framework bonding favours them approaching each other within 

bonding distance.  
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Scheme 1. Three alternative structures for Li2X2 rings. 

In Chapter 3, I have performed a combined structural and theoretical analysis of 

intermolecular lone-pair−carbonyl interactions in several families of acyl halides (R-CO-

X; Scheme 2). It seems clear nowadays that the physical origin of the interaction 

involving the lone pair (n) of a nucleophile (Nu) and the electron-deficient region (π-hole) 

of a carbonyl group (i.e., its C atom) implies different combinations of electrostatic (π-

hole bonding) and orbital (n→π* interaction) terms since the π-hole and the π* empty 

orbital of the carbonyl are located in the same region of the molecule, i.e., the carbonyl 

carbon atom. CSD searches have allowed me to establish the geometrical preference for 

such short contacts, which is reminiscent of the Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory53,54 for a 

nucleophilic attack. The study of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) of several 

molecules along with an Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA) has disclosed the nature 

of the interaction and the factors that affect its strength. Surprisingly, the results indicates 

that the dispersion term is the main driving force of the interaction. To further understand 

lone-pair−carbonyl contacts, I have systematically analysed, by means of DFT 

calculations, the effect of the lone-pair as well as of the halogen atom (X) and the 

substituent attached to the carbonyl group (R). Interaction energies up to 3 kcal/mol 

suggest that these interactions can be exploited in crystal design and supramolecular 

chemistry.	 

 

Scheme 2. Schematic depiction of the lone-pair−carbonyl interaction (dashed line) in acyl halides 

(R-CO-X, where X = F, Cl, Br, and I) studied in Chapter 3. The blue regions represent the π-

holes. 
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In Chapter 4, I have performed a combined structural and computational analysis 

of short contacts between bromine and the carbon atom of a carbonyl group (Scheme 3). 

Surprisingly, 9% of such contacts are arranged in such a way that the positively charged 

regions of the two atoms involved, i.e., Br and C, are in close contact, so the interaction 

geometry cannot be predicted in terms of molecular electrostatic potential maps. 

Remarkably, despite this “like-like” electrostatic configuration, the interaction energies 

associated with these contacts are attractive and relatively large (ca. 1 kcal/mol). 

Comprehensive EDA and Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis have allowed me to 

unveil the physical origin of these interactions, which arise from a precise balance 

between steric factors (Pauli and electrostatics), dispersion, and charge transfer. These 

results reinforce the idea of noncovalent interactions as a more or less subtle combination 

of attractive and repulsive forces rather than a “purely electrostatic” or a “purely orbital” 

process and open the way to explore new types of interactions beyond the electron density 

holes model.  

 
Scheme 3. Schematic depiction of the Br···C=O interaction (dashed line) studied in Chapter 4. 

The σ-hole and the π-holes are coloured in blue. Despite the like-like electrostatic configuration, 

the associated interaction energies are attractive. 

In Chapter 5, I have theoretically studied the noncovalent “tetrel” interactions 

found in the crystal structures of two recently synthetized Pb(II) compounds, in which the 

lead centre is coordinated by organic ligands via S and O donor atoms (Scheme 4). 

Remarkably, in both compounds, the Pb coordination is hemidirectional, which facilitates 

the approach of extra donors to establish interactions at longer distances. Such 

interactions are of σ-hole (electrostatic) nature between the Pb and O/S atoms, acting as 

Lewis acid and bases, respectively. Interestingly, the Pb···O/S distances are closer to the 

sum of the covalent radii than to the van der Waals sum, which suggests a considerably 

strong interaction. I have performed a theoretical analysis based on DFT calculations to 

gain deeper insight into the origin and features of these σ-hole interactions. Moreover, the 
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nature of the Pb···O/S interactions has been further analysed by means of Quantum 

Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM), MEP and NBO calculations. A significant 

charge transfer from the S lone pairs into an empty antibonding orbital of the metallic 

centre has been determined, indicating that the so-called “tetrel” bonding is in fact of dual 

nature. Interaction energies up to 10 and 15 kcal/mol suggest that such NCIs can be 

exploited for the development of new Pb-containing MOFs in which a supramolecular 

assembly is dominated by σ-hole interactions. 

 
Scheme 4. Schematic depiction of the Y···Pb (Y = O and S) tetrel interaction (dashed line) studied 

in Chapter 5. The blue region represents the σ-hole.  

In Chapter 6, I have carried out a combined structural and computational study of 

the geometrical parameters and the bonding in three-centre-four-electron [N···I···N]+ 

halonium groups. CSD searches have revealed linear and symmetrical [N···I···N]+ 

frameworks with neutral donors. By means of DFT, MEP and EDA calculations, I have 

studied the effect of various halogen atoms (X) on the [py···X···py]+ framework, the 

effect of different nitrogen-donor groups (D) attached to the iodonium cation and the 

influence of the electron density alteration on the [N···I···N]+ halonium bond by variation 

of the R substituents at the N-donor on the symmetry, strength and the nature of the 

interaction. The physical origin of the interaction arises from a subtle interplay between 

electrostatic (σ-hole bond) and orbital terms. Such a linear, symmetrical and static 

arrangement results from simultaneous interaction of an electron-deficient halonium ion 

(X+) and two Lewis bases by accepting electrons in both lobes of the empty p-orbital of 

X. On the other hand, due to the anisotropy of the electron density of the central X+ cation, 

a σ-hole is formed from both lobes of such p-orbital, forming an electrostatic interaction 

with both donors (Scheme 5). Interaction energies as high as 45 kcal/mol suggest that 

halonium bonds can be exploited for the development of novel halonium transfer agents, 

in asymmetric halofunctionalization or as building blocks in supramolecular chemistry. 

 

δ+ (σ-hole)

δ-

Pb

Y Pb

Y
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Scheme 5. Schematic depiction of the [N-X-N]+ (X = F, Cl, Br and I) halonium bond studied in 

Chapter 6. The blue region represents the σ-hole. 

In Chapter 7, I have theoretically investigated the nature and the strength of the 

different interaction topologies between the azido ligands in transition metal (N3-M) azide 

complexes (Scheme 6). A search in the CSD has revealed 9 different bonding patterns 

with undisclosed intermolecular N···N contacts shorter than twice the nitrogen vdW 

radius. Eight of these topologies display noncovalent systems that are only bound by 

unsupported N···N interactions, regardless of whether they are electrostatically favoured 

(π-hole bond) or not. To further understand azido interactions, each topology was studied 

at dihedral angles f of 90º and 180º, respectively, by means of DFT calculations. The 

trifluoromethyl-azido-mercury(II) dimer was selected as a model. EDA results reveal that 

the dispersion force is the dominant factor of the interaction with orbital terms to a lesser 

extent. Their dispersion-dominated nature was also demonstrated through combined 

QTAIM and NCI Index analyses. The cooperative effect of the N···Hg interaction, which 

has been observed in several compounds studied herein, was also analysed. Remarkably, 

those dimers with this secondary interaction are the most stable ones. Furthermore, it 

stabilizes electrostatically disfavourable azido···azido contacts. Interaction energies up to 

-1.10 kcal/mol for unsupported contacts suggest that these NCIs may be useful for 

dictating the conformation of the molecules and therefore might have various applications 

in the field of catalysis, reactivity, and crystal engineering, to name just a few examples. 

 
 
Scheme 6. Schematic description of the azido···azido interaction (dashed line), where M is a 

transition metal. 

N X+ N

δ+ (σ-hole) δ-

N

N

N
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1.1 Introduction 

Since its modest beginning in the 1950’s, computational chemistry has been 

widely used to investigate the behaviour and properties of molecules, groups of molecules 

and solids through the use of computer modelling and simulation.1 Computational 

techniques have allowed us to understand the reactivity, the dynamics and the functions 

of chemical, biological, and physical systems and build predictive models in order to 

design new drugs or materials. While the results obtained normally complement the 

experimentally-derived data, it has also provided invaluable insight which is difficult to 

obtain otherwise, such as vibrational frequencies, reactivity and energies. There are two 

main branches of computational chemistry: one is based on classical mechanics and the 

other is based on quantum mechanics (QM). The former approach, called Molecular 

mechanics or force fields methods,2 is useful in conformational studies of proteins and 

protein-ligand binding thermodynamics. The latter approach, the quantum mechanical 

model,3 is useful for describing the quantum behaviour of atoms and molecules. The QM 

model can usually be classified either as ab initio (without empirical parameters) or semi-

empirical approach.  

1.2 Electronic Structure Methods 

1.2.1 Density Functional Theory 

One of the postulates of QM is that the wavefunction contains all information that 

is known or can be known about a molecule.4 Hence, finding solutions to the time-

independent, non-relativistic Schrödinger equation5 (Eq. 1.1) is the main goal of quantum 

chemistry: 

H"Ψ = EΨ (Eq. 1.1) 
 
where H"  is the Hamiltonian operator for the system, Ψ  is the wavefunction to be 

determined, and E is the energy of the system. 

Analytical solutions of the Schrödinger equation are only available for very small 

systems (Nparticles ≤ 2) due to the electron-electron repulsion term. For more than two 

particles, the Schrödinger equation is simplified using the Born-Oppenheimer6 

approximation. Within this method, the electronic Schrödinger equation that describes 

the system is (Eq. 1.2): 
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H"Ψ = &T" +	V"!! +	V""!+Ψ = EΨ (Eq. 1.2) 
 
where T"  is the electron kinetic energy, V"!!  is the repulsive potential due to electron-

electron interaction, and V""! is the attractive external potential exerted on the electrons 

due to the nuclei. The operators T"	and V"!!  are called universal operators, as they are 

unique for any N-electron system, while	V""! is system-dependent, uniquely determined 

by the nuclear charge (ZA) and its position (RA). 

Approximate solutions of Eq. 1.2 are obtained using ab initio wavefunction theory 

methods such as Hartree-Fock (HF) theory,7 in which each electron feels only the average 

Coulombic repulsion of all other electrons. It can be enhanced, with the price of added 

computational cost, by adding the electron correlation via “post-HF” methods, such as 

the Møller-Plesset (MP)8 perturbation theory or the coupled cluster (CC) approach.9 

Another approximation, based on the functionals of electron density (ρ) rather than the 

wavefunction, is the Density Functional Theory (DFT).1,10-14 The computational cost is 

relatively low compared to wavefunction methods (HF and post-HF methods) since r is 

much easier to calculate than the total wavefunction used in the orbital approximation. 

Although this method has its roots in the Thomas-Fermi model,11,12 modern DFT 

calculations were established on the basis of Hohenberg-Kohn theorems13 and Kohn-

Sham equations.14 

1.2.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems 

According to the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the external potential (V""!), and 

hence the Hamiltonian operator and all the ground state properties of the system, are 

determined by the ground state electron density (ρ#). In other words, the ground state 

wavefunction (Y#) is a unique functional of ρ# (Eq. 1.3): 

Y# =	Y#[ρ#] (Eq. 1.3) 
 
so the ground state energy (E#) is also a functional of ρ# (Eq. 1.4): 

E# = E#[ρ#] = 	T[ρ#] +	E!![ρ#] +	E"![ρ#] (Eq. 1.4) 
 
where T[ρ#] is the kinetic energy, E!![ρ#] is the repulsive energy due to electron-electron 

interaction, and E"![ρ#] is attractive energy due to the nuclei-electron interaction at the 

ground state electron density.   
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In the sense of their dependence on the system under study (N, ZA and RA), the 

energy components can be separated into universal functionals (T[ρ#] and E!![ρ#]) and 

non-universal functional (E"![ρ#] ; Eq. 1.5). Collecting the former group into the 

Hohenberg-Kohn functional (F$%[ρ#]), we arrive at (Eq. 1.6). 

E"![ρ#] = 1 	ρ#(𝑟) V"!	dr⃗ 
 

(Eq. 1.5) 
 

E#[ρ#] = 	 F$%[ρ#] +	1 	ρ#(𝑟) V"!	dr⃗ 
 

(Eq. 1.6) 
 

For an arbitrary density (ρ(r⃗)), the Hohenberg-Kohn functional can be written as 

the sum of the kinetic energy and the electron-electron repulsion operator with the ground 

state wavefunction (Y)  that yields ρ(r⃗) and delivers the lowest energy (Eq. 1.7):  

F$%[ρ] = T[ρ] +	E!![ρ] = 〈Y[ρ]8T" +	V"!!8Y[ρ]〉 (Eq. 1.7) 
 

The explicit form of the functional F$%[ρ] is unknown. If it were known we would 

have solved the Schrödinger equation exactly even for gigantic systems such as DNA, 

given the universality of the operators it contains.  

The second theorem establishes a variational principle: the functional (Eq. 1.6) 

that delivers the ground state energy of the system attains its exact value if and only if the 

input density is the true ground state density. Otherwise, for all other allowed ρ:(r⃗) such 

that ρ:(r⃗) ≥ 0  and ∫ ρ:(r⃗) dr⃗ = N  associated with some external potential, the energy 

obtained (E[ρ:]) represents an upper bound to the true ground state energy (E#; Eq. 1.8): 

E# ≤ E[ρ:] = 	T[ρ:] +	E!![ρ:] +	E"![ρ:]	 (Eq. 1.8) 
 

1.2.1.2 Kohn-Sham equations 

Kohn and Sham proposed a method for approximating the unknown universal 

F$%[ρ] functional, concretely the kinetic contribution. They introduce a fictitious system 

of N non-interacting electrons moving under an effective potential (V&), such that the 

density (ρ&(r⃗)) of this non-interacting system exactly equals the ground state density 

(ρ#(r⃗)) of our real target system of interacting particles (Eq. 1.9):  

ρ&(r⃗) = ρ#(r⃗) = @@|φ'(r⃗, s)|(	
)

"

'

	 
 
(Eq. 1.9) 
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where φ* is the Kohn–Sham (KS) orbital, which depends on the 3N spatial coordinates 

(r⃗) and the N spin coordinates (s). The energy functional (Eq. 1.6) can be arranged as 

shown in Eq. 1.10: 

E[ρ(r⃗)] = F[ρ] + E"!
+
[ρ]		 (Eq. 1.10) 

 
where F[ρ] is the KS functional. This term (Eq. 1.11) is the sum of the kinetic energy of 

the non-interacting system (T&[ρ]), the classical Coulombic interaction (J[ρ]), and the 

exchange-correlation energy (E,-[ρ]): 

F[ρ(r⃗)] = 	T&
.
[ρ] + 	J[ρ] +	E,-[ρ] (Eq. 1.11) 

  
The exchange-correlation functional (E,-[ρ]) encapsulates all the quantum chemical 

effects not contained in the other functionals, i.e., the missing energy contributions (Eq. 

1.12): 

 
where T-[ρ] is the residual part of the true kinetic energy (T[ρ]) which is not covered by 

T&[ρ] and E/01[ρ] is the non-classical contribution to the electron-electron interaction 

(E!![ρ]) containing all the effects of self-interaction correction, exchange, and Coulomb 

correlation.  

Applying the variational theorem to the energy functional given in Eq. 1.10 with 

respect to variation in the electron density leads to the one-electron KS equation (Eq. 

1.13): 

H"%&φ* = F−
1
2∇

( +	V&(r⃗)K φ* = 𝜀*φ* 
(Eq. 1.13) 

 
where H"%& is the KS Hamiltonian of the system, ∇( is the Laplacian operator, V&(r⃗) is the 

effective potential in which the particles are moving, and 𝜀* is the orbital energy of the 

corresponding φ'(r⃗). The V&(r⃗) can be split into three potential terms (Eq. 1.14): 

V&
.
(r⃗) = V$(r⃗) +	V,-(r⃗) +	V!23(r⃗) (Eq. 1.14) 

 
where V$(r⃗) is the Hartree-Fock potential, V,-(r⃗) is the exchange-correlation potential, 

and V!23(r⃗) is the external potential due to the fixed nuclei.  

E,-[ρ] = 	 (T[ρ] − T&[ρ]	) +	(E!![ρ] − J[ρ]) = 	T-[ρ] +	E/01
+
[ρ] (Eq. 1.12) 
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Overall, the Kohn-Sham equations have reduced the main drawback of DFT 

methods from the search of an unknown universal functional to a search of an unknown 

universal exchange-correlation term (E,- and V,-). Except for a free electron gas, the 

explicit form of both contributions remains in the dark. Several DFT functionals have 

been developed to describe approximately these two quantities which offer good accuracy 

for many types of chemical problems at a moderate computational cost.15 

1.2.1.3 Minnesota functionals 

Conventional DFT functionals generally produce poor results for noncovalent 

interactions such as those dominated by electrostatic and dispersion contributions. 

Minnesota functionals have been developed in order to model diverse types of problems, 

including barrier heights (chemical kinetics), metal-ligand and metal-metal bond 

dissociation, main group thermochemistry, and noncovalent interactions.16 Among them, 

M06-2X (widely used in this thesis) is a global hybrid meta-Generalized Gradient 

Approximation (GGA) functional that provides reasonable results for noncovalent 

complexes at a moderate computational cost compared to many other DFT functionals, 

even in its own family.17,18 The MN12-SX method, a range-separated hybrid meta-

Nonseparable Gradient Approximation (NGA) functional,19 gives near close geometry 

configuration with the Multi-Configuration Self-Consistent Field (MCSCF) 

multireference theory which has allowed the computation of the phenothiazine (PTZ) 

deactivation pathway channel over the potential energy hyper-surface.20 Furthermore, it 

can be successfully used to describe the keto-enol tautomeric equilibrium in tautomeric 

azodyes and Schiff bases in cyclohexane, carbon tetrachloride, and acetonitrile21 and the 

geometric parameters and nature of the halonium [N···I···N]+ bond (Chapter 6).  

 In this work, all DFT calculations were done with Gaussian 0922 (Chapters 2 and 

5) and Gaussian 1623 packages using the aforementioned functionals and the basis sets 

described in the next section for all atoms. 

1.2.2 Basis sets 

A basis set is a set of functions combined linearly to model one-electron atomic 

orbitals (AOs), which in turn can be combined linearly to model molecular orbitals 

(MOs). They were introduced in QM calculations because the equations defining the MOs 

are otherwise difficult to solve. Basis sets can be constructed from AOs centred at atoms 
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(e.g., Slater, Gaussian or numerical atomic orbitals),24 plane waves or delta functions. 

Among them, those most widely used are contracted Gaussian-type orbitals, due to their 

chemical accuracy and computational efficiency.25 The size of the basis set is as important 

as the choice of the method for the quality of the results obtained. The larger the basis set 

(the more orbitals it contains), the better is the description of the molecular wavefunction 

for a given correlation method and the higher its computational cost is. In the limit of an 

infinite basis set (the Hartree-Fock limit) and exact treatment of electron correlation, the 

electronic Schrödinger equation would be solved exactly. Nevertheless, this is feasible 

for small systems only. The researcher must find a balance between accuracy and 

computational cost and choose the corresponding level of theory (functional and basis 

set) to obtain reliable results in a reasonable amount of time. The addition of polarization 

and diffuse functions can often improve the accuracy of the calculations.26  

1.2.2.1 Effective Core Potentials 

For heavy atoms, the use of Effective Core Potentials (ECPs) or 

pseudopotentials27,28 simplify the electronic structure calculations by ‘freezing’ the core 

electrons and treating only the chemically active valence orbitals. This reduces the 

number of atomic and fitting basis functions significantly, includes relativistic and other 

effects for heavy atoms, and diminishes the basis set superposition error.29 

The def2-bases provide consistent accuracy for all elements up to radon (Z = 86).30 

The def2-TZVP, a valence triple-ζ basis set with polarization functions, is widely used in 

this thesis due to its good performance in describing several noncovalent interactions with 

dispersive nature.31,32 TZVP33 has been used to describe the Li2X2 frameworks (Chapter 

2)34 due to the large size of various of the systems studied herein.  

1.3 Computing intermolecular interactions 

The calculation of the interaction energy between two fragments is a very useful 

way to calibrate the strength of a given interaction. Although absolute values may not be 

reliable sometimes due to a low level of theory, comparison of the interaction energies 

for series of systems helps us to determine, for instance, the importance of substitution 

effects. 
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1.3.1 The Counterpoise method  

In the supermolecular approach (Eq. 1.15), the interaction energy (ΔEINT) of a 

supramolecular system A-B is calculated as the energy difference between the adduct 

(E4545) and the energies of the two isolated fragments (E44 and E55):  

∆E6"7 =	E4545 − NE44 +	E55O (Eq. 1.15) 
 
where the superscript indicates the basis set used and the subscript the geometries that the 

independent fragments A and B adopt in the optimized supermolecule A-B. 

The major shortcoming of this method is that the energy of the complex A-B is 

usually overestimated at short intermolecular distances, since each fragment “borrows” 

basis set functions of the other fragment to describe its electron distribution, effectively 

improving its basis set and therefore its energy. The resulting artificial extra-stabilization 

of the adduct with respect to the energy of the isolated monomers is called the basis set 

superposition error (BSSE).35,36 The smaller the basis set, the higher is the BSSE due to 

the poor description of dispersion interaction. Consequently, the calculated binding 

energy of the adduct is usually higher than it should be. The counterpoise (CP) method, 

introduced by Boys and Bernardi,37 was developed for correcting the BSSE. The CP 

method consists in counter the artificial stabilization by letting the separate fragments 

improve their basis set by borrowing functions of an empty basis set associated with the 

dimer, i.e., each component is calculated with the full AB basis set. Hence, assuming that 

the geometry of the monomers does not significantly change as they approach each other 

and form the dimer, the CP corrected interaction energy (∆E6"7-8 ) is (Eq. 1.16): 

∆E6"7-8 =	E4545 − (E445 +	E545) (Eq. 1.16) 
 
where the superscript AB means that the whole basis set is used. This is accomplished by 

introducing “ghost” atoms, which have empty basis set functions centred on them but no 

associated nuclear charges or electrons. 

1.3.2 Energy Decomposition Analysis 

The second generation of Energy Decomposition Analysis based on Absolutely-

Localized Molecular Orbitals (ALMO-EDA-II)38-40 is a powerful method for unveiling 

the nature of intermolecular interactions and quantifying these attractive or repulsive 

contributions to the overall interacting network in both chemical and biological systems. 
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The total interaction energy (ΔEINT) between two fragments A and B in a molecule A-B 

at a particular geometry is decomposed into the frozen density (ΔEFRZ) term and the 

orbital-based terms, namely polarization (ΔEPOL) and charge transfer (ΔECT) 

contributions (Eq. 1.17):  

∆E6"7 =	∆E9:;
+
+	∆E8<= +	∆E-7 (Eq. 1.17) 

 
The “frozen density” term is defined as the energy change involved in bringing 

infinitely separated fragments to close proximity without allowing for orbital relaxation. 

This energy can be further dissected into the electrostatic (ΔEELEC), the Pauli exchange-

repulsion (ΔEPAULI) and the dispersion (ΔEDISP) term using the orthogonal fragment 

decomposition of the frozen wavefunction of the system (Eq. 1.18).41 The ΔEELEC term 

describes the quasi-classical Coulombic interaction between the fragments with their 

charge distributions unperturbed and may be either attractive or repulsive, the ΔEPAULI 

term is always repulsive due to the Pauli’s exclusion principle between electrons of the 

same spin and the ΔEDISP term arises from the attractive forces between the induced 

dipoles of the interacting species. 

∆E9:; =	∆E>=>-
+

+	∆E84?=6 +	∆E@6&8 (Eq. 1.18) 
 

The ΔECT term, on the other hand, can be pictured as the electron transfer from 

the occupied MOs of one fragment into the unoccupied MOs of the other fragment. It 

includes the CP correction of the BSSE. Finally, the ΔEPOL term arises from the induced 

electrostatic interaction resulting from the deformation (or polarization) of the electron 

clouds of one fragment in the presence of all other fragments in the system. This includes 

mixing of occupied and empty MOs within one fragment (i.e., rehybridization).39,40 Both 

ΔECT and ΔEPOL terms are always attractive (i.e., negative). The charge transfer 

component is often viewed as an indicator of the covalency of a chemical bond.42  

When pseudopotentials are used, the orthogonal decomposition method is not 

available. Consequently, the classical decomposition43 of the interaction strength can be 

used instead. The “frozen density” is dissected into the classical electrostatic (∆E>=>-01) ) 

term, which only depends on monomer properties and the distances between fragments, 

and the classical Pauli exchange-repulsion (∆E8AB1'01) ) term (Eq. 1.19): 

∆E9:; =	∆E>=>-01) +	∆E8AB1'01)  (Eq. 1.19) 
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When the dispersion is calculated, its contribution is subtracted from the classical 

Pauli exchange-repulsion term. The remaining part constitutes the modified Pauli 

exchange-repulsion (∆E8AB1'CDE ) term (Eq. 1.20). Therefore, the overall decomposition of the 

frozen density is (Eq. 1.21):  

∆E8AB1'CDE =	∆E84?=601) −	∆E@6&8 (Eq. 1.20) 
 

∆E9:; =	∆E>=>-01) +	∆E8AB1'CDE +	∆E@6&8 (Eq. 1.21) 
 

Overall, a deep knowledge of the interplay between the different modes of 

interaction that governs the intermolecular binding in both chemical and biological 

systems is crucial to modulate the strength of noncovalent interactions (NCIs) into a 

desirable range by making appropriate chemical modifications, and thus, it could aid in 

the design of new chemical species and materials. 

In this work, EDA analyses were carried out with Q-Chem 5.0 (Chapter 3), 5.2 

(Chapter 4) and 5.3 (Chapter 6 and 7) software44 by means of the ALMO-EDA-II method.  

1.4 Molecular Electrostatic Potential as a predictor 

 The Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP or V(r)) is defined as the force acting 

on a positive test charge located at the point r(x,y,z) around the molecular charge 

distribution generated by the electrons and nuclei of the compound. The MEP 

equation45,46 is based on Coulomb’s law (Eq. 1.22): 

V(r) = 	@
Z4

|R4 − r|
−	1

ρ(r′)
|r′ − r|

4

dr′ 
    

(Eq. 1.22) 

 
where Z4 is the charge of nucleus A located at R4 and ρ(r′) is the electron density of the 

compound at the point r’. In any given region, V(r) will be positive or negative depending 

upon whether the positive contribution of the nuclei or the negative one of the electrons 

is dominant there.47 

The MEP can be visualized, by mapping its value onto the electron density 

surfaces, as a three-dimensional rainbow-like outer surface surrounding the molecule, 

where the electron-poor sites (V(r) > 0) are conventionally depicted in blue and the 

electron-rich ones (V(r) < 0) in red. Since the red regions of a molecule (nucleophile) 

tend to interact with the blue regions of another one (electrophile), this approach has been 
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used as a tool for the qualitative interpretation and prediction of intermolecular 

noncovalent interactions, e.g., hydrogen bond,48,49 σ-hole,50,51 and π-hole52,53 interactions. 

Furthermore, it has been applied to the prediction of molecular reactivity patterns,54,55 

description of the crystalline state,50,56 catalysis,57-59 and molecular recognition (e.g., 

enzyme-substrate and drug-DNA binding),60-65 where a long-range interaction 

(electrostatic term) is dominant.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Despite the success of the MEP for the description of chemical reactivity, this 

method has some limitations: (1) The dependence of the MEP values on the basis set and 

electron correlation prevents us from a quantitative description of NCIs.66 (2) Apart from 

the electrostatic contribution, other energy terms (e.g., polarization) are not included in 

the definition of MEP. Consequently, this tool fails for the prediction of attractive 

interactions between atoms with “like-like” electrostatic configuration. In these systems, 

charge transfer or dispersion can overcome the repulsive electrostatic term, leading to an 

attractive overall interaction (Chapter 4).67  

In this thesis, MEP maps were built on the 0.001 Å (0.002 Å in Chapter 3) 

isosurface with GaussView 5.068 on the molecular geometries of the interacting systems 

at the selected M06-2X/def2-TZVP and MN12-SX/def2-TZVP (Chapter 6) level. These 

maps have been used to identify the electron-poor and electron-rich areas of a compound 

that are thus prone to attractively interact with each other. The MEP values (in kcal/mol) 

are visualized by a colour spectrum ranging from red (negative MEP value) to blue 

(positive MEP value).  

1.5 Natural Bond Orbitals  

The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)69-74 analysis is a powerful tool for interpreting 

electronic structure calculations in terms of chemical bonding concepts. This method 

transforms the fully delocalized molecular wavefunctions in optimized electron pairs (or 

individual electrons in the open-shell case) with maximum electron density localized on 

one (lone-pairs) or two atomic centres (bonds). Thus, NBOs provide a valence bond-type 

description of the wavefunction corresponding to the widely used Lewis structures. These 

“Lewis-type” (bonding) NBOs (with occupation number close to 2) are complemented 

by formally empty “non-Lewis-type” (antibonding or Rydberg) NBOs (occupation 

number close to 0). Weak occupancies of these valence antibonds indicate “delocalization 

effects”75 (e.g., charge transfer) between the filled orbitals of one subsystem (donors) and 
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unfilled orbitals of another subsystem (acceptors). The strength (E(()) of each donor (i) 

→ acceptor (j) interaction is calculated by second-order perturbation theory (Eq. 1.23):76                           

E(() = ∆E'H	 =	q'
F((i, j)
εH −	ε'

 
    

(Eq. 1.23) 
 
where qi is the donor orbital occupancy; εj and εi are NBO orbital energies and F is the 

Fock operator.   

The NBO method provides useful insight for studying intra77 and intermolecular67 

interactions between atoms or bonds and also provides a convenient basis for 

investigating charge transfer,67 hybridization,78 reactivity,79,80 and the delocalization of 

the electron density within the molecule.81 

1.5.1 Natural Population Analysis  

Partial atomic charges describe the electron density distribution in a molecule, 

thus providing insights into the chemical behaviour of the compounds. In computational 

chemistry, these charges can be used, for example, for calculating electrostatic 

interactions, describing the reactivity of the molecule, and interpreting experimental 

data.82 Atomic charges cannot be determined experimentally and their calculation from 

QM is not straightforward. There are myriad ways of partitioning the molecule’s electrons 

between its atomic constituents.83-92 A popular approach, based on occupancies of the 

orthonormal Natural Atomic Orbitals (NAOs) of each atom, is the Natural Population 

Analysis (NPA).90 This tool has been developed to calculate the atomic charges (q(4)) and 

orbital populations (q'
(4)) of molecular wavefunctions on general atomic basis sets and 

describes the electron distribution in various sub-shells (Core, Valence, Rydberg) of their 

atomic orbitals. NPA rigorously satisfies the Pauli exclusion principle (0 ≤ q'
(4) ≤ 2) and 

charge additivity. Unlike Mulliken population analysis (MPA),83-86 natural populations 

are intrinsically nonnegative quantities, independently of the choice of the basis set and 

wavefunction form, and useful to describe the electron distribution in compounds with 

highly ionic character, such as those containing metal atoms (Chapter 2).34  

In this thesis, Natural Population Analyses (NPA) were carried out with the 

NBO3.189 software as implemented in Gaussian 0922 (Chapter 2)34 to calculate the atomic 

charges. Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analyses were done within the same software as 
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implemented in Gaussian 0922 (Chapter 5)50 and Gaussian 1623 (Chapter 4)67 to unveil the 

charge transfer processes and the orbitals involved in each of them. 

1.6 Analysis of the topology of the electron density 

1.6.1 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules 

The Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM)93-97 has become a popular 

option for defining atomic properties in molecular systems. Molecular structures and the 

nature of chemical bonds and interactions can be retrieved from the study of the topology 

of the electron density (r) and its Laplacian, obtained from both experimental and 

theoretical methods.98 Therefore, the QTAIM framework acts as a bridge between the 

quantum chemical and experimental methods, providing chemists with a choice of how 

to interpret, understand, and predict the observations of experimental chemistry. This 

method is based on the partitioning of the molecular space into mononuclear “atomic 

basins” delimited by zero-flux surfaces in the gradient vector field of the electron density 

(∇ρ(r)). There are 4 kinds of points where the field of ∇ρ(r) vanishes namely “critical 

points” (CP). They are classified as a local maximum, a local minimum, or a saddle point, 

according to the rank (ω) and the signature (σ) of the Hessian matrix of the electron 

density. The rank is the number of non-zero eigenvalues of r at the critical point and the 

signature is the sum of the signs of the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3).99,100  

(3,-3): Nuclear critical points (NCP). All three eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix 

are negative (λ1, λ2, λ3 < 0). They are generally found at the positions of the nuclei, where 

r is a local maximum in all directions. 

(3.-1): Bond critical point (BCP). Two eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are 

negative, namely second-order saddle point (λ1, λ2 < 0, λ3 > 0). They are generally found 

between two attractive atoms pair, where r is maximum in the plane defined by the 

corresponding eigenvectors but is minimum along the interaction path between these 

atoms, which is perpendicular to that plane. 

(3,+1): Ring critical point (RCP). Only one eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix is 

negative, namely first-order saddle point (λ1 < 0, λ2, λ3 > 0). They are generally found at 

the centre of the ring of chemically bonded atoms, where r is a minimum in the ring plane 
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defined by the corresponding eigenvectors and a maximum along the direction orthogonal 

to the molecular plane. 

(3,+3): Cage critical point (CCP). All three eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are 

positive (λ1, λ2, λ3 > 0). They are generally found at the centre of a cage system, enclosed 

by at least two ring surfaces,101 where r is a local minimum in all directions.  

The number and type of critical points that can coexist in a molecule follow the 

Poincaré-Hopf relationship (Eq. 1.24),100 which is useful to verify if all CPs may have 

been identified: 

n(J,LJ) −	n(J,LM) +	n(J,NM)
+

−	n(J,NJ) = 1 (Eq. 1.24) 

 
The QTAIM theory predicts that the values of some local indicators (e.g. electron 

density, delocalization index) calculated at the BCP are closely related to the nature of 

interactions between atoms.98,102 In the equilibrium geometry, the existence of a BCP 

between two bonded atoms in a molecule is always accompanied by a single line of 

locally maximum electron density, namely bond path (BP), linking the two nuclei (NCP) 

through the associated BCP.103 BPs are a universal indicator for all kinds of chemical 

bonding: weak, strong, closed-shell and open-shell interactions.104 BP can be a straight 

line or a curve, the latter being indicative of significant ring strain. The set of bond paths 

and their associated BCPs are defined as a “molecular graph”, which provides an 

unambiguous definition of the structure and bonding within a molecule or crystal, and 

can thus be used to locate changes in structure along a reaction path.100  

1.6.1.1 Non-nuclear Attractors 

Occasionally, non-nuclear attractors (NNAs)105-107 appear if the molecular 

electron density is also maximum at other positions not associated with an atomic nucleus. 

These pseudoatoms are topologically indistinguishable from the nuclear maxima and can 

be linked to other nuclei or pseudoatoms in the compound through a BP and BCP. NNAs 

can be caused by the poor quality of the wavefunction108 or the existence of metallic 

bonding.109-112 It has also been detected in semiconductors, electrodes,113 solvated or 

dipole-bound electrons,114,115 and in crystal defects and colour F-centers.116 Hence, NNAs 

are of substantial theoretical interest.  
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1.6.1.2 The Laplacian of the electron density 

The topological analysis of the Laplacian of the electron density (∇(ρ(r)) reveals 

the regions of charge depletion (∇(ρ(r)  > 0, Lewis acid) and charge concentration 

(∇(ρ(r) < 0, Lewis base) in a molecule relative to its average distribution.100 Furthermore, 

it provides insights into the electronic and conformational properties of compounds (i.e., 

the position of electron pairs).117,118 This is the basis for its use to predict molecular 

geometries119,120 and to rationalize the chemical reactivity and formation of the complexes 

(the “lock and key” mechanism).121 The nature of the interactions depends on the sign of 

∇(ρ(r)  at the internuclear region of two interacting atom pairs (BCP). Positive and 

negative values of ∇(ρ5-8 are associated with closed (ionic and NCIs) and shared-shell 

(covalent) interactions, respectively.122 

1.6.1.3 Energy Densities  

In the framework of the local virial theorem,93,123,124 the Laplacian is related to the 

local kinetic energy density (G(r)) and the local potential energy density (V(r)) by means 

of Eq. 1.25: 

1
4∇

(ρ(r) = 2G(r) + 	V(r)     
(Eq. 1.25) 

 
The former parameter represents the tendency of the system to dilute electrons at 

point r, whereas the latter represents the capacity of the system to concentrate electrons 

at the same point. Because G(r) > 0 and V(r) < 0, if at BCP the electron density is locally 

concentrated (∇(ρ5-8 < 0), the interaction is dominated by local reduction of potential 

energy. Conversely, if at BCP the electron density is locally depleted (∇(ρ5-8 > 0), the 

interaction is dominated by local excess in kinetic energy.99,100 

The total energy density (H(r))125 is defined as the sum of these two energy 

densities (Eq. 1.26): 

H(r) = 	G(r) + 	V(r) (Eq. 1.26) 
 

The sign of the H5-8 is often viewed as a useful index for discriminating between 

covalent (H5-8  < 0) and noncovalent bonds (H5-8  > 0),125-128 whereas its magnitude 

reflects the “covalence” of the bond.125  
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Another useful descriptor of the nature of the interaction is the |V5-8| G5-8⁄  ratio. 

Closed-shell interaction, intermediate (mixed) interactions and covalent interactions are 

associated to |V5-8| G5-8⁄  < 1, 1 < |V5-8| G5-8⁄  > 2 and |V5-8| G5-8⁄  > 2, 

respectively.129 

1.6.1.4 Electron Delocalization index 

The electron delocalization index130 (δ(A, B) or DI) quantitatively measures the 

electron-pair sharing between two atoms or basins A and B, whether bonded or not. For 

open-shell systems, DI is calculated for each electron spin separately131 (Eq. 1.27):  

δ(A, B) = δO(A, B) +	δP(A, B) = 2|FO(A, B)| + 	28FP(A, B)8 (Eq. 1.27) 
 
where the factor 2 accounts for the two possible ways of putting two electrons in two 

atoms: δO(P)(A®B) and δO(P)(B®A), FO and FP represent the Fermi correlation1,100 and 

the superscript indicates the spin (a and b). Since in closed-shell systems δO(A, B) =

	δP(A, B), the DI equation can be rewritten as (Eq. 1.28): 

δ(A, B) = 2δO(A, B) = 4|FO(A, B)| (Eq. 1.28) 
 

These indices can be calculated exactly at any level of theory (i.e., HF and CI 

levels) if and only if the first- and second-order electron densities are available. DFT is 

an exception since the electron-pair density is not defined within the method. 

Approximate values can be calculated by deriving a HF-like electron-pair density from 

the KS orbitals.132 However, it has to be taken into account that this method does not fully 

consider the Coulomb electron correlation, and thus tends to overestimate DI between 

covalently bonded atoms. Nevertheless, DFT delocalization indices are easy to calculate 

and have proved to be useful in the analysis of molecular electron-pair structure.132-136 

 In this work, the QTAIM analyses of the topology of the electron density were 

carried out with the AIMAII program137 (Chapter 2 and 5) and Multiwfn 3.7 software138 

(Chapter 7) at the selected M06-2X/TZVP (Chapter 2) and M06-2X/def2-TZVP level.  

1.6.2 Noncovalent Interactions Index 

The Noncovalent Interactions (NCI) Index is an electron density-based topology 

approach that allows simultaneous analysis and visualization of a wide range of 

noncovalent interaction types as real space surfaces.139 Densities can be calculated with 
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the self-consistent field (SCF) method or the promolecular approach.140 The 

“promolecular density” (ρQRD), obtained as the sum of atomic densities (ρ*.S), is (Eq. 

1.29):  

ρQRD =	@ρ*.S
*
+

  
(Eq. 1.29) 

 
The latter approach reduces the computational cost and enables the application of 

the method in large biomolecular systems (e.g., proteins and DNA) while keeping a 

reasonable accuracy.141 An NCI Index can be traced to the normalized and dimensionless 

reduced density gradient (RDG or s(r)),142 a simple function of the electron density (ρ(r)) 

and its gradient (Eq. 1.30):  

s(r) = 	 ^
1

2(3π()M/Ja
‖∇ρ(r)‖
ρ(r)U/J  

    
(Eq. 1.30) 

 
When the reduced density (s(r)) is plotted as a function of the molecular electron 

density (ρ(r)), noncovalent interactions appear as troughs associated with regions of 

small s(r) at low ρ(r) in the plot when ∇ρ(r) ® 0. In a molecular system there are two 

situations in which ∇s(r), the gradient of RDG, is zero.143,144 The first one corresponds to 

density critical points (CP), in which ∇s(r) = 0 due to the annihilation of the density 

gradient (∇ρ(r)= 0). Such CPs have been thoroughly studied within QTAIM theory and 

therefore they have been termed “AIM-CP”. The second situation is that in which ∇s(r) 

= 0 but ∇ρ(r) ¹ 0. These points are characterized by fulfilling the following equality (Eq. 

1.31): 

∇(ρ(r)
ρ(r) =

4
3
(∇ρ(r))(

ρ((r) 	 
    

(Eq. 1.31) 
 

By analogy, these points are called “non-AIM-CPs” and are associated with 

closed-shell interactions since it can be inferred from Eq. 1.31 that the Laplacian must be 

positive. Such interactions are not associated with CPs in the electron density and thus 

remain undetected by QTAIM topology. To sum up, NCI Index analysis not only recovers 

QTAIM results but goes beyond it due to its ability to reveal interactions that can only be 

found if we consider the entire NCI region rather than just the CPs.145  

Not only noncovalent interactions can be revealed with this method, but also 

covalent bonding.146 An easy way to distinguish between covalent and noncovalent 
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interactions is to look at the ρ(r) values within the troughs, which can be related to the 

interaction strength. As we have seen, ρ(r) has much higher values in the critical points 

associated with covalent bonding. The classification of weak interactions, however, is not 

trivial. Although hydrogen bonds (H) and van der Waals (vdW) interactions can be 

distinguished following the same criteria described above (ρ$(r) >> ρVEW(r)), steric 

clashes and hydrogen bonds appear in the same region of density and overlap in plots of 

s(ρ). The Laplacian of ρ(r) is also useless because it is dominated by the principal axis 

of variation and is positive for all closed-shell interactions.122 Instead, NCI Index uses the 

sign of the second eigenvalue of the electron density Hessian matrix (λ2), which measures 

the charge accumulation (λ2 < 0) or depletion (λ2 > 0) in the plane perpendicular to the 

interaction. Plotting s(r) as a function of sign(λ2)ρ, the electron density with the sign of 

λ2, the peaks belonging to steric clashes (λ2 > 0, conventionally depicted in red), van der 

Waals interactions (λ2  ≈ 0, green) and strongly attractive (e.g., hydrogen bonds, covalent 

bonds, λ2 < 0, blue) can be easily identified. Along with the nature of the interaction, the 

position of the NCIs can be visualized by plotting these peaks in real space as isosurfaces 

of s(r), typically s(r) < 0.3 for promolecular approach and s(r) < 0.5 for SCF densities, 

along with a small cutoff of ρ(r) which properly accommodates the density of all NCI 

peaks.139,146 The colour of the NCI isosurfaces corresponds with the colour-coding used 

in the 2D plots.  

In this work, NCI Index analyses were carried out with NCIPLOT software147,148 

(Chapter 5) and Multiwfn 3.7 program131 (Chapter 7) based on promolecular densities. 

The NCI isosurfaces were generated for s = 0.3 a.u. (s = 0.4 a.u. in Chapter 7), coloured 

according to a BGR scheme and visualized by VMD 1.9.3 program.149 These isosurfaces 

have been used to identify regions of different interactions by simply examining their 

colours. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Lithium is a remarkable element in several respects.1-2 It has important 

applications such as its incorporation in aluminium alloys for the aircraft industry, the use 

of lithium carbonate for the treatment of the bipolar disorder, its wide application in the 

synthesis of organometallic compounds, and its extended use in rechargeable batteries. It 

is the most electropositive of the alkali metals due to its high hydration enthalpy, and yet 

in the highly ionic solid LiF, some amount of electron density is shared between the two 

elements.3 In spite of the highly ionic character of lithium bonds to electronegative atoms 

such as O or N, it is common to represent it forming bonds in Lewis structures of lithium-

containing compounds rather than as independent cations. Moreover, it is commonly 

accepted that lithium can exhibit a high degree of covalency in its bonding due to the high 

polarizing power of its cation associated with a high charge/radius ratio.2  

In this context, the Li−Li bond in Li2, expected to be purely covalent as confirmed 

by Generalized Valence Bond (GVB) calculations,4 deserves special attention. Such a 

diatomic molecule has been characterized in the gas phase with a Li−Li bond distance of 

2.673 Å,5 and a dissociation energy of 105 kJ/mol.6 However, in all molecules 

characterized in the solid state found in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)7 that 

have a Li−Li bond, it is always supported by bridging ligands. The distribution of the 

Li−Li bond distances (Figure 2.1a) shows a maximum at relatively short distances (~ 2.6 

Å), compared to twice the covalent8 (2.56 Å) and van der Waals9 (4.24 Å) radii. 

A search for Li···Li "contacts" in the CSD shows also a distribution with a peak 

at short distances (Figure 2.1a) that might correspond to undisclosed Li−Li bonds, with 

many cases of bond distances smaller than in the covalent Li2 molecule5 and shorter also 

than twice the Li covalent radius.8 The large number of contacts at longer distances can 

be attributed to randomly distributed, essentially non-interacting atom pairs. Notice, 

however, that there is no gap between bonds and no-bonds, suggesting that the existence 

of Li−Li bonding at distances of 3.0 Å or longer cannot be established based purely on a 

bond length criterion. A look at the structures that present such Li−Li short distances 

reveals a strong tendency of lithium atoms to cluster together forming Li2X2 rings, Li4R4 

clusters in which the organic groups are linked in a μ3 fashion to the faces of a Li4 

tetrahedron (R = e.g., Me,10 tBu,11 or CH2CH2tBu12), six-member rings in a chair 

conformation,13-16 a Li8 cube,17 a Li8 gyrobifastigium,18 larger clusters up to Li37,19 
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reminiscent of a chunk of the bcc structure of metallic lithium but with shorter Li−Li 

distances (2.74 − 2.93 Å) than in the metal,20 and in a square network in lithium 

cyanamide, Li2(NCN).21 The most common motifs with Li−Li bonds or short contacts 

found in the CSD are Li2X2 rings, where the bridging atom X is most frequently C, N or 

O but can also be almost any element of groups 14 − 17, from carbon to iodine. 

Combining all those rhombuses, regardless of whether they indicate the presence of a 

through-ring Li−Li bond, I found the distribution seen in Figure 2.1b, covering from 

rather short, probably bonding, distances (Scheme 2.1a) to very long distances and 

correspondingly short bonding through-ring X−X distances (Scheme 2.1c), with an 

intermediate region in which the distances do not support the existence of through-ring 

bonding (Scheme 2.1b), showcasing again a continuous distribution between bonding and 

nonbonding.  

 

Figure 2.1. (a) Distribution of Li−Li bond (white bars) and Li···Li contact distances (grey bars 

for all contacts, solid line for intramolecular contacts) in the CSD. (b) Distribution of Li···Li 

distances in Li2X2 rings. The filled triangle indicates twice the lithium covalent radius8 and the 

empty triangle the experimental Li-Li bond distance in Li2 in the gas phase.5 

 
Scheme 2.1. Three alternative structures for Li2X2 rings. 
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2.2 Framework Electron Counting Scheme 

In the past, Alvarez and co-workers have analysed the bonding in the M2X2 

skeletons of doubly-bridged transition metal dinuclear complexes with several 

coordination environments and established a rationale for the existence or not of through 

ring M−M (or sometimes X−X) bonds,22-33 and a similar treatment has been presented for 

M3X2 scaffolds.34-35  Such an approach can be applied for similar cores in which M is a 

main group metal, such as Li, two of whose valence orbitals are able to participate in 

framework bonding, a radial sp hybrid and a tangential p orbital (Scheme 2.2a and 2.2b, 

respectively), both unoccupied if the lithium atoms are considered as Li+ cations.  

Alternatively, these orbitals can be represented as two sp2 or sp3 hybrid orbitals (Scheme 

2.2c). The bridging fragments can be of different types, classified according to the valence 

orbitals and electrons they contribute to framework bonding with the lithium atoms 

(Scheme 2.3).  

 
 
Scheme 2.2. Lithium valence orbitals that participate in the framework bonding (a and b), 

alternatively represented as two sp2 or sp3 hybrid orbitals in c.  

 
 
Scheme 2.3. Bridging atoms valence orbitals (and electrons) that participate in the framework 

bonding. 

2.2.1 FEC = 8  

I started by analysing the case of ligands such as amides or phosphides, 

represented here by two hybrid orbitals carrying two electrons each (Scheme 2.3a). The 

interaction of the four orbitals (Scheme 2.2c) of the two lithium atoms with the four 
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orbitals (Scheme 2.3a) of the X bridging atoms results in the molecular orbitals (MOs) 

shown schematically in Figure 2.2a that provide a semiquantitative representation of 

those obtained from DFT calculations for the Li2X2 ring in [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] 

(compound Y). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 a              b 
 
 

Figure 2.2. (a) Framework orbital interaction diagram for [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] (compound Y) 

with 8 framework electrons (FEC = 8). (b) Isodensity plot (0.02 e-) of the 1ag MO of 

[Li2(μ−NH2)2] (compound T). 

In brief, the electronic structure of this rhombic framework consists of eight 

delocalized MOs in the Li2X2 plane. The lowest four MOs have framework (Li−X) 

bonding character, while the upper four are Li−X antibonding. It is important to notice 

that one of the framework-bonding MOs, 1b3u, has through-ring X···X σ antibonding 

character, while 1b1u is Li···Li σ antibonding, a fact that will have important structural 

effects when the occupation of those orbitals is varied, or when the bridging group X does 

not have a π-type orbital available for framework bonding, e.g., when X = CH3 or Ph (see 
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below). On the contrary, the 1ag MO is bonding with respect to both the X···X and Li···Li 

couples (Figure 2.2b), and changes in the X−Li−X bond angles may enhance either the 

Li···Li (large angles) or the X···X (small angles) through-ring interactions.  

When the four framework bonding MOs are filled with a total of eight electrons, 

as in [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] (compound Y, Figure 2.2a), the framework electron count is 8 

(abbreviated FEC = 8), and the orbital occupation accounts for four M−X single bonds 

(Scheme 2.1b). Note that the bonding MOs have much less contribution from the Li atoms 

than from the N ones, due to the much higher electronegativity of the latter. This fact is 

reflected in a calculated natural charge for the Li atoms of +0.60, compatible with a formal 

oxidation state of +1, despite their participation in four occupied MOs. Even if the 

calculated charge may somewhat vary depending on the method of population analysis 

applied, the qualitative message is clear: Li−N bonding has a non-negligible degree of 

covalency. For this reason, the two Li "ions" can be in closer contact than in the Li2 

molecule, in spite of the Coulombic repulsion. 

2.2.2 FEC = 4 

If one considers now systems with bridging ligands such as alkyl, phenyl, silyl, 

amines, or phosphines, they contribute each with only one sp3 orbital and two valence 

electrons to the framework bonding (Scheme 2.3b), and a simpler MO diagram results, 

as can be seen for the case of [{(en)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] (compound A) in Figure 2.3. The main 

consequence is that the σ*(Li···Li) 1b1u and π*(Li···Li) 1b2g MOs (Figure 2.2a) are no 

longer stabilized by the π-type orbitals of the bridges, and their high energy favours a 

compression of the Li2C2 diamond as in Scheme 2.1a, with a framework electron count 

of 4 (abbreviated FEC = 4). Given the proximity of the two lithium atoms in Scheme 2.1a 

and the Li···Li bonding nature of the only low-lying MOs, 1ag and 1b3u, they describe a 

four centre-four electron (4c−4e) system with delocalized Li−C and Li−Li bonding 

character.  

A similar situation appears if the Li atoms are replaced by BH2 groups and the 

bridging groups by H atoms, thus forming diborane, (H2B)2(μ−H)2. The μ−H atoms only 

contribute one valence orbital each to framework bonding, and the MO diagram is 

qualitatively similar to Figure 2.3 (where the terminal B−H bonding orbitals are omitted 

for simplicity).36 The B2(μ−H)2 core has a FEC = 4 and is therefore expected to present 

delocalized 4c−4e B−H and B−B bonding, consistent with a B−B distance of 1.75 Å in 
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the solid state, to be compared to twice the atomic radius (1.68 Å). The main difference 

between the FEC = 4 Li2X2 rings studied here and B2H6 is that the latter has a higher 

degree of covalency due to the smaller electronegativity difference between B and H than 

between Li and X.  

 
 
Figure 2.3. Framework MO diagram for [{(en)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] (compound A) with four 

framework electrons (FEC = 4, right) and comparison with the energies and topologies of the 1b2g 

and 1b1u orbitals in the FEC = 8 compound [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] (left, compound Y, Figure 2.2a). 

2.2.3 FEC = 6 

A third case corresponds to the rings with bridges of the type shown in Scheme 

2.3c, analogous to 2.3a but with one less electron per lithium, which leads to a FEC of 6. 

In this situation, one of the four framework bonding MOs in Figure 2.2a is perforce 

unoccupied, and the best choice is to empty the 1b3u MO with strongly antibonding 

σ*(X···X) character. As a result, the approach of the two X atoms is favoured, strongly 

stabilizing the occupied 1ag and destabilizing the empty 1b3u MO. The resulting orbital 

diagram is shown in Figure 2.4 for the case of [{(THF)Li}2(μ−CH2)2] (compound L). 
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There, it can be seen that the σ(C···C) 1ag MO describes a carbon-carbon bond since its 

antibonding counterpart (distributed among 1b3u and 2b3u) is empty. Formally, there is no 

π bonding between the C atoms, since both the π and π* orbitals (1b1u and 1b2g) are 

occupied. In summary, by simply counting the electrons available for framework 

bonding, one can foretell in which cases to expect a regular ring (FEC = 8), and in which 

ones a squeezed ring with either X···X (FEC = 6) or M···M (FEC = 4) short distances 

may appear. 

 
 

Figure 2.4. Framework MO diagram of [{(THF)Li}2(μ−CH2)2] (compound L, FEC = 6). 

2.3 Geometry Optimizations 

To analyse the applicability of the framework electron counting rules to the 

lithium diamonds, I have optimized a number of model complexes, based on 

experimentally known structures with varying degrees of simplification of the ligands, in 

order to test steric and inductive effects. The results are summarized in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Optimized Structures and related experimental data[a] for [{(L2)Li}2(μ−X)2] rings.[b] 

 Calculated Experimental 
FEC Cpd.[c] X L2               Li-Li   X-Li-X  r(X-X)[d] Licharge refcode[e] Li-Li X-Li-X Ref. 
4 A CH3 en 2.274 117.4 0.013 +0.52 
 B SiH3 en 2.763 118.0 0.009 +0.42 
 C (2+) NH3 en 2.597 106.0 0.008 +0.64 
 D CH3 tmen 2.255 117.7 0.014 +0.53 xijlim 2.412 113.4 37 
 E CH3 OMe2 2.178 118.4 [0.015] [f] +0.64 
 F CH3 OEt2 2.223 116.2 0.015 +0.54 
 G CMe3 OEt2 2.246 112.7 0.016 +0.54 suhbom 2.303 110.7 11 
 H C(SiH3)3 OEt2 2.444 112.6 0.012 +0.59 
 I Ph en 2.440 113.2 0.012 +0.54 
 J Ph tmen 2.403 108.3 0.014 +0.55 phenli 2.491 105.6 38 
 K Ph Cy(NH2) 2 2.423 111.6 0.013 +0.52 kobcel 2.541 105.3 39 
6 L CH2 thf 3.679 44.8 - +0.66 
    C-C 1.551  0.220 
 M CMe2 thf 3.831 44.0 - +0.54 
    C-C 1.552  0.226  
 N C(SiMe3)2  thf 3.758 45.3 - +0.65 jamsev01 3.827 45.1 40 
    C-C 1.579  0.198   1.589 
 O PH en 4.358 55.9 - +0.49 
    P-P 2.315  0.092 
 P PPh tmen 4.294 55.8 - +0.49 reqcog 4.430 53.7 41 
    P-P 2.275  0.101   2.244 
 Q AsH (OEt2)2 4.460 59.4 - +0.47 
    As-As 2.542  0.071 
 S  SiR2 S=1[g] thf 2.667 118.8 0.011 +0.53 yodrep 3.021 112.3 42 
8 T  NH2 - 2.314 106.1 0.016 +0.80 
 U  N{SiH3}{Si(SiH3)3} - 2.395 104.8 0.017 +0.79 
 V  N{tms}{Si(tms)3} - 2.321 108.4 0.015 +0.70 pektuu 2.287 111.0 43 
 W N(tms)2 -     gas phase 2.558 100.0 44 
 Y NH2 en 2.397 106.6 0.014 +0.60  
 Z NPh2 tmen 2.730 99.6 0.013 +0.67 ohezor 2.810 98.4 45 
 AA (2+) H2O (H2O)2 2.905 90.6 0.012 +0.78 6 structs.  2.84 (3) 91 (1) 46-51 
 AB PH2 en 3.062 106.2 0.009 +0.48 
 AC PPh2 en 2.826 113.3 0.011 +0.45 
 AD PH2 tmen 3.162 102.0 0.010 +0.45 
 AE PPh2 tmen 3.604 90.0 0.012 +0.50 gedduo 3.611 92.9 52 
 AF AsH2 (OEt2)2 3.605 94.6 0.010 +0.48 
 AG AsPh2 (OEt2)2 3.724 91.8 0.010 +0.50 duwzaw 3.889 88.3 53 

[a] Bond distances in Å, bond angles in degrees. [b] Abbreviations: tms = SiMe3; en = ethylenediamine; tmen 
= tetramethyl-ethylenediamine. [c] All compounds are neutral except when otherwise specified. [d] r(X-X) is 
the electron density at the X-X bond critical point (BCP), except for compound E, for which it corresponds to 
a Li2C2 RCP. [e] CSD reference codes for the experimental structures. [f] The density in this case corresponds 
to an RCP. [g] The ground state for this molecule is a triplet, both computationally and experimentally; R = 
SitBu2Me. 
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The analysis of the molecular orbitals of the calculated compounds shows that all 

those with FEC = 8 present a set of four occupied framework orbitals similar to those 

presented in Figure 2.2a for [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] (compound Y), and those with FEC = 

4 have framework orbitals much like those shown in Figure 2.3 for [{(en)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] 

(compound A). 

Comparison of the computational results with those of related experimental 

geometries (last three columns of Table 2.1) shows a fair agreement, both in the solid 

state and in the gas phase. In Figure 2.5, I represent the ranges of Li···Li distances 

grouped by FEC number. There, it can be seen that the compounds with bridging atoms 

X of the third period and beyond occupy three different zones, according to the 

expectations deduced from the discussion of Figures 2.2 − 2.4: short Li···Li distances for 

FEC = 4, very long distances (i.e., short X···X distances) for FEC = 6, and intermediate 

values for FEC = 8. However, for molecules with bridging atoms of the second period (C, 

N, O), the FEC = 8 and FEC = 4 sets overlap, in apparent contradiction with the 

expectations. I think that the small bridging atoms enforce short distances between 

lithium atoms even when no through-ring bonding is expected (FEC = 8). Therefore, I 

examined additionally another geometric parameter, the X−Li−X bond angle, since large 

values of that angle could indicate a tendency of the two lithium atoms to approach each 

other (deviation from a regular square) due to an attractive Li···Li interaction. 

 
 
Figure 2.5. Distribution of the calculated Li···Li distances for three different framework electron 

counts (FEC). The continuous lines correspond to compounds with bridging atoms of the second 

period, the discontinuous lines to those with heavier bridging atoms. 

To consider the two geometric indications of Li···Li attraction, I present in Figure 

2.6 a geometry map in which the Li···Li distances are plotted as a function of the X−Li−X 

bond angle, separately showing the compounds with small and large bridging atoms. It 
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can be seen that all compounds with FEC = 4, for which some bonding Li···Li interaction 

is expected, occupy the region of large bond angles of the plot (106 − 118º), while the 

Li···Li distances are shortest for compounds with small bridging atoms (2.22 − 2.60 Å) 

and slightly longer for the compound with a silane bridge (2.76 Å), in fair agreement with 

twice the covalent radius of Li (2.56 Å).8 

The next group of structures in Figure 2.6, with FEC = 8, occupy two regions at 

intermediate X−Li−X bond angles (91 − 113º) and longer Li···Li distances (2.31 − 3.72 

Å) than those with FEC = 4, which is consistent with a lesser tendency of the two Li 

atoms to approach each other for the FEC = 8 systems. While the different behaviour of 

the two sets of complexes roughly follows the theoretical expectations, the regions with 

those two electron counts slightly overlap, but much less so if only systems with heavier 

bridging atoms are considered.  

 
 
Figure 2.6. Scatterplot of Li···Li distances and X−Li−X bond angles in optimized structures of  

[{(L2)Li}2(μ−X)2] rings (Table 2.1). The data are grouped according to their framework electron 

counts (FEC) and the size of the bridging atom X (empty symbols for elements of the second 

period, filled symbols for heavier elements), and the rightmost green dotted circle corresponds to 

the triplet compound [{(THF)Li}2{μ−Si(SitBu2Me)2}2] (compound S) with FEC = 6 in its triplet 

ground state. The straight dotted lines represent twice the covalent and van der Waals radius of 

lithium, respectively. 
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Finally, the compounds with FEC = 6 present a clear-cut behaviour, all having 

very acute X−Li−X bond angles (44 − 60º), consistent with the existence of short through-

ring X···X distances (1.55 − 2.54 Å, with X = C, P, or As) and correspondingly large 

Li···Li distances (3.68 − 4.46 Å). Note that in the compounds with XR bridges (X = P, 

As; R = H, Ph), the X−R bond is practically perpendicular to the Li2X2 ring. This 

geometry allows me to consider those groups as three electron donors, assuming them as 

monoanionic, since a lone pair is oriented away from the ring and therefore does not 

contribute to the framework bonding (Scheme 2.4). The same behaviour is found in the 

experimental structures of two compounds with XR bridges.54-55 

 
Scheme 2.4. Distribution of the P lone pair and P−Ph bond with respect to the Li−P−Li plane. 

Still focusing on electronic effects, the calculations using XR and XR2 bridges (X 

= P, As; R = H, Ph) allow me to compare the geometries of similar molecules which differ 

only in the presence or absence of a second substituent at the bridging atom. Since I am 

considering the rings as formed by Li+ ions, and monoanionic XR and XR2 groups have 

the valence orbitals and electrons shown in Scheme 2.5, combined with two lithium 

cations they give place to framework electron counts of 6 and 8, respectively. For 

instance, ongoing from PH to PH2, a lone pair that does not participate in framework 

bonding is replaced by an R group. Thus, the contribution of the P atom to framework 

bonding increases from three (Scheme 2.5a) to four electrons (Scheme 2.5b). By 

comparing those pairs of similar compounds, it can be observed that substituting the XR 

bridges for the XR2 ones, with the corresponding change in the FEC, going from 

molecules with bonding through-ring X···X distances to regular rings without through-

ring bonding. 

 
Scheme 2.5. Distribution of P valence orbitals (and electrons) in (a) PR and (b) PR2. 

P
Li

Li

P P
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Also interesting is the comparison of the alkyl and carbene bridges: while the 

neutral CR3 bridging groups contribute only one orbital and one electron to framework 

bonding (or two electrons if they are considered as anionic, Scheme 2.3b), the CR2 ones 

provide two orbitals and two electrons (three electrons in the ionic model, Scheme 2.3c). 

As a consequence, the molecules with alkyl bridges have a FEC of 4, whereas those with 

carbene bridges have six framework electrons and give Li−Li and C−C through-ring 

bonds, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.7. Occupation of the framework bonding MOs of [{(THF)Li}2{μ−Si(SitBu2Me)2}2] 

(compound S) in its triplet ground state. 

A special case is that of compound S42 in which the Li atoms are bridged by the 

Si(SitBu2Me)2 group. This compound has been characterized in solution by Electron 

Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) and found to be a radical that dimerizes in the solid state.  

I therefore suspected that the dimer may be a diradical, with a triplet ground state rather 

than the singlet found for other six-electron systems. Indeed, the computational results 

shown in Table 2.1 correspond to the triplet state, whereas attempts to optimize a singlet 

state resulted in dissociation of the ring. In such a triplet state, the orbital occupation 

(Figure 2.7) favours the mechanism for through-ring bond formation, and its geometry is 

similar to those of the FEC = 4 systems: the σ*(Li···Li) MO 2b1u is left unoccupied 

(Figure 2.2a), the two framework bonding orbitals with Li···Li antibonding character 

(1b2g and 1b1u, Figure 2.2a) are half-occupied, and the other two framework bonding MOs 

(1ag and 1b3u, Figure 2.2a) are fully occupied. That there is some bonding interaction 

between the Li atoms in this compound is clearly shown by its Li···Li distance (Li···Li = 

b3u

ag

b2g
b1u

Li

Si

Li

Si
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2.667 Å), shorter than in the FEC = 8 compounds with heavy bridging atoms (2.83 − 3.72 

Å), and its X−Li−X bond angle (118.8º) being wider than in the FEC = 8 molecules 

(90−113º). The behaviour of this triplet FEC = 6 compound is therefore similar to those 

of the rings with FEC = 4 (Figure 2.3). The fact that the two unpaired electrons occupy 

MOs localized mostly at the more electronegative atoms of the ring, the silicon bridges, 

accounts for the calculated spin densities for Si (0.91) and Li (0.07). 

2.4 Analysis of Experimental Structures 

With the perspective obtained from the analysis of calculated compounds with 

different electron counts, one can now analyse in a similar way the experimental data for 

a wealth of Li2X2 rings (391 structural datasets) in a geometry map (Figure 2.8). The 

compounds analysed comprise a variety of bridging atoms: C, Si, Ge, and Sn for FEC = 

4; C, Si, N, and P for FEC = 6, and N, P, As, O, S, Se, Te, Cl, Br, and I for FEC = 8. The 

map shows those compounds distributed in similar regions than found for the 

computational results (Figure 2.6), showing also an area where the structures with 4 and 

8 framework electrons somewhat overlap. The compounds with FEC = 6,40,54-58 in the 

zone of very small angles and very long Li···Li and short X−X distances, are not shown 

for clarity (see Appendix; Figure A2.1).  

A very special case of Li2X2 ring appears in a dinitrogen bridged dilithium 

dicationic compound [{(THF)3Li}2(μ−N)2]2+.56 In this compound each Li atom, 

coordinated by three tetrahydrofuran molecules, has only one orbital and no electrons 

available for framework bonding (Scheme 2.6). We are therefore in a situation similar to 

that of the Li2Me2 rings (Figure 2.3) which can only accommodate four framework 

bonding electrons. Nevertheless, the roles of the Li and bridging atoms are interchanged 

and a FEC = 4 system with short N−N distance must result. That number of framework 

bonding electrons is achieved if the two in-plane orbitals of each N atom (Scheme 2.7b 

and 2.7c) are occupied with one electron, two electrons occupy an outward pointing lone 

pair orbital (Scheme 2.7a), and one electron occupies the out of plane p orbital (Scheme 

2.7d). Since the four framework electrons imply a short N−N distance, the two out of 

plane p orbitals significantly overlap and form a π bond that complements the orbital and 

electron-deficient framework bonding. Consistently, the experimental N−N distance is as 

short as 1.058 Å, and the Li−N−Li bond angles are 152.8º. Notice that a compound 

containing a Li2B22+ ring with a short B−B distance of 1.452 Å has a similar electronic 
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structure, with the lone pairs of Scheme 2.7a replaced by NHC carbenes coordinated to 

the boron atoms, and has been described in an alternative way as two lithium cations 

bound to the triple bond of a neutral diboryne molecule.59 

 
 
Figure 2.8. Scatterplot of Li···Li distances and X−Li−X bond angles in experimental structures 

of [{(L2)Li}2(μ−X)2] rings (see Appendix; Tables A2.1 − A2.5). The data are grouped according 

to the framework electron count (FEC) and the size of the bridging atom X (empty symbols for 

elements of the second period, filled symbols for heavier elements); the green circle corresponds 

to the FEC = 6 triplet compound S (X = Si). Other compounds with FEC = 6, not shown, appear 

in a region of longer Li···Li distances and smaller X−Li−X bond angles (see Appendix; Figure 

A2.1). 

 
 

Scheme 2.6. Li valence orbital that participates in the framework bonding. 

 

Scheme 2.7. Distribution of the N atom valence orbitals. 
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2.5 Effect of intramolecular steric and secondary noncovalent interactions 

That some compounds with eight framework electrons have shorter Li···Li 

distances than others with four electrons, as observed for both calculated and 

experimental structures, is a result that apparently contradicts the expectations from the 

delocalized MO picture. Are there other factors, besides through-ring bonding, that may 

also affect the geometry of the Li2X2 rings? Let us look at the two analogous molecules 

with eight framework electrons: [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] and [{(tmen)Li}2(μ−NPh2)2] 

(compounds Y and Z, Table 2.1). While the latter presents a geometry characteristic of a 

regular ring, with a non-bonding Li···Li distance of 2.73 Å, the analogous with 

unsubstituted amido bridges presents a much shorter distance and a wider X−Li−X bond 

angle (2.397 Å and 106.6º, respectively). In the model with NH2 bridges, the 

ethylenediamine ligands attached to the Li atoms are significantly bent toward the 

bridges, resulting in H···H contacts at about 2.4 – 2.6 Å, typical distances at which H···H 

interactions are attractive.60 In the NPh2 bridged complex, besides the short contacts 

between hydrogen atoms of tmen and Ph groups (2.3 – 2.6 Å), there are also pretty short 

Ph···Ph contacts (2.12 Å).  A similar situation is found if [{(en)Li}2(μ−PH2)2] (compound 

AB) is compared with [{(tmen)Li}2(μ−PPh2)2] (compound AE), with Li···Li distances of 

3.06 and 3.60 Å, respectively, and X−Li−X angles of 106 and 90°. I therefore propose as 

a working hypothesis that the van der Waals interactions between the substituents may 

have a non-negligible effect in fine-tuning the geometry of the Li2X2 rings. 

It therefore seems that the Li2X2 rings have a high plasticity, and their geometries 

can be modulated, aside from the electron count, by the size of the bridging atoms and by 

intramolecular noncovalent interactions. To verify the plasticity of the Li2X2 rhombuses, 

I have carried out partial optimizations of three model compounds, one with a FEC of 4 

and two with a FEC of 8: [{(en)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] (compound A), [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] 

(compound Y), and [{(tmen)Li}2(μ−NPh2)2] (compound Z). In each of these calculations, 

the ring was frozen at a given X−Li−X angle, and the rest of the structure was 

reoptimized. The resulting dependence of the energy on that bond angle for one of the 

cases is shown in Figure 2.9 (for numerical data and the graphical representation of all 

compounds see Table A2.6 and Figure A2.2 of Appendix, respectively). It can be seen 

that distortions of the ring of up to ±10º, that imply variations in the Li···Li distance of 

up to 0.6 Å, require less than 8 kcal/mol (< 5 kcal/mol in compounds Y and Z), while the 

overlap between the FEC = 4 and FEC = 8 regions in Figure 2.6 is of only 2º and 0.28 Å. 
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The large Li···Li distance variability observed within a family of compounds with the 

same electron count indicates that changes in intramolecular van der Waals interactions 

(including steric effects) or in intermolecular noncovalent interactions modulate the 

geometry of the rings. Notice, though, that in several cases larger variations in the Li···Li 

distances are associated with the presence of bulkier bridging atoms and correspondingly 

longer Li−X distances. It is worth noting also that most of the calculated Li−Li distances 

in the Li2X2 rings are shorter than the covalent bond of the Li2 molecule (2.698 Å) at the 

same computational level.   

 

Figure 2.9. Scan of the energy dependence of [{(en)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] (compound A) on the C−Li−C 

bond angle. The energy minimum corresponds to the filled circle. 

2.6 Analysis of the ionic and covalent character of Lithium bonding 

Since alkaline atoms are often considered to be present in the crystal state as 

cations, that interact with anions via purely Coulombic forces, I have evaluated the ionic 

character of Li in the structures studied here by looking at its calculated atomic charges.  

Even if the numerical values of the calculated charges may vary depending on the 

population analysis scheme applied, I looked for trends rather than numerical values, and 

this discussion considers the values obtained from a Natural Population Analysis (NPA).  

I have noted that the atomic charges at the Li atoms (Table 2.1) are in all cases 

between +0.48 and +0.70, except for compounds T, U, and AA. Since the electron density 

at the Li atoms comes from both the framework bonding MOs and donation from its 

terminal ligands L, it is not a surprise to find that the calculated lithium charges depend 
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mostly on the electronegativity of the bridging atoms (cX) and the number of terminal 

ligands at each Li atom (nL).  A multilinear regression (Eq. 2.1, R2 = 0.87, standard error 

of the estimate: ± 0.038), roughly quantifies those dependences and shows that the most 

important effect comes from cX. In addition, inclusion of the electronegativity of the 

terminal donor atoms (cL) does not significantly improve the regression coefficient. For 

the compounds with nL = 2, the dependence of the calculated charge on the 

electronegativity of the bridging atoms X (cX) can be fitted to a second order expression 

(Figure 2.10 and Eq. 2.2, R2 = 0.95). 

                           Li charge = 0.166 + 0.196·cX – 0.057·nL              [Eq. 2.1]  

                        Li charge = 0.556 – 0.205·cX + 0.077·(cX)2   [Eq. 2.2] 

 
 
Figure 2.10. Atomic charge calculated at the Li atoms in Li2X2 compounds with two (circles) and 

no terminal ligands (rhombuses), represented as a function of the electronegativity of the bridging 

atoms X.  

If we wish to disregard the effect of the ligands on the net Li charge and evaluate 

the degree of covalency of the Li−X bonding, we can focus on compounds T – V, with 

no terminal ligands. In those cases, each Li atom holds 20 to 30% of its valence electron, 

thus indicating a lower limit for the degree of covalency in Li-X bonding. To obtain a 

rough estimate of the population of the Li valence shell in Li2X2 rings with no ligands 

attached to Li, I have reoptimized structures of compounds B, E, AA, and AE removing 
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such ligands, and the resulting atomic charges, represented in Figure 2.10, indicate that 

the covalency with less electronegative bridges may be as high as 40%. 

2.7 Analysis of the topology of the electron density 

To discuss the results of the topological analysis of the electron density within the 

Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) framework,61 let us start with the 

simple Li2 molecule, for which a covalent bond can be assigned without problem, which 

I have optimized at the same computational level used throughout this chapter. The 

optimized Li−Li distance is 2.698 Å, very close to the experimental value in the gas phase 

(2.673 Å) and larger than in all the Li2X2 rings with bridging atoms of the second period 

(Table 2.1). A map of the calculated electron density and the critical points found (Figure 

2.11) is shown for the case of [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH3)2]2+ (compound C), as well as for the Li2 

molecule for comparison. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 2.11. Electron density map for (a) the Li2 molecule and (b) for [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH3)2]2+ 

(compound C). The green spheres represent bond critical points (BCPs); the red ones, the ring 

critical points (RCPs); and the magenta sphere at the centre of the Li2 molecule, a non-nuclear 

attractor (NNA). 

A first remarkable feature of the electron density topology in Li2 (Figure 2.11a) is 

that at the centre of the Li−Li bond there is no a bond critical point (BCP) but a nonnuclear 

attractor (NNA), i.e., a point in which the electron density is a maximum in the three 

directions of space. This NNA is surrounded by two BCPs that mark corresponding 

minima in the electron density along the Li−Li direction. This situation has been 

attributed62 to the nodal surface in the Li 2s orbital, which should be responsible for the 

two minima in the electron density (formally BCPs). A similar NNA has also been 

reported in the topological analysis of the experimental electron density of an unsupported 

Mg−Mg bond.63 It must be noted, however, that the electron densities in Li2 are very 

b a 
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small in that region, and the differences between the BCPs and the NNA are almost 

negligible (0.0128 and 0.0134, respectively). The small electron density found in the 

interatomic region in Li2 can be explained by the highly electropositive character of the 

Li atoms that hold most of the electron density in the vicinity of their nuclei. 

For the FEC = 4 complex C, as well as for practically all other compounds with 

the same electron count, I found a N−N bond path (Figure 2.11b) with similar electron 

densities at the BCP (between 0.008 and 0.016, Table 2.1) that can be explained also by 

the much larger contribution of the N atoms to the framework bonding orbitals (Figure 

2.3) and the consequent accumulation of electron density at the bridging atoms, due to 

their higher electronegativity relative to lithium. The only exception is compound E, for 

which there is a ring critical point (RCP) at the centre of the Li2C2 unit rather than a BCP, 

although its electron density at the centre of the ring is identical to that at the BCP of 

analogous compounds. Although one might speculate that the absence of a BCP(C···C) 

in this case could be due to the short Li−Li distance, the shortest one in this family of 

compounds, the lack of correlation between r(BCP) and the Li···Li distance or X−Li−X 

bond angle, together with the rather small values of the former parameter, prevents us 

from discussing further along this line.  What is clear, however, is that the electron density 

at the BCP(X···X) and at the two RCPs(Li−X−X) differ in practically all cases by less 

than 0.001 units (see Appendix; Figure A2.3). 

I have also looked at the electron density distribution of only the two bridges in 

compounds C (X = NH3, FEC = 4) and Y (X = NH2-, FEC = 8) with the same geometry 

of the full molecules and found in both cases a BCP between the two nitrogen atoms, with 

electron densities of 0.006 and 0.010, respectively, slightly smaller than those found in 

the full molecules (Table 2.1). The difference between the two bridges considered is 

undoubtedly due to the longer N···N distance in the former (3.517 vs 3.216 Å).  Since the 

interaction between the two bridges is repulsive in the absence of the lithium ions (4.4 

kcal/mol for the NH3 dimer in compound C), the BCP along the N···N path for the 

isolated ligands cannot be interpreted as indicative of some degree of N−N bonding. A 

look at the MO picture of compound Y (Figure 2.2a), where the four framework bonding 

orbitals have much larger contributions from the N than from the Li atoms, indicates that 

the N···N bond path and the BCP are due to the high electronegativity difference between 

N and Li that results in a concentration of electron density closer to the N atoms. Since 

all compounds with FEC = 8 (compounds T – AG in Table 2.1) have similarly small 
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electron densities at the BCP, between 0.008 and 0.017, the considerations made here for 

compound Y can be extended to all the FEC = 8 compounds. For both families of 

compounds, the electron densities at the BCP(X···X) and at the RCP(Li−X−X) are very 

small (the average for 22 compounds is 0.0005(6)), indicating that the electron density at 

the centre of the rings along the Li···Li line is practically flat. 

If we turn our eyes to the compounds with six framework electrons (compounds 

L−Q), we see that the short X−X distances found go along with much higher electron 

densities at the BCP(X−X), 0.071 − 0.226, now compatible with the existence of a 

covalent through-ring X−X bond. It is not therefore strange that these compounds are in 

some cases described as having an X=X double bond, side-on coordinated to two Li ions. 

However, if we compare the electron density at the BCP between two CH2 units in 

compound L (0.220 at a C−C distance of 1.551 Å) with that found for the ethylene 

molecule C2H4 (0.363 at a C=C distance of 1.317 Å),61 we see that the C−C link in 

compound L is closer to that in ethane (0.252 at 1.527 Å),61 thus stressing the high 

delocalization of the framework electrons in that system. 

I have noted above that van der Waals interactions between the substituents may 

have a non-negligible influence on the geometry of the Li2X2 rings.  This circumstance is 

reflected in the topological analysis of the electron density, in which many bond critical 

points are observed between hydrogen atoms of the organic groups present in the 

molecules, at distances of 2.5 Å or less, typical of homopolar noncovalent C−H···H−C 

interactions.60 

An analysis of the Laplacian of the electron density of all optimized structures has 

been carried out, and the corresponding maps for some of them in the Li2X2 plane are 

given as Appendix (Figures A2.4 – A2.6). For the FEC = 4 compounds, those maps 

indicate a charge accumulation inside the ring, centred at the nitrogen atoms, a situation 

analogous to that found for diborane (Figure A2.4). The main difference is that in the 

latter case the charge concentration reaches the B–B interatomic region due to the much 

smaller electronegativity difference between B and H than between Li and C in 

compounds A and E. In the FEC = 8 systems (Figure A2.5), the charge density is more 

contracted in the X···X direction and extends also along the X–Li directions, consistent 

with a higher localization to form four X–Li bonds, and for compound AG becomes a 

nice depiction of four X–centred lone pairs directed toward the Li ions. Finally, a FEC = 
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6 compound (N, Figure A2.6) shows a clear accumulation of the electron density along 

the X–X direction, eloquently pointing to a covalent bond that is consistent with the high 

values of the electron density found in the centre of the ring (Table 2.1). 

2.8 Summary 

A structural analysis of the X-ray and calculated structures of molecules with 

Li2X2 rings shows that they can be found in different regions of a geometry map (a 

scatterplot of Li···Li distance and X–Li–X bond angle), depending on their electron count 

(FEC) and the size of the bridging atom. The dependence on the electron count can be 

accounted for by the different characteristics and occupation of delocalized framework 

bonding molecular orbitals, similar to what has been reported earlier for dinuclear 

transition metal rings with the same topology. The qualitative predictions have been 

computationally verified for a number of molecules. In particular, the calculated Li–Li 

distances in Li2X2 rings with a FEC of 4 and bridging atoms of the second period are 

shorter than the covalent bond of the Li2 molecule, 2.698 Å, at the same computational 

level. 

The existence of some overlap between the regions of the map corresponding to 

FEC = 4 and FEC = 8 systems has been shown to be the result of potential energy curves 

with rather flat minima. Such flat potential minima are due to the combined ionic and 

covalent contributions to the framework bonding orbitals that are concentrated at the more 

electronegative bridging atoms.   

The nature of the framework bonding correlates with the electronegativity of X 

and is predominantly ionic only for F and O, and to a lesser extent for N and other less 

electronegative bridges. The topology of the electron density at the ring centre of 

compounds with those two electron counts is consistently flat and small, resulting in 

artefactual X···X bond paths. 

Changes in intramolecular steric repulsions or van der Waals interactions and in 

intermolecular weak interactions may be responsible for the variability observed within 

a family of compounds with the same electron count. Notice, though, that in the latter 

case larger variations in the Li···Li distances are associated with the presence of bulkier 

bridging atoms and correspondingly longer Li–X distances. All in all, and at difference 

with the behaviour of a variety of analogous transition metal rings, the geometry of the 
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Li2X2 frameworks depends on several factors: the FEC, the electronegativity of the 

bridging ligands, the size of the X atoms, and intramolecular (and possibly 

intermolecular) noncovalent interactions. This peculiar bonding situation may be the 

basis of the high tendency of lithium atoms to cluster together in molecular systems.  

In summary, a delocalized MO description of the Li2X2 rings captures the 

geometrical effects of the framework electron count, as well as the importance of both 

covalent and ionic contributions to chemical bonding therein.  Since we are still in need 

of structural formulas for communication purposes, we must be aware that alternative 

Lewis-type covalent and ionic structures in Scheme 2.8 (solid lines represent Lewis 

electron pairs; the dashed lines, four delocalized electrons; the dotted lines, ionic bonding; 

and the arrows, dative bonds) each partially describe the electronic structure in the diffuse 

border between the covalent and ionic bonding regions. 

 

Scheme 2.8. Lewis structure of the three framework electron counts (FEC). 
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2.9 Appendix 

Annex 2.1. Experimental through-ring Li-Li distance and X-Li-X bond angle for 

molecular structures of type [{(L2)Li}2(μ−X)2] found in the CSD, represented in Figure 

2.8. 
Table A2.1. Systems with FEC = 8 and 2nd period bridging atoms. 

refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (º) X refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (º) X 

GEQSEA 2.233 111.2 N1 FIWBAO 2.406 107.9 N1 
PEKTUU 2.287 111.0 N1 JOKSIM 2.409 104.9 N1 
KIKVUY 2.293 110.2 N1 HOLSUW 2.410 105.3 N2 
KEQBIR 2.306 100.1 OR XASZOG 2.412 100.3 O1 
KIKVUY 2.319 110.0 N3 XASZUM 2.417   98.5 O1 
HAXWEJ 2.329 108.9 N1 JECQIU 2.423 106.6 N1 
GEQSAW 2.331 108.8 N4 FIJSEW 2.426 107.0 N1 
NENVIM 2.333 105.9 N1 NEDWEB 2.428 106.8 N3 
GEQSAW 2.334 108.9 N1 NUWBOW 2.433 106.7 N3 
UJAPAY 2.334   99.3 O1 ITAZEJ 2.434 106.0 N1 
CASZAX 2.342   98.9 O1 NUWBIQ 2.437 106.3 N1 
SOLXUM 2.343 106.3 N2 LIBLUE 2.437 105.7 N1 
MAZZIW 2.345 108.1 N1 LUXXEJ 2.438 105.3 N1 
HAXWAF 2.345 108.6 N1 PUDFUQ 2.439 104.4 N1 
GEQSAW 2.346 108.7 N3 YUDDEG 2.443   98.5 O1 
SOLXUM 2.354 106.2 N1 NUWBOW 2.443 106.2 N1 
SUSDEP 2.354 108.9 N1 BUXNOX03 2.444 106.1 N1 

WEDVUX 2.358   99.9 O1 ROLRIU 2.444   98.0 O1 
EABNEA 2.359 107.8 N1 GENGUC 2.445 105.5 N3 
CAPSUI 2.365 107.5 N1 FUYWIF 2.445 105.1 N1 

DAPGAC 2.368 104.6 N1 JECQAM 2.445 106.0 N1 
DAPGAC10 2.368 104.6 N1 ZEGNOO10 2.445 104.0 N1 

EABNEA 2.371 107.6 N3 XASZAS 2.447   95.2 O1 
SOXYEL01 2.373 103.4 N1 ZEGNOO 2.447 104.0 N1 
WIBKEX 2.375 113.7 C14 QOLFOM 2.449 106.3 N1 

CUGJAP01 2.381   99.5 O1 MUJMAG 2.450 104.3 N3 
GEQRUP 2.383 106.8 N1 FABDER01 2.452 105.5 N1 
UQUGUK 2.384   99.6 O1 BUXNOX04 2.453 106.1 N1 
CAZLIB 2.384 107.6 N1 QOLFOM 2.453 106.4 N5 
SOXYEL 2.385 103.3 N3 BUXNOX02 2.454 105.9 N1 
XENYAQ 2.391 109.0 N1 FIBYOE 2.456   96.8 O1 
CUGJAP 2.392   99.3 O1 COSPOS 2.456 112.3 C14 
WOBZAP 2.392 106.4 N1 NELCUC 2.458 103.0 N2 

CUGJAP01 2.398   98.9 O2 FABDER02 2.458 105.6 N1 
POPYOI 2.403 106.2 N1 AZEVAC 2.461   97.6 O2 
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Table A2.1. Systems with FEC = 8 and 2nd period bridging atoms. (continuation) 

refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X 

GIZBEY 2.461 104.4 N1 VITCUY 2.526 104.3 N1 
DUKRIK 2.462 105.5 N1 XASXUK 2.527   97.1 O1 
VISTUO 2.464 103.7 N1 CEDLAY 2.528 102.2 N1 
XEKTOX 2.464   96.3 O1 NUWBEM 2.529 104.2 N1 
ROTWOP 2.466   97.5 O1 ZEWMOG 2.530   94.6 O1 
IJAXAT 2.467 104.1 N1 ZEWMOG 2.532   95.1 O3 
XASZIA 2.468   98.2 O1 REMHOG 2.540 104.1 C9 

WAVHEG 2.468 105.1 N2 VITDIN 2.542 104.0 N1B 
NOFCIW 2.470   96.6 O1 JECQEQ 2.543 104.2 N1 
XENYEU 2.472 105.4 N1 XEKTUD 2.543   95.0 O1 
DUKRIK 2.474 105.1 N4 RURLAR 2.545 111.1 C1 
QOKCIC 2.475 106.0 N1 XASYOF 2.547   95.5 O1 

IJAXAT01 2.475 103.9 N1 GOHHAO 2.548   98.2 O1 
RUMRAT 2.475 103.0 N1 VUVQAF 2.549 102.7 N3 
RAJREA 2.476   96.5 O1 VUVQAF 2.549 102.8 N1 
FERVON 2.477   95.8 O1 VUVQAF 2.551 102.7 N5 
COLFEP 2.477 104.3 N1 XASYUL 2.553   95.6 O1 
APOQON 2.478 105.3 N1A KOCFEN 2.553 102.7 N5 
VISTUO 2.483 103.2 N3 VUVQAF 2.555 102.4 N7 
REFQUP 2.484 102.3 N1 VITDOT 2.555 102.6 N1 
XEWFUA 2.484 105.5 N1 VITDEJ 2.555 103.3 N2 
TOKMIP 2.484 104.1 N1 VITDEJ 2.557 102.4 N1 
OTOKAL 2.485   95.8 O1 CIGXUL 2.565 106.7 C1 
JOVTUJ 2.489   97.9 O1 VITDAF 2.569 103.4 N1 
DETRAV 2.490   97.3 O1 HAJHEF 2.571 110.6 C18 
VOTYEI 2.491 104.8 N1 ZIYZOW 2.573 103.6 N1 

BUXNOX 2.492 105.6 N1 QUPJUI 2.574 107.4 C13 
NITLEH 2.494 104.6 N1 GAYYIO 2.576   94.1 O1 
GIDQAL 2.494 103.4 N4 MIZTEU 2.577 109.8 C16 
TOPQUK 2.502 104.6 N1 JUJXER 2.581 103.5 C1 
RAJRIE 2.502   96.3 O1 QUFXEU 2.585   97.1 O2 

BUXNOX01 2.504 104.9 N1 KAMXUS 2.592   96.4 O1 
ZEGNUU 2.505 102.8 N4 HAJHEF 2.595 109.2 C1 

ZEGNUU10 2.505 102.8 N4 VAFHIT 2.596 102.4 N1 
LUXXIN 2.515 104.6 N1 JAJMAI 2.596   93.0 O1 
SILYUH 2.515   99.9 O1 PIDHUF 2.600   97.2 O1 
FOXZAV 2.516   95.9 O2 GOHHAO 2.600   96.5 O3 
KOCCEK 2.517 102.9 N1 VISTAU 2.602 101.6 N1 
XEKVEP 2.524   95.5 O1 LACREO 2.604   92.7 O1 
DETPUN 2.524   95.0 O1 JIXXET 2.608 101.7 N1 
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Table A2.1. Systems with FEC = 8 and 2nd period bridging atoms. (continuation) 

refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X 

ZUHVIJ 2.608 109.3 C14 EFIMOX 2.736 91.3 O5B 
ROLSOC 2.609   92.0 O1 KUFSAF 2.739 89.1 O1 
SIMZIX 2.610   99.8 N3 ZEHMEE 2.749 94.0 O1 

QUFXEU 2.611   95.4 O1 UNODAD 2.750 90.7 O1 
KIMHOF 2.614   94.2 O1 ZZZKDE01 2.757 89.4 O2 
SIMZIX 2.616   99.7 N1 IHEYAV 2.758 95.7 N3 

KEGHUZ 2.616   94.1 O1 QEXNEM 2.763 90.6 O1 
XASYEV 2.620   92.6 O1 IHEYAV 2.768 96.3 N1 
GAQPOE 2.628   93.2 O9 SUQCAI 2.772 95.4 N1 

FAHBEV01 2.628   98.1 N1 KUPFUW 2.773 93.1 O2 
RACGUX 2.628   94.4 O1 COBHAC 2.774 90.2 O2 
CIPJOA 2.630   97.7 O1 OBILOC 2.782 88.7 O1 

BUKYAJ 2.639   92.1 O1 IHEYEZ 2.782 95.9 N1 
QIPWOD 2.642   93.8 O2 KUFSEJ 2.785 89.3 O1 
XIXMOG 2.643 100.7 N2 AKACAQ 2.793 92.4 O1 
VITDUZ 2.644 100.7 N1 TUVSEI 2.795 88.3 O1 
GAHFUR 2.644 101.2 N1 JOGWUZ 2.798 91.3 O1 
FAHBEV 2.644   98.2 N1 OHEZOR 2.810 98.4 N1 
HALCII 2.646 100.8 N1 FUHCIW 2.820 88.4 O1 

ALUGAQ 2.647   94.5 O2 JORRUD 2.822 90.1 O1 
FIGHEI 2.649   90.4 O1 SEWMAI 2.828 98.4 N1 

FOGTAW 2.654 100.8 N1 NIKVUA 2.831 93.2 O4 
YEDDOB 2.655   98.9 N1 SIYXAZ 2.832 89.4 O1 
UQUGEU 2.658   94.5 O1 CELGUV 2.836 91.6 O1 
YATYAU 2.659   94.4 O1 GEFDEA 2.838 90.9 O1 
FOGTAW 2.660 101.2 N2 KETMOL 2.840 87.1 O1 
SUQCOW 2.661   97.7 N1 CUSWES01 2.842 89.7 O7 
AYUGUW 2.674 101.1 N1 HOCGIQ 2.847 92.2 O4 
VITFAH 2.675 100.8 N1 REHBUC 2.861 88.7 O3 
JAKNAK 2.678   94.3 O1 JESRIJ 2.875 89.8 O7 
ALUGEU 2.679   93.5 O1 ZITBIN 2.879 96.5 N1 
CECZOA 2.680   90.3 O2 QOPJEK 2.880 94.1 N1 
GAQPOE 2.685   91.9 O4 HOXZIF 2.884 89.6 O8 
FATPEV 2.690 101.4 C1B REHBUC 2.906 85.8 O5 
BUKXUC 2.698   90.6 O1 JAPKIX 2.941 84.9 O5 
HIMHAM 2.702   97.5 N1 FUQLIO 2.960 87.5 O7 
TOQFIP 2.715   91.5 O5 AJUKOG 3.119 84.1 O1 

XIXMOG 2.720   99.5 N1 TASGIG 3.313 80.5 O1 
XUNSUW 2.725   88.5 O1 TASGIG01 3.319 79.9 O1 
PEJVOP 2.730   95.6 N1     
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Table A2.2.  Systems with FEC = 8 and 3rd or higher period bridging atoms. 

refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) 
CESFIP 2.759 113.6 IXEPUW01 3.042 106.2 MUDFEY 3.330 103.3 

WAXZEA 2.818 104.7 CINLET 3.045 103.8 BEMDON 3.363   99.4 
SETNAG 2.820 107.9 TAMQUU 3.050 103.9 FOFGAI 3.364 100.0 
PITCAW 2.831 104.3 XOLGAH 3.060   95.2 VETJUC 3.403 104.6 
NOZBEJ 2.837 106.0 YULHUJ 3.062   98.3 DIZSUB 3.410 102.5 
PAKDIO 2.862 104.4 JEPSAY 3.062 104.1 WECNOI 3.417 103.8 
YOXPEH 2.870 103.4 HIPSAD 3.069 104.9 JOXKAI 3.422 104.9 
MEWQEK 2.875 113.3 ITATIG 3.073 100.7 LAFPEN 3.425   97.1 
UFEGIX 2.879 103.9 HEQYEK 3.075 105.0 UGABOU 3.429   96.2 
WAWDIJ 2.893 103.4 GIPZAI 3.083 101.9 MORGIL 3.448 103.3 
VIJMAC 2.896 102.9 CILYED 3.103 102.8 ZIWCEP 3.472   93.3 
IBOROJ 2.904 103.8 LAYDUN 3.104 102.7 RUYZAM 3.474 103.5 

WAXFUZ 2.914 103.1 VUFBAZ 3.105 104.8 ANUGAT 3.487   88.5 
COMSOM 2.914 107.8 FORBOD 3.107 103.6 NETVEN 3.512   98.2 
SILVOZ 2.925 103.1 YILZUO 3.134 104.8 ANUGAT 3.519   87.1 

MOZZAE 2.927 104.1 SAWSUE01 3.138 102.4 MAVTIN 3.523   94.8 
WAXFUZ 2.927 102.9 SEHHOC 3.142 104.3 XORSAY 3.545   94.7 
VIJMAC01 2.930 102.6 PERXUF 3.152 109.8 VAFWEE 3.550   94.6 

QINTIQ 2.933 102.2 TUQQUS 3.157   96.9 GAJZAS 3.586 100.1 
HAQXOM 2.934 101.3 SAWSUE 3.171 101.8 VAGNEY 3.602   94.6 
TIZCEK 2.936 107.0 REMHEW 3.178 101.5 GEDDUO 3.610   91.0 
DIGZIF 2.937 107.8 KIMHUL 3.183   99.4 CECYAL 3.610   97.8 

MILCOC 2.952 102.0 TEZZAZ 3.197   99.7 GEDDUO 3.611   92.9 
SAJVEE01 2.973 106.1 DECXEO01 3.215 101.2 YIJLUY 3.617   93.6 
LUPBEF 2.985 101.5 HEBVAL 3.227 103.0 VAFWEE 3.630   92.1 
QIWFUA 2.994 107.0 HEQYAG 3.231 100.8 GEDDUO 3.658   91.2 
VEVQIX 2.995 100.7 GAJYUL 3.242 101.6 SATMAD 3.683   99.4 
LUPBAB 2.996 101.0 FORBOD 3.246   98.7 GEDDUO 3.705   89.5 
QIMCIA 3.002 100.6 ZOKVIG 3.246   95.1 CEMYAU 3.803   91.5 
TAPKEB 3.002 105.1 HINLEW 3.253 104.1 JEPSEC 3.852   94.6 
GAJYOF 3.004 101.8 SAJVAA 3.286 106.3 DUWZAW 3.889   89.3 
DEMPAN 3.019 100.4 HINLEW 3.294 102.9 KADJAA 3.995   93.8 
YODREP 3.021 112.3 DUHCAK 3.299 100.6 CEMYAU 4.139   87.7 
LUPBAB 3.035 100.6 RABSAP 3.305   98.4    
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Table A2.3. Systems with FEC = 4 and 2nd period bridging atoms. 

refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X 
VAJZAJ 2.127 121.0 C8 PEXZUQ 2.441 108.2 C1 

MOBREA 2.225 117.2 C1 EDOWEA 2.444 113.3 C13 
LEFSIY 2.265 116.8 C1 CUSMOT 2.461 112.6 C17 
LEFSIY 2.310 116.5 C25 DAHTUC 2.463 113.3 C1 

KOPCOH 2.345 115.0 C38 CEPLEO 2.463 109.0 C2 
KIRPEG 2.353 118.4 C1 ENAWIZ01 2.466 112.7 C1 
LOJGUP 2.353 113.0 C1A QIBQUP 2.479 112.2 C1 
QIMRAH 2.371 115.0 C11 ENAWIZ 2.486 113.1 C16 
EMUWIS 2.377 112.8 C1 ULOWEY 2.489 114.8 C8 
KOPCOH 2.377 114.5 C20 XIJLOS 2.489 108.9 C11 
NOXLIV 2.390 112.9 C1 GAFCAR 2.490 113.7 C1B 
CUSMOT 2.399 114.4 C1 XIJLOS 2.513 109.2 C37 
XIJLIM 2.412 113.4 C1 COHPIZ 2.515 106.3 C1 

EMUWIS 2.415 112.6 C26 KOBCEL 2.541 105.6 C5 
IFOGIU 2.415 108.2 C1 KAGSES 2.567 112.4 C1 
GABHIA 2.421 114.1 C1 NAGDUV 2.570 104.5 C2 
KOPCOH 2.422 112.8 C56 HIGQUJ 2.572 109.4 C1B 
JIDQOF 2.427 113.7 C7 KAGSES 2.573 111.8 C45 

QIBRAW 2.427 108.1 C1 XOXFAT 2.575 109.4 C3 
CEMDEG 2.429 113.7 C1 JIDQIZ 2.588 109.5 C1 
ESOXIU 2.429 113.8 C4B KAGSUI 2.635 110.7 C8 
KOPCOH 2.432 113.0 C2 SINFOM 2.644 108.1 C1 
XOLYON 2.436 113.6 C7 KECTIW 2.763 106.1 C1 
GUPLIO 2.440 112.9 C1     

 
Table A2.4. Systems with FEC = 4 and 3rd or higher period bridging atoms. 

refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) 
NICWOL 2.397 126.2 LUGFIC 2.959 112.3 
REPKUS 2.644 121.9 LUGFOI 3.013 111.1 
IYALID 2.688 128.0 CAPGEG 3.030 112.8 
DACXIP 2.696 117.6 REPLAZ 3.034 111.8 
DACXEL 2.735 119.0    

 
Table A2.5. Systems with FEC = 6 and 2nd or higher period bridging atoms. 

refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X-X X refcode Li-Li (Å) X-Li-X (°) X-X X 

JAMSEV 3.900 44.5 1.597 C SULKIT 4.372 27.2 1.058 N 
JAMSEV01 3.827 45.1 1.589 C YARDUT 4.347 55.2 2.272 P 
NIHDOX 3.940 44.1 1.597 C ULETIO 5.217 50.5 2.457 Ge 
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Figure A2.1. Scatterplot of Li···Li distances and X−Li−X bond angles in experimental structures 

of [{(L2)Li}2(μ−X)2] rings with FEC = 6, to complement Figure 2.8. The data are grouped 

according to the size of the bridging atom X (empty symbols for elements of the second period, 

filled symbols for heavier elements). 

Annex 2.2. Effect of intramolecular steric and secondary noncovalent interactions. 

Table A2.6. Calculated values for the relative energy (kcal/mol) and through-ring Li···Li distance 

at fixed X−Li−X bond angles (X = C or N) in [{(en)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] (compound A; represented in 

Figure 2.9), [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] (compound Y), and [{(tmen)Li}2(μ−NPh2)2] (compound Z). 

Compound A Compound Y Compound Z 
αC-Li-C (°) Energy Li-Li (Å) αN-Li-N (°) Energy Li-Li (Å) αN-Li-N (°) Energy Li-Li (Å) 

  80.0     80.0 17.24 3.381   80.0 10.86 3.148 
  85.0     85.0 13.06 3.206   85.0   5.99 2.991 
  90.0 16.38 3.225   90.0   7.00 3.038   90.0   2.64 2.853 
  95.0 14.43 3.005   95.0   3.68 2.876   95.0   0.60 2.718 
100.0 11.44 2.794 100.0   1.24 2.730   99.6   0.00 2.579 
105.0   7.11 2.628 105.0   0.08 2.717 100.0   0.03 2.441 
110.0   2.48 2.496 106.6   0.00 2.559 105.0   0.91 2.397 
115.0   0.45 2.348 110.0   0.35 2.404 110.0   3.34 2.305 
117.4   0.00 2.274 115.0   2.23 2.253 115.0   7.54 2.169 
120.0   0.41 2.201 120.0   5.96 2.104 120.0 13.82 2.034 

125.0   2.61 2.060 125.0 11.84 1.956 125.0 22.62 1.900 

130.0   7.61 1.921 130.0 20.23 1.808 130.0 34.39 1.770 
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Figure A2.2. Scan of the energy dependence of (a) [{(en)Li}2(μ−NH2)2] (compound Y) and (b) 

[{(tmen)Li}2(μ−NPh2)2] (compound Z) on the N−Li−N bond angle. The energy minima 

correspond to the filled circle. 

    a                                                                b 

 
 

Annex 2.3. Analysis of the electron density. 

 
 
Figure A2.3. Comparison of the electron density at the X···X bond critical point (bcp) and at the 

X−Li−X ring critical point (rcp) for compounds with FEC = 4 or 8 (Table 2.1). The dashed line 

corresponds to the ideal case in which r(rcp) = r(bcp). The outliers are compounds AA and AE.  
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A         E  

B2H6  
 
Figure A2.4. Laplacian of the electron density of [{(en)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] (compound A), 

[{(Me2O)Li}2(μ−CH3)2] (compound E), and B2H6, with FEC = 4. Only the atoms of the Li2X2 

skeleton of A and E are shown for clarity. The blue lines indicate charge depletion (positive 

values) and the red lines charge concentration (negative values).  

 
 
Figure A2.5. Laplacian of the electron density of [Li2(μ−NH2)2] (compound T), 

[{(tmen)Li}2(μ−PH2)2] (compound AD), and [{(Et2O)2Li}2(μ−AsPh2)2] (compound AG), with 

FEC = 8. Only the atoms of the Li2X2 skeletons are shown for clarity. The blue lines indicate 

charge depletion (positive values) and the red lines charge concentration (negative values).   

 
 
 

T AD AG 
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Figure A2.6. Laplacian of the electron density of [{(thf)Li}2(μ−C(SiMe3)2)2] (compound N), with 

FEC = 6. Only the atoms of the Li2C2 skeleton are shown for clarity. The blue lines indicate charge 

depletion (positive values) and the red lines charge concentration (negative values).   
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3.1 Introduction 

Among the abundance of noncovalent interactions, those involving carbonyl 

groups have attracted increasing interest in recent years. Short contacts between an 

electron density donor and the electron-deficient region of a carbonyl group (i.e. the C 

atom) have been found and investigated in many families of compounds.1-12 The nature 

of such interactions has been the subject of discussion for a long time.13,14 It seems clear 

nowadays that lone-pair−carbonyl interactions imply a combination of orbital and 

electrostatic contributions. The orbital interaction is associated with electron density 

delocalization from the lone pair into the π* empty orbital of the carbonyl to establish the 

so-called n→π* interaction.15 On the other hand, the electrostatic interaction is the result 

of the attraction between a region of the electron-rich species (the lone pair) and another 

of the electron-deficient species (the carbonyl carbon atom), negatively and positively 

charged, respectively.16,17 This electrostatic interaction has been rationalized in terms of 

π-hole bonding by Politzer and co-workers.18  

From a topological point of view, it is difficult to assess the contribution of each 

component, orbital and electrostatic, to the total interaction energy since both the π-hole 

and the empty π* orbital are located in the same molecular region: i.e., the carbon atom 

of the carbonyl group. The intermolecular distance gives an indication to determine the 

strength of the n→π* interaction, which depends on the n/π* orbital overlap. On the other 

hand, the π-hole bonding is associated with a marked directionality to precisely connect 

the positive and negative regions.  

Here, I present a combined structural and computational study of lone-pair-

carbonyl interactions in acyl halides. I wish to investigate how the presence of the halogen 

atom affects the reactivity of the carbonyl groups towards nucleophiles. Furthermore, 

different substituents on the CO-X groups have been studied as well as oxygen- and 

nitrogen-containing lone pairs. Special attention has been paid to possible correlations 

between geometrical descriptors and molecular properties, such as the value of the 

electrostatic potential. To further investigate the nature of the interaction, an Energy 

Decomposition Analysis (EDA)19 has been performed on dimers at several interaction 

distances. Moreover, I have tried to link our theoretical results with experimental 

structures when possible. I have focused on EDA analysis because, to the best of our 

knowledge, it has been rarely applied to study noncovalent interactions involving 
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carbonyl compounds. I have performed neither a Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis 

nor Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) analysis because EDA provides 

enough information about the nature of the interaction.   

3.2 Structural Analysis  

I have searched the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)20 for short 

intermolecular contacts between carbonyl groups of acyl halides and lone-pair-containing 

donor atoms (Scheme 3.1). In my searches, the donor (Y) was set to be any element of 

groups 15 − 17 whereas X could be any halogen. Only contacts shorter than the sum of 

the van der Waals radii plus 0.1 Å (dY···C < ( ∑rVEW + 0.1)) were taken into account. A 

total of 111 short Y···C=O contacts were found in 78 different crystal structures for Y = 

N (7 hits), O (47 hits), F (7 hits), and Cl (17 hits). As for the nature of the halogen atom 

X, I found 23 contacts for F, 54 for Cl, only one for Br and none for I.  

 

Scheme 3.1. Angles involved in the interaction between a lone-pair-containing group and an acyl 

halide. 

I have then analysed the Y···C=O attack angle (α) associated with the short Y···C 

contacts. Remarkably, as the angle α approaches 100°, the shortest Y···C distance 

decreases, as shown in Figure 3.1. This tendency has been seen before in other lone-

pair−carbonyl interactions1-3,15 and is associated with the Bürgi−Dunitz trajectory for a 

nucleophilic attack.21,22 It can also be seen in the plot of Figure 3.1 that the shortest 

contacts are found for Y = O, with no contacts below the vdW corrected distance of -0.2 

Å for Y = N, F, and Cl (the vdW corrected distance is defined as the difference between 

the measured experimental distance and the sum of the van der Waals radii of the atoms 

involved). The outlier point showing a Cl···C contact at -0.3 Å is actually a Cl···O=C 

halogen bond with a Cl···O distance shorter than the Cl···C distance (3.009 and 3.281 Å, 

respectively). 
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Figure 3.1. Normalized Y···C distance (normalized distance = dY···C - ∑r!"#) as a function of 

the Y···C=O angle (see Appendix, Tables A3.1 − A3.4). Different donor atoms are represented 

with different colours: Y = N (green squares), O (blue circles), F (red triangles), and Cl (orange 

pentagons).  

The other angle involved in the interaction moiety (β, Scheme 3.1) also shows 

some particularities. When the donor atom is a halogen (Y = F and Cl), 78% of the 

E−Y···C angles are located in the range 90 − 120° (58% in 90 − 100°), presumably to 

facilitate a hypothetical electrostatic interaction dictated by the electron density 

distribution of covalently-bonded halogen atoms, in which there are clearly differentiated 

regions of charge accumulation and depletion. On the other hand, when the donor is an O 

atom in the form of a carbonyl group, the approach angle C=O···C is more variable with 

a random distribution of values between 80 and 180°, in good agreement with previous 

reports on carbonyl−carbonyl interactions.13 

I show in Figure 3.2 an example of crystal structure in which the molecules of 

fluoroformic acid anhydride (DALJAC)23 are held together by carbonyl···carbonyl 

contacts as the only intermolecular interaction. In such a crystal structure, there are O···C 

contacts as short as 2.81 Å: i.e., 0.4 Å shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii. 

However, the shortest C=O···C=O contact is found at 2.803 Å (α = 96.5°) in the crystal 

structure of pentafluoropropanoyl fluoride (HALWUP),24 in which there is also a 

F···C=O contact at 3.129 Å: i.e., 0.1 Å shorter than the sum of the corresponding van der 

Waals radii. In the crystal structure of 1,4-dioxane oxalyl fluoride (FAYNOI),25 in which 

the donor oxygen is an ether, the O···C contact is found at a very short distance of 2.590 

Å (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2. Short carbonyl···carbonyl contacts in the crystal structure of fluoroformic acid 

anhydride (DALJAC)23 and 1,4-dioxane oxalyl fluoride (FAYNOI).25 Colour code: grey, C; red, 

O; purple, F. 

3.3 Analysis of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential 

The Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) approach was used to analyse a 

possible electrostatic interaction between acyl halides and lone pairs.18,26-28 Acyl halides 

of formula CF3-COX (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) have been first selected to evaluate the effect 

of the different halogens on the magnitude of the π-hole associated with the carbonyl 

carbon atom. The corresponding MEP maps are plotted in Figure 3.3. As can be seen 

there, the π-hole is more pronounced for X = F, although it is present in all four cases. 

Values of MEP between 46 and 56 kcal/mol are high enough to expect a marked affinity 

for electron density donors.  

Next, I have modified the group attached to the fluoroformate moiety (I kept F as 

the reference X because it showed the most marked π-hole) to study their effect on the 

electron density distribution over the molecules. Several substituents have been studied 

(R = CH3, OCH3, OCF3, SCN, NH2, C6H5, C6H4F, C6H2F3, and C6F5), all of them realistic 

since they were found in our structural analysis. The results are presented in Figure 3.4. 

Two main groups can be distinguished: those in which the region of maximum MEP value 

(Vs,max) is located on the carbonyl carbon atom and those in which Vs,max is located in a 

different region of the molecule. In the first group R = OCH3, OCF3, SCN, and C6F5 are 

found and in the second R = CH3, NH2, C6H5, C6H4F, and C6H2F3. Of course, R = CF3, 

as previously seen (Figure 3.3), is the paradigmatic case of the first group. 
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Figure 3.3. MEP maps for trifluoromethyl haloformate derivatives CF3-COX (X = F, Cl, Br, and 

I) calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level and plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 

0.002 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue colours indicate a more negative and a 

more positive MEP value, respectively. 

 
Figure 3.4. MEP maps for fluoroformate derivatives R-COF (R = CH3, OCH3, OCF3, SCN, NH2, 

C6H5, C6H4F, C6H2F3, and C6F5) calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level and plotted on the 

electron density isosurface (s = 0.002 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue colours 

indicate a more negative and a more positive MEP value, respectively. 
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The most positive MEP values are found in R = CF3, OCF3, and SCN (56, 49, and 

46 kcal/mol, respectively). For R = SCN, the presence of the S atom allows the formation 

of two clear σ-holes (38 and 44 kcal/mol). As expected, when R is a phenyl ring, the 

presence of more F atoms reinforces the π-hole on the carbonyl. It is expected, thus, that 

molecules in the first group can interact with electron donors via the carbonyl carbon 

whereas the others might find more suitable regions and, thus, establish other types of 

attractive interactions such as hydrogen bonds.  

3.4 Analysis of the Interaction Energies 

3.4.1 Effect of X  

I have studied, by means of DFT calculations, the effect of the nature of the 

halogen X on the capability of the attached carbonyl group to act as an electron density 

acceptor. To that end, a model based on the dimer found in the crystal structure of 

trifluoromethyl chloroformate (CF3-COCl; ISADOV)29 has been used (Figure 3.5).  

 
 
Figure 3.5. Dimer of trifluoromethyl chloroformate (CF3-COCl; ISADOV)29 used to analyse the 

effect of the halide in the acceptor molecule. The framed Cl atom was substituted by F, Br, and I. 

Colour code: brown, C; red, O; green, Cl; purple, F. 

The absence of hydrogen atoms in this structure avoids the formation of H-bonds 

that could compete with the Y···C=O interaction. The main results are summarized in 

Table 3.1. Interestingly, the intermolecular O···C distance increases on going from F to 

I. Such a trend is not followed by the interaction energy, which shows a nice linear 

correlation with the O···C=O angle α (R2 = 0.960). Large α angles, closer to the Bürgi-

Dunitz trajectory that maximizes the donor-acceptor orbital overlap, are associated with 

higher interaction energies. It is worth noting that, in all dimers in Table 3.1, there is also 

a C=O···F-CF2 contact at a distance shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii (but 
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still longer than the main O···C contact).  For comparison, I have calculated an interaction 

energy of -3.39 kcal/mol for the adduct of (CF3)2C=O and CF3-COCl (dO···C = 2.852 Å; 

αO···C=O = 93.30°). 

Table 3.1. Key geometrical parameters and interaction energies for the optimized adducts of 

trifluoromethyl haloformate (CF3-COX; X = F, Cl, Br, and I) and CF3-COCl (ISADOV),29 

calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level. 

X dO···C (Å) αO···C=O (º) ∆EINT (kcal/mol) 
F 2.735 95.78 -3.56 
Cl 2.801 91.67 -3.13 
Br 2.830 90.12 -3.03 
I 2.843 90.30 -3.07 

 
3.4.2 Effect of R  

The same approach has been applied to analyse the effect of varying the 

substituent R. I have used the same R groups as in my previous MEP analysis to try to 

find a relationship between interaction geometries and molecular electron density holes.  

Remarkably, the cases in which Vs,max is on the carbonyl carbon atom (OCH3, OCF3, SCN, 

and C6F5) present carbonyl−carbonyl interactions as represented in Figure 3.6. The O···C 

distances are in the range 2.73−3.14 Å, and the interaction energies are between -2.80 and 

-5.07 kcal/mol. For R = OCH3, the stronger interaction is explained by the formation of a 

reciprocal carbonyl−carbonyl interaction30 and an additional C=O···H hydrogen bond 

(2.554 Å). For the other cases (R = CH3, NH2, C6H5, C6H4F, and C6H2F3), the interaction 

is reversed: i.e., the C=O in R-COF acts as the electron density donor while the C=O in 

CF3-COCl is the acceptor (Figure 3.6). This can also be explained in terms of MEP 

distributions by looking at maps in Figure 3.4 since, in such systems, Vs,max is no longer 

located over the carbonyl of R-COF and more favourable H-bonds are established.   

The case in which R is an aromatic ring deserves some closer attention. The 

interaction pattern between Ph-COF and CF3-COCl can be described by means of three 

intermolecular distances (Scheme 3.2). While d1 and d2 correspond to a reciprocal 

carbonyl−carbonyl interaction, d3 is a short contact associated with a σ-hole interaction 

in which the σ-hole is located on the carbon atom of the CF3 group. Remarkably, the 

topology of the supramolecular aggregate is the result of a delicate balance of those three 

distances. As the number of fluorine atoms in the ring increases, d1 shortens whereas d2 
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and d3 lengthen. It is worth noting that a nice linear correlation is found between the MEP 

value at the Ph-COF carbonyl and d1 (R2 = 0.989). I have not found, however, any clear 

trend involving the interaction energy and the studied geometrical parameters. 

 
 
Figure 3.6. Optimized geometries and interaction energies for the adducts formed by CF3-COCl 

as the donor and several fluoroformate derivatives (R-COF; R = CH3, OCH3, OCF3, SCN, NH2, 

C6H5, C6H4F, C6H2F3, and C6F5) as the acceptors calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level. 
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Scheme 3.2. Intermolecular contacts in the adduct formed by CF3-COCl and Ph-COF. 

3.4.3 Effect of Y 

I have seen that donor molecules with oxygen atoms are able, in some 

circumstances, to establish hydrogen bonds that compete with the lone-pair−carbonyl 

interactions. To avoid this, I have used N2 as the donor molecule and reoptimized all 

systems of Figure 3.6. In a recent report, such a molecule was successfully used as a 

Lewis base to assess the strength of noncovalent interaction in several families of 

heterocycles.3 The main geometrical parameters and the corresponding interaction 

energies are shown in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2. Key geometrical parameters and interaction energies for the optimized N2···R-COF 

(R = CH3, OCH3, OCF3, SCN, NH2, C6H5, C6H4F, C6H2F3, and C6F5) adducts, calculated at the 

M06-2X/def2-TZVP level. 

R dN···C (Å) αN···C=O (º) ∆EINT (kcal/mol) 
     CH3 3.043   92.42 -1.08 
     OCH3 2.972   93.14 -1.16 
     OCF3 2.943   95.87 -1.46 
     SCN 3.126 109.75 -1.42 
     NH2 3.038   88.42 -0.94 
     C6H5 3.056   95.33 -0.84 
     C6H4F 3.056   93.73 -0.86 
     C6H2F3 3.046   95.65 -0.98 

C6F5 3.016   97.46 -1.42 
 

For N2, the N···C=O interaction is the shortest one in all cases with the exception 

of R = SCN, in which the N···Cl contact (3.036 Å) is slightly shorter than the N···C 

contact (3.126 Å) due to the interaction of the donor oxygen with the electrophilic region 

of the chlorine atom.  It must be noted that the interaction energies are, in general, smaller 

than in the previous case, in line with the lower donating capability of N with respect to 
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O. The Vs,min values for CF3-COCl and N2 are -18 and -9 kcal/mol, respectively. Also, 

any possibility of dipole-dipole interaction is eliminated with the use of N2.  

3.5 MEP values as predictors 

I wondered about the possibility of making predictions on the strength of an 

interaction or the associated intermolecular distance on the basis of molecular properties 

that are known a priori.  It has been claimed that the value of the MEP at the electrophilic 

centre (Vs,max) can be used to predict the strength of halogen bonds.31,32 Recently, Wheeler 

and co-workers have developed a model to predict the stacking interaction in biologically 

active molecules using heterocycle descriptors derived from the electrostatic potential 

and electric field of the molecules involved.33  

 
 
Figure 3.7. Relationship between the donor-acceptor MEP difference (∆Vs) and the interaction 

energy (∆EINT) for the adducts studied in this work, calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level. 

Green circles (R2 = 0.856) and red squares (R2 = 0.869) represent donors with nitrogen and oxygen 

atoms, respectively (see Tables A3.4 − A3.6 and Eqs. A3.1 − A3.2 in the Appendix). 

In the present case, the use of MEP values does not allow a general prediction but 

seems to work well for groups with the same donor species. Fair linear dependences have 

been found between ∆Vs (∆Vs = Vs,min(donor) + Vs,max(acceptor)) and the interaction energy for 

the same electron-rich donor, containing either N or O (Figure 3.7). This fact indicates 

that the electrostatic interaction is not the only significant contribution to the 

intermolecular attraction. Moreover, in the case of an oxygen donor (red squares in Figure 

3.7), the more pronounced slope is associated with shorter O···C contacts that should 

involve enhanced orbital overlap and, thus, a larger charge transfer component. As shown  
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above, for these short contacts the energy difference is dictated by the O···C=O attack 

angle, which is characteristic of an orbital interaction.13  

3.6 Energy Decomposition Analysis 

In the light of the above results and to try to understand the nature of lone-

pair−carbonyl interactions in acyl halides at different contact distances, I have performed 

an Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA) on several different dimers, with oxygen as 

the lone pair donor, directly retrieved from experimental structures and one computational 

adduct (F3C-COCl···CF3-COF). The results are summarized in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3. Energy Decomposition Analysis for selected systems with O···C=O short contacts 

calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level. All energies are given in kcal/mol. 

Adduct Norm. dO···C (Å) ∆EPauli ∆EELEC ∆EDISP ∆EPOL ∆ECT ∆EINT 

F3C-COCl··· CF3-COF -0.516  12.338 -10.481 -3.941 -0.596 -0.504 -3.183 

ABAZUY34 -0.320 7.085 -5.698 -2.638 -0.335 -0.318 -1.904 

AZOYAP35 -0.256 5.842 -5.712 -2.304 -0.343 -0.099 -2.617 

BAPLUZ36 -0.190 7.432 -5.627 -3.219 -0.343 -0.298 -2.054 

BEWTIH37 -0.293 5.728 -5.545 -2.242 -0.291 -0.188 -2.538 
CECBAO38 -0.384 6.502 -6.119 -2.606 -0.363 -0.184 -2.771 
FAYNOI25 -0.680  22.344 -21.436 -5.526 -2.055 -2.121 -8.794 

ISADIP29 -0.357 7.513 -6.585 -2.888 -0.318 -0.131 -2.410 

ISADOV29 -0.315 7.623 -6.664 -2.897 -0.391 -0.301 -2.631 

LEZZOI39 -0.341 7.284 -7.665 -2.664 -0.518 -0.216 -3.780 

WEWGIP40 -0.179 6.457 -5.109 -3.131 -0.402 -0.301 -2.485 

XANLUU41 -0.354 9.842 -7.746 -3.856 -0.523 -0.467 -2.750 

XANMEF41 -0.093 4.502 -2.850 -2.191 -0.403 -0.186 -1.129 

YAYHIR42 -0.053 7.111 -5.642 -3.643 -0.497 -0.373 -3.046 
 

In general, the interaction energy increases as the O···C distance is shortened. It 

is worth noting that dispersion contributes to a great extent to the total attractive forces 

and polarization and charge transfer terms are also present in all cases. I have used the 

M06-2X functional, and I have checked that adding the D3 dispersion correction (M06-

2X-D3) only increases the dispersion component (∆EDISP) by a 5-6%.  

Interestingly, the Pauli repulsion energy (∆EPAULI) is very large and is greatly 

compensated by an electrostatic attractive component (∆EELEC), both decreasing 

exponentially in absolute value with the normalized distance, and showing a linear 
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correlation between them. However, the sum of ∆EPAULI and ∆EELEC is positive in all 

cases except in (chlorosulfonyl)carbamic fluoride (LEZZOI).39 At difference with the 

other systems, in which only the donor atom is close to the carbonyl carbon atom, in this 

structure the interaction involves the two acyl groups oriented perpendicularly to each 

other, which could explain the enhanced electrostatic attraction and a large interaction 

energy of -3.780 kcal/mol. Although the electrostatic interaction ∆EELEC is the largest 

attractive term (negative energies), but since it is in all cases (with the only noted 

exception) overcome by a larger repulsive Pauli term, it is the dispersion component that 

reverts the situation and makes the interaction neatly attractive.  

The two components associated with orbital interactions, polarization and charge 

transfer, add only a small amount to the total interaction energy, becoming important only 

at the shortest distance found in the adduct of 1,4-dioxane and oxalyl fluoride25 (0.680 Å 

shorter than the van der Waals radii sum), adding up to -4.18 kcal/mol. Moreover, in this 

case the contact of the oxygen donor atom from dioxane is not strictly with the carbonyl 

group but it sits above the centre of the carbon-carbon bond, with O··C distances of 2.59 

and 2.61 Å. 

3.7 Conclusions 

I have carried out a comprehensive analysis, both structural and theoretical, of 

lone-pair−carbonyl interactions in acyl halides (R-CO-X). A structural analysis of the 

CSD has shown that these contacts follow precise geometrical arrangements, with attack 

angles approaching 100° as the lone-pair−carbonyl distance shortens. A MEP analysis 

has disclosed well-defined π-holes on the carbon atom of the carbonyl groups for all 

studied acyl halides. I have demonstrated that the value of the electrostatic potential at 

the π-hole decreases on descending the periodic group for X = F–I, also showing a high 

sensitivity to the nature of the R substituent.  

The strength of the interaction depends on the nature of both the donor and the 

acceptor. Three main factors affect the interaction energy:  

a) The nature of X: I have observed stronger interactions for X = F, which is in 

good agreement with the MEP analysis; however, the total interaction energy 

for X = F–I correlates very well with the Y···C=O angle, which reinforces the 

idea of a non-negligible orbital nature of the interaction.  
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b) The effect of R: this is crucial because it modulates the electrostatic potential 

distribution over the molecule and determines whether or not a π-hole 

interaction may be established. 

c) The nature of the lone pair: better donors, such as oxygen, lead to stronger 

interactions.  

I have also seen that the values of the MEP at the π-hole can give a fair 

approximation of the interaction strength when the same donor atom is used.  

Furthermore, an EDA analysis has shown that the electrostatic attraction is in all cases 

overruled by the Pauli repulsion, both being strongly correlated. One is therefore left with 

the smaller orbital and dispersion attractive forces to make the net interaction attractive, 

with dispersion being roughly four times stronger than the combination of the polarization 

and charge transfer terms. Finally, the computed interaction energies, in the range 1 – 3 

kcal/mol for a single lone-pair–carbonyl contact, allow the use of these interactions in 

crystal design and supramolecular chemistry. Notice that I have focused here on carbonyls 

as donors. If more nucleophilic groups were present, a complete nucleophilic attack can 

take place due to the fact that halides are very good leaving groups.  

3.8 Appendix 

Annex 3.1. Normalized Y···C distance (normalized distance = dY···C - ∑rVEW ) and 

αY···C=O bond angle for molecular adducts of type E-Y···R-CO-X (Scheme 3.1) found in 

the CSD, represented in Figure 3.1 (Y = O, N, F, and Cl). 

Table A3.1. Key geometrical parameters for experimental E-Cl···R-CO-X adducts. 

refcode Norm. dCl···C (Å) αCl···C=O (°) refcode Norm. dCl···C (Å) αCl···C=O (°) 
ALCOTU -0.069 85.5 PROPAL  0.039 78.1 
BAJSIP -0.309 66.4 PROPAL  0.030     102.2 

DOTNEG -0.134 83.4 QULWIF -0.115 93.2 
GACDUJ -0.061 80.7 VAQRAG -0.102 97.5 
GUJZER  0.002 84.6 VOJJUA -0.141 89.0 
IDIQUI  0.084     112.2 WOJXIC  0.062 79.2 

ILANEQ -0.138 83.5 WOJXIC  0.027 80.2 
IZICAX  0.034 97.3 XANMAB -0.070 98.6 

JUMXOG -0.104 90.4 XANMAB  0.084     110.9 
OFEFIP -0.133 88.2 YAYHIR -0.026 93.7 
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Table A3.2. Key geometrical parameters for experimental E-O···R-CO-X adducts. 

refcode Norm. dO···C (Å) αO···C=O (°) refcode Norm. dO···C (Å) αO···C=O (°) 
ABAZUY -0.014   75.7 FOPNUT -0.133   79.1 
ABAZUY -0.320   98.9 GURCAX -0.172   91.9 
AMORIE  0.056   78.9 HALWUP -0.467   96.5 
AMORIE  0.053   79.5 ILAMUF  0.069 105.4 
AMORIE  0.047 112.6 ILANAM  0.053   85.6 
AMORIE  0.040 113.3 ISADIP -0.287   85.2 
AXIMEZ -0.143   77.1 ISADIP -0.357   92.3 
AZOYAP -0.259 104.7 ISADOV -0.315   92.0 
AZOYAP -0.256 108.4 IZICAX -0.231   88.0 
BAJSIP -0.094   63.5 IZICIF  0.056 103.3 
BAJSIP  0.012   65.7 LALXEB  0.099   98.2 

BAPLUZ -0.190 100.5 LESYUD -0.095   75.1 
BEWTIH -0.293   97.0 LESYUD -0.171   80.4 
BEWTIH -0.153 107.9 LEZZOI -0.340 100.3 
CECBAO -0.066   87.9 LUNDON  0.081   61.8 
CECBAO -0.383   92.0 MUCONC10 -0.010   83.7 
CECBAO -0.277   93.2 OXALYB  0.047   83.5 
CUMVAJ  0.031   90.6 OZOJOE -0.193   89.4 
CUTSAN -0.248   97.2 PAWNUX -0.022 100.3 
DALJAC -0.115   77.9 PAXJUU  0.076 100.5 
DALJAC  0.002   82.3 PILVIR -0.010 102.0 
DALJAC -0.054   87.1 RAVSIQ  0.051   71.9 
DALJAC -0.319   89.2 RIJNIH -0.063   78.3 
DALJAC -0.374   90.6 SAXFOO -0.146   83.7 
DALJAC -0.304   95.3 TIPMOW  0.017   62.9 
DALJAC -0.455   96.3 TIRNEP -0.296   96.8 
DALJAC -0.456   97.5 UCIYAJ -0.214   85.0 
DALJAC -0.081 116.7 VAXTIA -0.195   86.7 
DALNUA -0.299   99.4 VIHNEF  0.005   92.2 
DALNUA -0.308 100.3 VIHNEF -0.060   94.0 
DALNUA -0.093 114.3 VIHNEF -0.415   95.4 
DALNUA -0.041 117.2 WEWGIP -0.180 104.6 
ENPCOY -0.158   97.8 XANLUU -0.312   94.6 
FAYNOI -0.680   97.0 XANLUU -0.354   95.7 
FAYNOI -0.659 100.7 XANMAB  0.081   75.5 
FIMWIJ  0.035   83.7 XANMEF -0.093 108.2 
FIMWIJ -0.165 104.0 YAYHIR -0.053 100.8 
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Table A3.3. Key geometrical parameters for experimental E-N···R-CO-X adducts. 

refcode Norm. dN···C (Å) αN···C=O (°) refcode Norm. dN···C (Å) αN···C=O (°) 
AMORIE -0.093     112.3 XANMAB 0.302 84.4 
CECBAO  0.042 85.2 XANMAB 0.282 89.4 
PILVIR  0.197 93.2 XANMEF 0.028     101.7 

WOJXOI -0.058 96.5 YELDUR 0.091 99.2 
 

Table A3.4. Key geometrical parameters for experimental E-F···R-CO-X adducts. 

refcode Norm. dF···C (Å) αF···C=O (°) refcode Norm. dF···C (Å) αF···C=O (°) 
AMORIE -0.089     113.6 ILANIU -0.054 72.6 
CECBAO -0.089     115.9 ILANIU -0.088 74.1 
HALWUP -0.101 75.8 PELQIH  0.072     103.0 
IBOMUH -0.170 78.2 VIHNEF  0.042 82.0 
IBOMUH  0.033 93.3    

 
Annex 3.2. Highest value of the electron potential (Vs,max), donor-acceptor MEP 

difference (∆Vs = Vs,max + Vs,min) and the interaction energy for the adducts studied in this 

work, calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level and represented in Figure 3.7. All 

energies are given in kcal/mol. 

Table A3.5. Key parameters for calculated F3C-CO-Cl and F3C-CO-X (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) 

adducts (O-donor; Vs,min = -18 kcal/mol). 

X Vs,max ∆Vs ∆EINT 
F 56 38 -3.56 
Cl 49 31 -3.13 
Br 48 30 -3.03 
I 46 28 -3.07 

 

Table A3.6. Key parameters for calculated F3C-CO-Cl and R-CO-F (R = OCF3 and SCN) adducts 

(O-donor; Vs,min = -18 kcal/mol). 

R Vs,max  ∆Vs  ∆EINT  

OCF3 49 31 -3.18 
SCN 46 28 -2.80 
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Table A3.7. Key parameters for calculated N2 and R-CO-F adducts (N-donor; Vs,min = -9 

kcal/mol). 

R Vs,max  ∆Vs  ∆EINT  
CH3 33 24 -1.08 
OCH3 33 24 -1.16 
OCF3 49 40 -1.46 
NH2 22 13 -0.94 
C6H5 22 13 -0.84 
C6H4F 26 17 -0.86 
C6H2F3 34 25 -0.98 
C6F5 41 32 -1.42 

 
Annex 3.2.1. Linear least-squares fitting equations for Figure 3.7. 

a)      ∆Vs (O-donor) = -1.18 – 0.063·∆EINT       (R2 = 0.869)                   [Eq. A3.1] 

b) ∆Vs (N-donor) = -0.53 – 0.024·∆EINT     (R2 = 0.856)          [Eq. A3.2] 
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4.1 Introduction 

During the last decades, the key role played by noncovalent interactions (NCIs) 

in many chemical and biological processes has been recognized.1-3 However, although 

some advancement has been made, there is yet a lack of understanding of the origin and 

nature of some types of NCIs. Recently, many NCIs have been revisited, from both 

experimental and theoretical approaches, in order to gain deeper insight into their physical 

origin. For instance, halogen bonding has been seen to be the combination of charge 

transfer and electrostatic attraction in a lesser or greater degree, depending, among other 

factors, on the nature of the atoms and groups involved in the interaction.4-8 Similar 

analyses have been carried out on chalcogen,9-11 pnicogen,12,13 tetrel14,15 or triel bonds. 

On the other hand, homopolar dihydrogen bonds in alkanes behave differently depending 

on the substituents attached to the interacting units, going from a pure dispersion-bound 

system in methane to a considerable charge transfer-stabilized dimer in the case of 

polyhedranes.16-18 It has been also demonstrated that the silane-methane dimer, 

traditionally considered as a dispersion system, has a non-negligible electrostatic 

contribution.19 Moreover, the importance of orbital mixing in closed-shell interactions in 

metals complexes, historically attributed to dispersion forces enhanced by relativistic 

effects, has been recently well established.20-22 

It seems thus clear that the complex nature of many NCIs is yet to be investigated. 

Nevertheless, a deep knowledge of the origin of a given interaction is crucial to control 

and eventually exploit it at the nanoscale, in crystal engineering or materials design. 

Especially difficult is to distinguish between the contribution of orbital mixing and 

electrostatic attraction in σ- and π-hole interactions because the empty orbital and the 

electron density hole, responsible for the latter and the former respectively, are located at 

the same region of the molecule.23-26 This fact has led, for instance, to a long-lasting 

debate about the dipolar or orbital nature of carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in proteins 

and organic molecules.27, 28 Moreover, recent reports have also pointed out the possibility 

of having attractive interactions between atoms that are electrostatically equivalent, for 

which the prediction of an attraction based on the molecular electrostatic potentials is no 

longer useful.15, 22, 29-37  

I have focused here on short contacts between bromine atoms and carbonyl 

groups, in particular those involving the C atom of the carbonyl. Such contacts can be 
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defined by three parameters: the intermolecular distance dBr···C and the C-Br···C and 

Br···C=O angles, αc and βc, respectively (Scheme 4.1). Intuitively, one could expect that, 

according to the electron density distribution of the halogen atom featuring a σ-hole at the 

extension of the C-X covalent bond, and assuming that the carbonyl carbon has its 

characteristic π-hole on the interacting region, the most favourable interaction from an 

electrostatic point of view will involve αc angles close to 90°. In Figure 4.1, I represent 

the abundance of Br···C=O contacts shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii as a 

function of the two angles defined in Scheme 4.1. Most of the contacts, as expected, are 

located around the region in which both angles αc and βc have values between 80 and 100° 

where the interaction should be dominated by attractive electrostatics. There is also a 

larger region associated with secondary interactions such as hydrogen bonds or short 

contacts between the bromine and the oxygen atom of the carbonyl, in which the 

Br···C=O is merely a secondary interaction supported by stronger ones. More 

interestingly, there is a small set of contacts showing angles αc = 160° and βc = 90°, 

approximately. However, according to the density-holes picture, such contacts should be 

repulsive, so several questions arise at this point. Is this repulsion compensated by the 

other components of the interaction? Do charge transfer and/or dispersion play a major 

role here? Are those contacts really unsupported? In order to try to give answers to those 

questions, I have undertaken here a combined structural and computational analysis of 

bromine···carbonyl short contacts with this particular interaction topology. 

To shed light on the nature of this particular interaction, I will select the most 

relevant experimental examples to analyse their geometrical features. Furthermore, I will 

calculate the interaction energies associated with the contacts under study. Finally, 

Energy Decomposition Analyses (EDA) will be performed as well as Natural Bond 

Orbital (NBO) calculations in order to unveil the orbitals involved in a potential charge 

transfer interaction. My aim here is to understand why short contacts that are, a priori, 

electrostatically disfavoured are found in crystal structures.  

 
 

Scheme 4.1. Geometrical parameters involved in bromine···carbonyl interactions. 
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Figure 4.1. 2D histogram for αc and βc angles in C-Br···C=O contacts shorter than the sum of the 

corresponding van der Waals radii. The lateral bar indicates the number of structures. 

4.2 Structural Analysis 

A search in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) for Br···C=O contacts 

shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii (3.65 Å) and with angles βc between 80 

and 100° (the region of primary interactions in Figure 4.1) results in 599 crystal structures, 

520 with a sp2 carbon attached to the bromine and 79 with a sp3 carbon. On the other 

hand, the carbonyl group belongs to an esther or an amide in 462 crystal structures (77% 

of the total). The 8.7% of all 599 structures show angles αc > 150°. Figure 4.2 shows two 

examples of short Br···C contacts with a practically linear C-Br···C moiety. In both cases, 

the Br···C=O contact is the only one in the dimer at a distance shorter than the van der 

Waals radii sum.  

In Table 4.1, I summarize the main geometrical features of short Br···C=O 

contacts with αc > 165°. There are four cases in which the Br···C=O contact is the only 

one with a distance shorter than the sum of the vdW radii that is present in the dimer. In 

the other six crystal structures, the Br···C=O contact is accompanied by other short 

contacts involving the bromine or carbon atoms. The shortest contact is found in the 

crystal structure of 2-(bromomethyl)-2-chloro-4-phenylbutyl-4-bromobenzoate 
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(LUKQIT)46 with a Br···C distance 0.4 Å shorter than the vdW radii sum, while the most 

linear arrangement is that of cis-(1S,2R)-1-(4-Bromobenzoyloxy)-2-methyl-

cyclohexanecarbonitrile (FAHREM;38 Figure 4.2) with an angle αc = 175.1°. On the other 

hand, βc angles are very close to 90° and comprised in the range 86 – 94°.  

 

Figure 4.2. Short Br···C=O contacts in the crystal structures of cis-(1S,2R)-1-(4-

Bromobenzoyloxy)-2-methyl-cyclohexanecarbonitrile (FAHREM)38 and bis(Methyl-4-(2-

(pyridin-4-yl)vinyl)benzoate)-4,6-dibromobenzene-1,3-diol (GATZIM).39 

Table 4.1. Summary of experimental short Br···C=O contacts with αc > 165° including their 

geometrical features, the substituents at the carbonyl groups, and all other contacts shorter than 

the van der Waals radii sum.  

refcode dBr···C (Å) αc (°) βc (°) CO subst. Other contacts < ∑𝐫𝐯𝐝𝐖 

FAHREM38 3.553 175.1 91.1 RO-, Ph- none 

MADLEK40 3.409 174.2 90.6 R2N-, Ph- none 

KUTVAX41 3.449 172.4 90.6 R2N-, thiophene Br···N (-0.08 Å) 

DBTCHY42 3.345 172.1 90.7 HO-, Cy- Br···H (-0.03 Å) 

QEKMUP43 3.636 172.0 86.4 R2N-, R- none 

LOQQOX44 3.540 170.6 86.8 H-, Ph- Br···H (-0.19 Å) 

IYIHEE45 3.460 167.2 86.6 RO-, R- C···H (-0.27 Å) 

LUKQIT46 3.229 167.1 93.4 RO-, Ph- Br···C (-0.13 Å) 
Cl···C (-0.18 Å) 

GATZIM39 3.434 165.3 93.5 RO-, Ph- none 
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4.3 Analysis of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential  

The Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) has been extensively used to predict 

the most favourable geometry in electrostatics-based NCIs.2,19,47-49 However, as pointed 

out in the Introduction, this methodology, based on the presence of electron density holes, 

fails in some cases. For instance, Mo and co-workers recently reported a valence bond 

computational study of the short contacts between electrophilic caps in which the 

electrostatic repulsion, which can be predicted using MEP maps, is overcome by a strong 

charge transfer, leading to an attractive overall interaction.34 Previously, Alkorta and           

co-workers reported similar charge transfer stabilization in complexes of PX3 (X = F, Cl, 

and Br) and nitrogen bases.50  

 
Figure 4.3. MEP map for cis-(1S,2R)-1-(4-bromobenzoyloxy)-2-methyl-cyclohexanecarbonitrile 

(FAHREM)38 plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in 

kcal/mol. Red and blue colours indicate a more negative and a more positive MEP value, 

respectively. 

In Figure 4.3, I represent the MEP for the interacting molecule in the crystal 

structure of FAHREM38 (Figure 4.2). The carbon atom of the carbonyl group shows a 

clear region of electron density depletion, the π-hole (Vs,max = +19 kcal/mol), whereas the 

bromine atom exhibits the characteristic σ-hole (Vs,max = +20 kcal/mol) in the 

prolongation of the C-Br covalent bond. Note that the inclusion of polarization in MEP 

maps51,52 could modify the picture, but significant changes are mainly detected for sites 

susceptible to nucleophilic attacks.53 According to the electron density holes model, one 

could not expect an attractive Br···C=O interaction for αc angles greater than 135° 

because that would involve the approaching of two positively charged regions (see the 

transition between positive and negative EP values around the Br atom indicated by 

dashed lines in Figure 4.3). However, the structural analysis has evidenced that such 

linear arrangements of two electrostatic like-like regions of positive charge do exist in 
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many crystal structures. It is necessary, therefore, to study the energetics associated with 

such contacts to unveil whether they are attractive or not as well as their nature.  

4.4 Analysis of the Interaction Energies 

The interaction energies for the nine supramolecular systems retrieved from the 

crystal structures presented in Table 4.1 have been calculated. All of them are negative, 

and thus, the interaction between the corresponding molecules is attractive in all cases 

(see Table A4.1 in the Appendix). Six adducts have a single Br···C contact with 

interaction energies ranging from -0.73 to -2.84 kcal/mol, and three of them show 

interaction energies in the range -1.23 to -1.29 kcal/mol (FAHREM,38 KUTVAX,41 and 

GATZIM39). On the other hand, there are three crystal structures in which each dimer 

establishes, in addition, two short Br···C contacts (MADLEK,40 QEKMUP,43 and 

LUKQIT46). Those aggregates present interaction energies between -3.01 and -5.28 

kcal/mol, which is approximately twice as large as those associated with single contacts. 

The single Br···C=O interaction energies (-0.73 to -1.29 kcal/mol) are 40 – 50% smaller 

than those found for carbonyl-carbonyl contacts in transition metal complexes25 and 

organic molecules26 and similar to π-hole interactions between lone pair-containing atoms 

and succinic/maleic anhydride derivatives.54   

4.5 Energy Decomposition Analysis 

I have next performed an Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA) of the four 

adducts in which Br···C are the only intermolecular contacts shorter than the sum of the 

vdW radii (including dimers with single and double Br···C contacts) to understand the 

physical origin of the attraction. The results are summarized in Table 4.2. As expected, 

the “frozen density” (ΔEFRZ) term, which comprises Coulomb electrostatics (ΔEELEC) and 

Pauli exchange-repulsion (ΔEPAULI) is positive in all cases, in good agreement with the 

predicted electrostatic repulsion based on MEPs. Remarkably, for all systems, dispersion 

(ΔEDISP) overcomes ΔEFRZ and makes the interaction attractive, while orbital-based 

interaction terms, polarization (ΔEPOL) and charge transfer (ΔECT), further contribute to 

the stability of the supramolecular aggregates with a weight of about one fourth that of 

the dispersion term.  
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Table 4.2. EDA analyses (M06-2X/def2-TZVP) of NCIs (kcal/mol) in dimers with Br···C=O as 

the only intermolecular contact shorter than the sum of the corresponding van der Waals radii. 

The ΔEFRZ term does not include dispersion. All energies are given in kcal/mol. 

refcode ΔEFRZ ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 
FAHREM38 2.35   5.38   -3.04 -2.98 -0.36 -0.29 -1.29 
MADLEK40 5.68 12.19   -6.51 -7.00 -0.88 -0.81 -3.01 
QEKMUP43 5.17 15.32 -10.15 -8.55 -1.05 -0.86 -5.28 
GATZIM39 1.86   4.83   -2.98 -2.54 -0.22 -0.31 -1.23 

 
To further investigate the effect of the interaction topology, I have performed 

EDA analyses on the model system bromobenzene···methyl formate at different Br···C 

distances with a linear C-Br···C moiety (αc = 180°) and also for different angles at a fixed 

Br···C distance of 3.5 Å. The results are summarized in Figure 4.4 (see Tables A4.2 –

A4.3 in the Appendix). In Figure 4.4a, ΔEFRZ is positive at all studied distances and shows 

the largest variation with the contact distance, making the total interaction repulsive 

below 3 Å. For longer distances, the total interaction is attractive, with a minimum at 3.5 

Å (-0.73 kcal/mol), in very good agreement with distances found in experimental 

structures. Dispersion, which was the dominant term in all systems analysed in Table 4.2, 

does not overcome the frozen energy for short distances and only becomes the largest 

term at distances longer than 3.5 Å. Interestingly, at 3.2 Å, the total interaction energy of 

-0.62 kcal/mol is the result of the combination of ΔEDISP (-2.82 kcal/mol), ΔEPOL (-0.26 

kcal/mol), and ΔECT (-0.56 kcal/mol) to overcome ΔEFRZ (3.02 kcal/mol).  

       a  b  

Figure 4.4. Dependence of the different EDA components with (a) the Br···C distance (αc = 180°) 

and (b) the αc angle (dBr···C = 3.5 Å) in the model supramolecular system bromobenzene-methyl 

formate. Colours code: green squares = ΔEFRZ; blue circles = ΔEDISP; red triangles = ΔEPOL; and 

yellow inverted triangles = ΔECT. 
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In summary, at short distances (≤ 2.9 Å), the interaction is repulsive because of 

the large Pauli exchange-repulsion. At medium distances (3.2 Å), the interaction becomes 

attractive due to a smaller ΔEFRZ that is overcome by the sum of dispersion and orbital-

based terms. For longer distances (≥ 3.5 Å), dispersion alone is able to stabilize the 

system, although polarization and charge transfer also contribute to the total stability to a 

lesser extent. 

 
Figure 4.5. Total interaction energy as a function of the αc angle (55 – 180°) at a Br···C distance 

of 3.5 Å in the model supramolecular system bromobenzene-methyl formate (See Appendix, 

Table A4.4). 

The scan of the αc angle was performed at the Br···C distance of 3.5 Å (Figure 

4.4b). The first observation is that polarization and charge transfer terms do not vary 

significantly upon angle modification. On the other hand, dispersion is more variable, 

reaching a maximum at αc = 90° and becoming smaller as the angle increases. However, 

the most interesting energy term is ΔEFRZ, which is larger at 90° and smaller at 180° (1.45 

and 1.15 kcal/mol, respectively). This is associated with a decrease in the Pauli exchange-

repulsion energy when going from 90 to 180°. Such reduced repulsion for a linear 

arrangement is responsible for the counterintuitive overall stabilization of systems with 

αc angles close to 180°. In fact, if the total interaction energy is represented as a function 

of the angle αc (Figure 4.5), it can be clearly observed that αc = 180° is a local minimum 

of the energy curve, although αc = 67° is considerably lower in energy and thus, the global 

minimum. The steric clash between the phenyl and carbonyl groups produces a drastic 

increase in the interaction energy for αc < 67º, being repulsive for αc = 55º (see Appendix, 

Table A4.4). Note that, in more congested systems with bulkier substituents at the 

carbonyl, small angles might involve a considerably larger Pauli exchange-repulsion that 

displaces the energy minimum to larger angles. Therefore, it seems that the combination 
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of ΔEFRZ and ΔEDISP determines the subtle energy differences that allows the favourable 

establishment of interaction topologies with C-Br···C angles different from 80 – 90°. In 

a recent review, Alkorta and co-workers gave a general definition for weak interactions 

that exemplifies the situation we have here: A weak interaction between a Lewis acid and 

a Lewis base is established if the stabilizing forces overcome the repulsion forces. It is 

not necessary that the complex should be the lowest minimum, it suffices that there is a 

barrier between the complex and other minima of lower energy.55 

4.6 Analysis of the Natural Bond Orbitals 

Since orbital interactions have a considerable weight in the stabilization of 

bromine···carbonyl dimers (≈ 18% of the attractive terms in EDA), I have undertaken 

next an NBO analysis of the supramolecular systems in Table 4.1 to unveil the orbitals 

involved and the corresponding charge transfer processes. Remarkably, in all cases, there 

is an n→π* charge transfer interaction from a lone pair of Br into an empty antibonding 

π* orbital of the carbonyl, with associated second-order perturbation energies ranging 

from 0.08 kcal/mol in QEKMUP43 to 0.52 kcal/mol in LUKQIT.46 There is also a 

reasonable linear correlation between the energy of the nBr→π*CO interaction and the 

intermolecular Br···C distance (Figure 4.6), as expected from the distance dependence of 

the overlap between the two orbitals involved. Similar relationships between second-

order perturbation energies and the interatomic distances have been previously reported 

in the literature, for instance, in complexes of CO2 with azoles56 and in P···B pnicogen 

bonds.57  

A charge transfer from the carbonyl to the bromine atom is also found for all 

systems. In this case, the occupied π bonding orbital of the carbonyl group acts as the 

donor, whereas a σ* C-Br antibonding orbital behaves as the acceptor. The NBO energies 

are between 0.14 and 0.43 kcal/mol per interaction. In this way, the overall stabilization 

of the short Br···C contact is due to these reciprocal charge transfer processes from the 

carbonyl to the bromine and viceversa. A simplified molecular orbital diagram is shown 

in Figure 4.7. Note that there is also some mixing between the C=O π* and the C-Br σ* 

orbitals that confers some extra stabilization to the system. Such interactions are also 

observed in the NBO analyses as π*C=O→σ*C-Br charge transfers with energies that can 

be as large as 0.58 kcal/mol in LUKQIT,46 which features the shortest Br···C distance 

among all the studied systems. Those attractive interactions are partially counterbalanced 
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by Pauli exchange-repulsion from the electrons of the C-Br σ and C=O π orbitals, 

analogous to apparently different NCIs such as intermolecular d8···d8 metal contacts.58 

The set of orbital interactions found here is similar to that in the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson 

model, which has been used to explain the bonding between a π-acid ligand (e.g., an 

alkene) and a metal centre in some organometallic compounds.  

 
 
Figure 4.6. Relationship between the second-order perturbation energy of the nBr→π*CO 

interaction (NBO analysis at M06-2X/def2-TZVP level) and the intermolecular Br···C=O 

distance for all the systems in Table 4.1 (for numerical data see Table A4.5 and Eq. A4.1 in the 

Appendix).  

 

Figure 4.7. Qualitative molecular orbitals diagram for the interaction between C-Br and C=O 

moieties with perpendicular topology (αc = 180°; βc = 90°). Orbitals are depicted from an NBO 

calculation on FAHREM38 at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level of theory.  
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4.7 Conclusions 

I have carried out a combined structural and computational analysis of short 

contacts between a bromine and the carbon atom of a carbonyl group. The CSD has been 

inspected first. As expected, the dominant interaction topology is that in which the C-

Br···C angle (αc) is close to 90°, favouring the interaction of the negatively charged region 

of the halogen atom with the π-hole of the carbonyl group. However, in 8.7% of the cases, 

ac is greater than 150°, which should involve an electrostatic repulsion because both 

electron density depleted regions (the σ- and the π-holes in bromine and carbonyl, 

respectively) are in close contact. I have observed that such arrangements cannot be 

predicted by looking at the MEP maps of the molecules involved in the contact. 

Nevertheless, DFT calculations on several experimental dimers have demonstrated that 

the interactions are attractive even for αc values as large as 175°, with interaction energies 

accounting for 1 kcal/mol per contact.  

EDA analyses have allowed me to understand the physical nature of these 

interactions. In all cases, the frozen term, which comprises Pauli repulsion and 

electrostatic Coulomb interactions, is repulsive. Such repulsion is compensated by 

dispersion forces and orbital-based interactions, namely, polarization and charge transfer. 

As expected, orbital interactions are more relevant at short Br···C distances, whereas 

Pauli repulsion is diminished as the interatomic distance increases. I have also analysed 

the αc angle dependence of the components of the interaction energy in a simplified 

model. The subtle interplay of dispersion and steric terms makes possible the presence of 

a local energy minimum at αc = 180° despite that the global minimum is located at αc = 

65 – 70°, with a small energetic barrier between them (ca. 140°). This allows us to explain 

the existence of experimental structures with αc angles greater than 150°. 

I have also seen that orbital interactions represent 18% of the total attractive EDA 

terms in the studied experimental adducts. A comprehensive NBO analysis has shown the 

beautiful interplay of charge transfer between four orbitals that stabilizes the systems. An 

n→π* interaction from a Br lone pair into an antibonding π* orbital of the carbonyl is 

complemented with another charge transfer from a bonding π orbital of the carbonyl into 

a σ* antibonding orbital at the C-Br covalent bond.  

These results show the existence of interactions that remain hidden by looking at 

MEP maps as the only predictors. Such interactions, both supported and unsupported, do 
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exist in experimental systems and are strong enough to drive the formation of crystal 

structures. Thus, not only electrostatics but also the combination of all the forces in play 

(Pauli repulsion, dispersion, polarization, and charge transfer) must be taken into account 

when analysing (or predicting) noncovalent interactions. I think these findings contribute 

to increase our understanding of the interplay of forces that govern the establishment of 

short contacts between atoms and they will stimulate the use of new approaches in the 

search for new noncovalent interactions. 

4.8 Appendix 

Annex 4.1. Analysis of the Interaction Energies. 

Table A4.1. Interaction energies for all experimental Br···C=O adducts, represented in Table 4.1. 

refcode ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
FAHREM -1.29 
MADLEK -3.01 
KUTVAX -1.25 
DBTCHY -2.37 
QEKMUP -5.28 
LOQQOX -0.73 
IYIHEE -2.84 
LUKQIT -4.69 
GATZIM -1.23 

 
Annex 4.2. Energy Decomposition Analysis. 

Table A4.2. Energy Decomposition Analysis results calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level 

of theory on the model system bromobenzene···methyl formate at different Br···C distances with 

a linear C-Br···C moiety (αc = 180°), represented in Figure 4.4a. The ΔEFRZ term does not include 

dispersion. All energies are given in kcal/mol. 

dBr···C ΔEFRZ ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 
2.6 20.73 40.20 -19.47 -7.45 -0.92 -3.76 8.60 
2.9 7.95 17.66 -9.72 -4.85 -0.45 -1.43 1.22 
3.2 3.02 7.51 -4.49 -2.82 -0.26 -0.56 -0.62 
3.5 1.15 3.10 -1.95 -1.56 -0.12 -0.20 -0.73 
3.8 0.43 1.24 -0.81 -0.90 -0.04 -0.06 -0.57 
4.1 0.16 0.48 -0.32 -0.59 -0.02 -0.02 -0.46 
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Table A4.3. Energy Decomposition Analysis results calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level 

of theory on the model system bromobenzene···methyl formate for different angles at a fixed 

Br···C distance of 3.5 Å, represented in Figure 4.4b. The ΔEFRZ term does not include dispersion. 

All energies are given in kcal/mol. 

αc ΔEFRZ ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 
  90 1.45 4.99 -3.54 -2.29 -0.16 -0.26 -1.26 
105 1.51 4.85 -3.34 -1.98 -0.12 -0.25 -0.84 
120 1.48 4.53 -3.05 -1.83 -0.11 -0.24 -0.70 
135 1.37 4.03 -2.65 -1.71 -0.11 -0.23 -0.68 
150 1.25 3.51 -2.26 -1.61 -0.11 -0.22 -0.68 
165 1.16 3.16 -2.00 -1.55 -0.11 -0.21 -0.71 
180 1.15 3.10 -1.95 -1.56 -0.12 -0.20 -0.73 

 
Table A4.4. Interaction energies at different angles αc for the model system 

bromobenzene···methyl formate, represented in Figure 4.5. 

αc ΔEINT (kcal/mol) αc ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
55  1.14   90 -1.26 
60 -1.73 105 -0.84 
65 -2.50 120 -0.70 
67 -2.53 135 -0.68 
70 -2.43 150 -0.68 
75 -2.05 165 -0.71 
80 -1.74 180 -0.73 
85 -1.48   

 
Annex 4.3. Natural Bond Orbital Analysis. 

Table A4.5. Second-order perturbation energy of the nBr→π*CO interaction (NBO analysis at 

M06-2X/def2-TZVP level) and the intermolecular Br···C=O distance for all the systems in Table 

4.1, represented in Figure 4.6.  

refcode dBr···C (Å) E(2) (kcal/mol) refcode dBr···C (Å) E(2) (kcal/mol) 
FAHREM 3.553 0.18 LOQQOX 3.540 0.15 
MADLEK 3.409 0.30 IYIHEE 3.460 0.29 
KUTVAX 3.449 0.18 LUKQIT 3.229 0.52 
DBTCHY 3.345 0.42 GATZIM 3.434 0.22 

QUEKMUP 3.636 0.08    
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Annex 4.3.1. Linear least-squares fitting equation for Figure 4.6.  

E(2) = 4.05 – 1.10·dBr···C    (R2 = 0.90)           [Eq. A4.1] 
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5.1 Introduction 

Lead, despite its toxicity and the environmental problems associated to it,1 is a 

very interesting element that can adopt different coordination geometries when forming 

compounds.2 Furthermore, the inert pair effect allows the synthesis of many stable Pb(II) 

complexes. It is known that, in the crystal structures of such compounds, atoms of group 

14 can engage in intermolecular σ-hole interactions with lone pairs of donor atoms to form 

what has been termed as tetrel bond.3,4 σ-hole interactions occur between an electron-

deficient region and an electron-rich species forming an electrostatic attraction as well as 

more or less significant electron delocalization from the lone pair into an empty orbital.5,6 

This dual nature strengthens the interaction and σ-hole bonding is usually used in 

supramolecular design and crystal design. For instance, σ-hole interactions have been 

used for the construction of metal Pb(II) organic frameworks (MOFs) by taking advantage 

of geometrically predictable Pb···O/S/N short contacts.7-10  

From a topological point of view, the Pb centre must be hemidirectionally 

coordinated, i.e., the ligands are arranged in such a way that a gap in the coordination 

sphere is formed, available for the establishment of σ-hole interactions. A recent CSD 

survey showed that hemidirectional Pb(II) has a marked tendency to participate in 

intermolecular short contacts with donor groups that lie between the sum of the 

corresponding covalent and van der Waals radii.11 However, and despite their abundance, 

these σ-hole interactions are not yet fully understood and a better knowledge of them 

should lead to simpler and accessible ways of exploiting them in solid state chemistry.  

In this work, I have studied the σ-hole interaction between hemidirectional 

coordinated Pb(II) and O/S donor atoms. For this reason, I have theoretically studied and 

categorized the noncovalent interactions found in the crystal structures of two recently 

synthesized Pb(II) complexes of phenyl-thiosemicarbazone-based ligands with an anionic 

coligand (HL1 y HL2, Scheme 5.1).12 The ligands coordinate to the Pb(II) metal centre in 

a tridentate fashion via two nitrogen and one sulphur donor atoms in either a mono-

deprotonated or a neutral form (Scheme 5.1). Single-crystal X-ray crystallography reveals 

that the molecular complexes aggregate into larger entities depending on weak 

interactions. The Pb(II) centre is hemidirectionally coordinated and, consequently, it is 

sterically suitable for establishing σ-hole bonding interactions. Thus, in the crystal 

structures of both complexes, the Pb atom participates in short contacts with oxygen or 
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sulphur atoms, that can be defined as noncovalent tetrel bonding interactions. I have 

analysed the interesting supramolecular assemblies observed in the solid state of both 

complexes by means of DFT calculations and characterized them using the Bader’s 

Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) and Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) 

analyses. 

 

Scheme 5.1. Complexes 1 and 2 studied in this section, R = H (HL1) or Ph (HL2). Pb atom and 

NO3
- anions are coloured in grey. 

5.2 Analysis of the topology of the electron density 

I have performed a theoretical analysis of the species 1 and 2 in their crystal 

structures to gain further insight into the interactions that hold them together. In 1, the Pb 

atoms show intermolecular short contacts to the oxygen atoms of the NO3- chelating 

ligands (Pb···O = 2.934 and 3.125 Å; Figure 5.1a). I will focus then on these particular 

interactions involving the Pb centres. The topology of the electron density has been 

analysed by means of the QTAIM13 analyses.  

 
 
Figure 5.1. (a) Short Pb···O contacts in the crystal structure of 1. (b) QTAIM molecular graph 

of the interactions found in 1 showing the BCPs as green points (BCP1 = 0.0175 and BCP2 = 

0.0120 a.u.). Colour code (a): grey, C; blue, N; red, O; green, Pb; and orange, S.  
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I have found bond paths (BPs) between the Pb and the two donor O atoms as 

shown in Figure 5.1b confirming the tetrel interaction. The values of the electron density 

at the associated bond critical points (BCPs) are 0.0175 and 0.0120 a.u. for BCP1 and 

BCP2, respectively, in good agreement with previous reports for similar interactions.7,9 

The QTAIM results also show C–H···π interactions and C–H···S hydrogen bonds 

between the two molecules as characterized by the corresponding bond paths (Figure 

5.1b). The calculated interaction energy associated to the latter dimer is −10.42 kcal/mol.  

Next, I have focused on the crystal structure of compound 2. As shown in Figure 

5.2, the molecules are arranged in such a way that they form a 1D chain connected by 

Pb···S interactions (3.253 and 3.323 Å in crystallographic directions b and a, 

respectively). The interaction energy of the dimer displaying two intermolecular Pb···S 

contacts at 3.323 Å is −15.31 kcal/mol (Figure 5.3a). On the other hand, in the b 

crystallographic direction, I have calculated an interaction energy of −15.47 kcal/mol, for 

the dimer associated with a Pb···S contact at 3.253 Å and a Pb···O interaction at 3.129 Å 

(Figure 5.3b). In order to estimate the strength of solely the Pb···S interaction, I have 

modified the geometry by orientating the interacting NO3- group towards the outer part 

of the molecule, avoiding in this way any Pb···O short contact (the Pb···O distance is 

now 6.56 Å, see Figure A5.1 in the Appendix). The calculated interaction energy is 

−10.83 kcal/mol, which also allows me to estimate the strength of the Pb···O short contact 

(≈ 4.50 kcal/mol).  

 
Figure 5.2. Polymeric structure of complex 2 formed by Pb−S bonding interactions in the (a) a 

and (b) b crystallographic directions (distances in Å). 

a b 
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The QTAIM analysis of the dimer of Figure 5.3a clearly shows that Pb···S 

interactions are the only ones holding the two molecules together (Figure 5.3c). The value 

of the electron density at the bond critical points BCP3 and BCP4 is 0.0163 a.u. and, more 

interestingly, the value of the delocalization index DI(Pb,S) at the same BCPs is 

considerably large (0.1764 a.u.), indicating some degree of charge transfer between the 

two atoms. The picture of the dimer with a Pb···S contact at 3.253 Å (Figure 5.3b) is 

more complex since more interactions are present in the QTAIM graph (Figure 5.3d). 

Besides the Pb···S and Pb···O contacts, a plethora of noncovalent interactions (π/π, C–

H···π, and C–H···O) are determined by bond paths and BCPs. BCP6, which corresponds 

to the shortest Pb···S contact, presents the highest value of the electron density among all 

those characterized here (0.0177 a.u.). The values of several properties for all the BCPs 

analysed here can be found in the Appendix (Table A5.1). 

 
Figure 5.3. The two dimers analysed in the crystal structure of 2 in the (a) a and (b) b 

crystallographic directions, and their corresponding QTAIM molecular graphs (c and d). BCPs 

are shown as green points (BCP3/BCP4 = 0.0163, BCP5 = 0.0122, and BCP6 = 0.0177 a.u.). 

Colour code (a and b): grey, C; blue, N; red, O; green, Pb; and orange, S. 
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5.3 Analysis of the Noncovalent Interactions Index  

Since many BCPs and BPs are found in the QTAIM analysis depicted in Figure 

5.3d, I have performed a Noncovalent Interactions (NCI) Index14,15 analysis of the dimer 

to try to clarify the presence of different interactions. The Pb···S and Pb···O interactions 

are clearly present (Figure 5.4, green surfaces between the corresponding atoms). 

Moreover, secondary interactions between the aromatic ligands are of the type π/π and C-

H···π as already observed in the QTAIM molecular graph of Figure 5.3d.  

 

Figure 5.4. NCI isosurfaces (s = 0.3) of the dimer 2 in the b crystallographic direction. The 

isosurfaces are coloured according to a BRG scheme from -0.035 < sign(λ2)ρ < 0.030 a.u. Green 

areas represent regions of weak noncovalent interactions. 

5.4 Analysis of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential 

With significant electrostatic contribution to the interaction energy, σ-hole 

interactions can also be characterized by mapping the Molecular Electrostatic Potential 

(MEP) of the molecules involved since electron rich regions with negative values of MEP 

are prone to interact with electron deficient regions of positive MEP.16-19 In the MEP map 

of complex 2, the two areas are clearly differentiated (Figure 5.5): the sulphur and the 

oxygen atoms of the nitrato ligand with negative MEP and, on the other hand, the exposed 

region of the Pb atom with positive MEP. This is consistent with the interaction pattern 

present in the crystal structure of 2, where these two regions interact with each other to 

establish Pb···O/S interactions. 
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Figure 5.5. MEP map of compound 2, calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level and plotted on 

the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue colours 

indicate less and more positive MEP values, respectively. 

5.5 Analysis of the Natural Bond Orbitals 

Since tetrel interactions also have a non-negligible orbital character, which has 

also been suggested by the calculated delocalization indexes in my QTAIM study above, 

I have performed a NBO analysis of the two short Pb···S contacts present in the crystal 

structure of 2. In both cases NBO discloses an interaction between the S lone pairs and a 

Pb empty orbital. For the Pb···S contact at 3.323 Å such interaction accounts for 14.89 

kcal/mol whereas in the contact at 3.253 Å the associated NBO energy is 17.59 kcal/mol. 

This is in good agreement with the observed interatomic distances since a shorter contact 

should increase the orbital overlap. The electron delocalization is confirmed by looking 

at the occupancies of the orbitals involved in the interaction. For instance, for the contact 

at 3.253 Å, the S lone pair orbitals contain 1.949 and 1.818 electrons, respectively, while 

the occupancy of the acceptor orbital at the Pb is 0.1897. 

5.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have analysed the tetrel interactions found in the crystal structure 

of two novel Pb(II) complexes with phenyl-thiosemicarbazone Schiff base ligands. In 

their crystal structures, these complexes show hemidirected coordination modes that 

allow them to establish σ-hole interactions with lone pairs from oxygen and sulphur 

atoms. The Pb···O/S contact distances are longer than the sum of the covalent radii and 

shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii.  
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The strength of the interactions has been calibrated by means of DFT calculations 

and their nature studied via QTAIM, MEP and NBO analyses. The σ-holes interactions 

studied here show associated interaction energies between 10 and 15 kcal/mol. Moreover, 

I have observed that both electrostatic and orbital interactions contribute to the total 

attraction between Pb and S. On one hand, the electrostatic attraction can be rationalized 

in terms of the electrostatic potential of the interacting regions and, on the other hand, 

NBO analyses have revealed a charge transfer from S lone pairs to an empty orbital of 

Pb. The secondary interactions that present the adducts prevent us from further studying 

the Pb···O contact. These results are expected to be useful for the development of new 

Pb-containing MOFs in which the supramolecular assembly is dominated by σ-hole 

(tetrel) bonding. 

5.7 Appendix 

Annex 5.1. Analysis of the topology of the electron density.  

Table A5.1. Values for selected AIM parameters calculated for BCPs 1-6 (X = O and S). 

 r 𝛁2r δ(Pb,X) ε 
BCP1 0.0175 0.0605 0.1110 0.0677 
BCP2 0.0120 0.0418 0.0599 0.1147 
BCP3 0.0163 0.0378 0.1764 0.1283 
BCP4 0.0163 0.0378 0.1764 0.1283 
BCP5 0.0122 0.0404 0.0779 0.0173 
BCP6 0.0177 0.0431 0.1761 0.1013 

 

 

Figure A5.1. Dimer of 1 modified to preclude Pb···O short contact. Colour code: pink, H; brown, 

C; blue, N; red, O; yellow, S; and black, Pb. 
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6.1 Introduction 

A halogen bond is a highly directional noncovalent interaction between a 

nucleophilic Lewis base (D) and the electrophilic region of a polarized halogen atom (X).1  

In terms of geometry, bond strength, and origin of the interaction, halogen bonds are 

similar to hydrogen bonds.2-7  In some cases, both interactions are found competing8 or 

cooperating simultaneously.9,10 Like tetrel,11 pnicogen,12 and chalcogen13 bonds, the 

nature of the interaction can be rationalized in terms of a σ-hole interaction14,15 with non-

negligible contributions from charge transfer, dispersion, and polarization.4-7,16 In contrast 

to the classical two-centre halogen bond R-X···D, in which a covalently-bonded neutral 

halogen interacts with a Lewis base (D), the electron-deficient halonium ions (X+) tend 

to interact simultaneously with two Lewis bases. The resulting linear three-centre bond, 

[D···X···D]+, is held together by four electrons with the charge distributed over the entire 

system (Scheme 6.1).17  

 
Scheme 6.1. Structure of a halonium cation (X = halogen, D = neutral Lewis base). 

The three-centre-four-electron (3c-4e) bonding in halonium ions (X= Cl, Br, and 

I) is a hypercoordinated system in which the central atom exceeds the octet rule. These 

strong18,19 noncovalent complexes with short interatomic distances have attracted interest 

due to their applicability as synthetic reagents and in the design of complex 

supramolecular structures.17,20-24  The nature of such interaction can be described in terms 

of orbital and electrostatic contributions,25-30 with smaller contribution of dispersion 

forces.26 According to the Pimentel-Rundle31-33 three-centre model, the halogen cation 

interacts simultaneously with two Lewis bases by accepting electrons in both lobes of its 

empty p-orbital. Consequently, three atomic orbitals combine to form three molecular 

orbitals (Figure 6.1). Two electrons are in the bonding orbital and two in the non-bonding 

orbital, remaining the antibonding orbital unfilled.17,19  

Alternatively, one could consider a halonium ion as due to the interaction between 

two closed-shell groups, D-X+ and D, to which the σ-hole formalism could be applied, 

since the anisotropic electron distribution of D-X+ forms a σ-hole that can establish a 

Coulombic interaction with the electron density of the lone pair of the incoming donor.  

Since the σ-hole originates from the lobe of the empty p-orbital of the cationic halogen 

X DD
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atom, X+, Hakkert has proposed that the two partially positively charged regions of X+ 

may best be termed as p-holes.25 

Notice that a trihalide anion, X3-, can be considered as a central halogen cation 

bonded to two terminal halides, X-···X+···X-, the main difference with halonium cations 

being that the whole assembly is in this case negatively charged. Unsurprisingly, the MO 

diagram for the trihalides45 is identical to that of the halonium cations (Figure 6.1). In a 

similar way, X3- can also be described as X2 and X- interacting units that could be 

rationalized by the σ-hole model.  

 
 
Figure 6.1. Molecular orbital diagram for the 3c-4e halonium bond, [D···X···D]+, for X = Cl, Br, 

and I. 

In the case of the fluoronium complexes, [D···F···D]+, computational studies for 

D = pyridine suggest that it is best described as [D-F]+···D ion-molecule complexes27 

since they prefer an asymmetric geometry with one classical covalent bond (1.360 Å) and 

a second, weaker and longer halogen bond (3.499 Å).26 Indeed, it is necessary a highly 

electron-withdrawing group directly attached to the F centre, thereby improving its σ-

hole, to form [D···F···D]+ complexes.17   

When D is a N-donor base, [N···I···N]+ complexes are static and symmetric in 

both the solid state and in solution,19,26,28 regardless of the solvent polarity35  and the size, 

charge distribution or coordination strength of the counterion.36 The effect of the 

substituents on the electron density of the [N···I···N]+ halonium bond was assessed upon 

symmetric modulation of the para-position of [bis(4-R-pyridine)iodine]+ model17,37 and 

the geometrically restrained [1,2-bis((4-R-pyridine-2-ylethynyl)benzene)iodine]+ 

complex.37 To the best of my knowledge, no attempts at analysing the impact of the 

X+

D D
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electron density alteration on the strength and nature of the bond have been reported when 

the R groups are located at orto, double orto, meta and double meta-positions relative to 

the pyridine nitrogen.  

Herein, I present a combined structural and computational study of the 

[N···I···N]+ halonium bond. By means of DFT calculations, the geometry and strength of 

the 3c-4e halonium bond were studied from various aspects in the present work: (1) the 

effect of various halogen atoms (X) on the [py···X···py]+ framework, (2) the effect of 

different nitrogen-donor groups (D) attached to the iodonium cation and (3) the influence 

of the electron density alteration on the [N···I···N]+ halonium bond by variation of the R 

substituents at the N-donor. The MN12-SX method was selected after an extensive 

benchmark study carried out with 10 common DFT functionals along with the second-

order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) for the prediction of the geometry and 

interaction energy of bis(Acetonitrile)-iodonium cation (BUKNAX;40 Figure 6.2). The 

results were compared with the experimental and calculated data at the coupled cluster 

singles and doubles (CCSD) and Perturbative Triple excitations (CCSD(T)) level (see 

Table A6.1 in the Appendix). The covalent vs dative character of the X···N bond in the 

bis-pyridine halonium cations was discussed by Georgiou and co-workers using both 

theorical and synthetic techniques. They concluded that the removal of the “first” pyridine 

is clearly heterolytic, both in gas phase an in the presence of solvent force fields.27 In the 

light of these results, I have focussed the analysis on the heterolytic dissociation of the 

halonium ions (Scheme 6.2). To further investigate the nature of the interaction and the 

factors that affect its strength I have performed Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) 

and Energy Decomposition Analyses (EDA) of the same compounds in Scheme 6.2. 

Since the interaction strength of the halonium bond is related to the positive value of the 

electrostatic potential (Vs,max) at the σ-hole and the anisotropic distribution of charge 

around the halogen atom,38 I have paid special attention to search for possible correlations 

between the value of Vs,max and computed geometrical and/or energetic descriptors. 

 

Figure 6.2. Short I···N contacts in the crystal structure of BUKNAX40 cation. Colour code: pink, 

H; brown, C; blue, N.; and purple, I. 
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Scheme 6.2. Heterolytic cleavage reactions considered in this study. 

6.2 Structural Analysis 

I have searched the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)39 for dicoordinated 

compounds containing a [N···X···N] central framework with X···N contacts shorter than 

the sum of the van der Waals radii. In my searches, the central atom X was set to be I+, 

known to form linear and highly symmetric three-centre-four-electron bonds.40-43  

 
Figure 6.3. N-I-N angle distribution for dicoordinated compounds containing a [N···I···N] central 

framework. 

Only linear [N···I···N]+ halonium systems with neutral donors (Figure 6.3) have 

been reported in the CSD database, all having angles between 175º and 180º. This result 

is consistent with the proposal that the central atom employs an empty atomic p-orbital 

to interact with the N lone pairs of the two donors and thereby give raise to practically 

linear [N···I···N] frameworks (Figure 6.1). Altogether, 37 crystal structures were found, 

one with sp nitrogen attached to the iodonium cation (BUKNAX),40 35 with sp2 nitrogen 

and one with sp3 nitrogen (HMTITI).41 Among the sp2 nitrogen compounds, three are 

non-aromatic in a R3P=N-I phosphazene moiety (HINXIL42, HINXOR,42 and 

[D-I-D]+ [D-I]+ + D

N
D = substituted pyridine

4-R-py
3-R-py
2-R-py
3,5-R2-py
2,6-R2-py

23

4

5 6

[py-X-py]+ [py-X]+ + py1)
2)

3)
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KABRUB43). The average I···N distance in these structures is 2.26 Å and the average 

N···I···N angle is 179º. The difference of less than 3 % between both I···N bond lengths 

can be attributed to crystal packing forces. Thus, the complexes show an overall 

symmetric [N···I···N]+ geometry in the solid state. The shortest contact is found for 

BUKNAX40 (Figure 6.2), with two identical I···N distances of 2.20 Å, i.e., 1.5 Å shorter 

than the sum of the van der Waals radii (3.70 Å).44  

6.3 Analysis of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential 

6.3.1 Effect of the central atom X  

Figure 6.4 shows the MEP maps of [X···NC5H5]+ complexes (X = F, Cl, Br, and 

I). These systems were selected to evaluate the effect of various central atoms on the 

magnitude of the σ-hole.  

 
 
Figure 6.4. MEP maps for pyridine derivative [X···NC5H5]+ complexes (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) 

calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 

0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue colours indicate less and more positive 

MEP values, respectively.  

Upon initial inspection, all compounds exhibit a σ-hole close to the central atom 

and opposite to the bonded donor atom. Accordingly to the polarizability of the atom, the 

maximum MEP value (Vs,max) of the σ-hole increases when descending down the halogen 

group, with that of the fluorine teetering on the edge of existence. All in all, the MEP 
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maps allow me to explain the structural preferences found in the previous section. 

Halogen(I) compounds (X = Cl, Br, and I) would form highly linear [N···X···N] 

frameworks since the interaction with the Lewis base along the X···N axis is favoured by 

Coulombic attraction. Regarding to fluor(I) compounds, its tiny σ-hole might be the cause 

that the optimized fluoronium compound, [py-F···py]+ would form an asymmetric 

arrangement (dN···F = 1.337 and 2.790 Å; αN-F···N = 179.0º), similar to a classical halogen 

bond.  From now on, I will not consider the F centre on the following discussion. 

6.3.2 Effect of the donor   

Figure 6.5 shows the MEP maps of [I···D]+ complexes, where D is imidazole 

(C3H4N2), pyridine (C5H5N), pyrimidine (C4H4N2), acetonitrile (NCMe) and ammonia 

(NH3).  

 
Figure 6.5. MEP map for iodine derivatives [I···D]+ complexes (D = C3H4N2, C5H5N, C4H4N2, 

NCMe, and NH3) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and plotted on the electron density 

isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue colours indicate less and 

more positive MEP values, respectively.  

Different nitrogen-containing donors (D) have been selected to study their effect 

on the magnitude of the σ-hole associated to the I···N bond axis (I kept the iodonium 

cation as the reference central atom X because it showed the most marked σ-hole among 

the halonium ions).  Upon changing from pyridine (C5H5N) to other aromatic donors such 

imidazole (C3H4N2) and pyrimidine (C4H4N2), the Vs,max value of the σ-hole changes 
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slightly. In contrast, it increases with non-aromatic donors such ammonia (NH3) and 

acetonitrile (NCMe).  

6.3.3 Effect of the R group   

The [py···I]+ complex has been used as reference to analyse the influence of the 

electron density alteration on the I···N σ-hole induced by variation of the R substituents 

attached in ortho (2-R-py and 2,6-R2-py), meta (3-R-py and 3,5-R2-py) and para-

positions (4-R-py) relative to the pyridine nitrogen. Several substituents have been 

studied (R = NMe2, NH2, OH, OMe, CH3, CH2F, CHF2, CF3, F, Cl, Br, I, CN, SO3H, and 

NO2). The Vs,max values of σ-holes for these compounds are shown in Table 6.1. For 

comparison, the magnitude of the σ-hole of the unsubstituted model (R = H) is +131 

kcal/mol (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). 

Table 6.1. Highest positive value of the electrostatic potential (Vs,max) of σ-holes related to the 

iodine atom in the substituted [(pyridine)iodine]+ complexes, and Hammett parameters of the 

substituents. Energies are given in kcal/mol. 

 Vs,max   

R 2-R-py 2,6-R2-py 3-R-py 3,5-R2-py 4-R-py σp σm 
NMe2 123 114 123 117 118 -0.83 -0.21 
NH2 128 126 125 122 121 -0.66 -0.16 
OH 127 122 129 130 128 -0.37 0.12 

OMe 125 118 128 125 125 -0.28 0.12 
CH3 128 123 128 125 127 -0.17 -0.07 

H 131 131 131 131 131 0 0 
F 134 137 134 138 132 0.06 0.34 

CH2F 130 130 130 130 129 0.11 0.12 
Cl 131 130 132 133 131 0.23 0.37 
Br 130 128 132 133 130 0.23 0.39 
I 128 123 130 129 128 0.28 0.35 

CHF2 130 131 132 133 132 0.32 0.29 
CF3 133 134 136 138 135 0.54 0.43 

SO3H 131 137 133 136 134 0.64 0.38 
CN 135 138 137 144 136 0.66 0.56 
NO2 136 142 139 144 138 0.78 0.71 

 
The smallest positive MEP value is found for NMe2 and the highest ones for CN 

and NO2. Two examples of MEP maps are depicted in Figure 6.6 (for the MEP maps of 
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all compounds studied see Figure A6.1 – A6.5 of the Appendix). The Vs,max values of σ-

holes show fair correlations with the electron releasing power of the R groups measured 

by their Hammett σp (4-R-py) and σm (3-R-py and 3,5-R2-py) parameters, whereas no 

correlation is found for the ortho mono- and disubstituted pyridines (2-R-py and 2,6-R2-

py), clearly indicating the important steric effects in these two cases (Figure 6.7 and Eqs. 

A6.1 – A6.4 in the Appendix). Those trends are most clearly seen in the CH3-nFn-

substituted pyridines, for which the magnitude of the σ-hole increases with the number of 

F atoms, and in the halogenated pyridines, for which it decreases on descending down the 

periodic group. The strongest inductive effect among singly-substituted pyridines is 

found for the para derivatives. It must be noted also that the incorporation of two 

substituents at two equivalent positions of the pyridine ring practically doubles the effect 

of a single substituent. For 2,6-(SO3H)2-py, there are two additional σ-holes related to the 

O-H bond axis (both of 144 kcal/mol) parallel to the I···N σ-hole (Figure 6.8). 

Figure 6.6. MEP maps of [{4-N(CH3)2-py}I]+ and [{4-NO2-py}I]+ complexes calculated at the 

MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies 

are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue colours indicate less and more positive MEP values, 

respectively. 

.  

Figure 6.7. Dependence of the electrostatic potential at the σ-hole (Vs,max) on the Hammett 

parameters for (a) the 4-R-py (R2 = 0.89), (b) the 3-R-py (triangles, R2 = 0.86) and 3,5-R2-py 

(squares, R2 = 0.84), and (c) the 2-R-py (circles, R2 = 0.67) and 2,6-R2-py (triangles) compounds. 
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Figure 6.8. MEP map of [{2,6-(SO3H)2-py}I]+ complex calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP 

level and plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. 

Red and blue colours indicate less and more positive MEP values, respectively. 

In summary, it is expected that for a given Lewis base, and considering the 

electrostatic attraction as the main driving force, an increase of the Vs,max value will 

strengthen the interaction whereas its reduction will weaken it.  

6.4 Analysis of the Interaction Energies  

6.4.1 Effect of the central atom X   

The effect of varying the central atom on the bonding and geometry between the 

py and [X-py]+ fragments has been studied by means of DFT calculations, (Scheme 

6.2.1). I have used the same X atoms of the above MEP analysis (Figure 6.4; X = Cl, Br, 

and I). The main results are shown in Table 6.2. The optimized geometry of the bis-

pyridine halonium(I) cations exhibit D2h symmetry with identical X···N bond distances. 

The calculated halogen···nitrogen bond lengths are 1.52 Å (N···Cl), 1.43 Å (N···Br) and 

1.45 Å (N···I) shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the involved atoms (3.48 

Å, 3.52 Å and 3.70 Å, respectively).44 The interaction energy increases in magnitude from 

Cl to I, in good agreement with the magnitudes of the σ-hole. A good correlation is 

observed between Vs,max and the bond length of the two X···N bonds (R2 = 0.995). 

Table 6.2. Key geometrical parameters and interaction energies for the optimized [py···X···py]+ 

model (X = Cl, Br, and I) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level.  

X dN-X (Å) αN-X-N (°) Vs,max (kcal/mol) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
Cl 1.961 180.0 114 -37.37 
Br 2.088 180.0 120 -40.01 
I 2.255 180.0 131 -41.30 
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6.4.2 Effect of the donor   

The effect of different nitrogen-containing donors (D) on the bond strength and 

geometry of the D···[I-D]+ interaction (Scheme 6.2.2) has been analysed using the same 

donors as in the MEP analysis (Figure 6.5), and the results are shown in Table 6.3.  

Table 6.3. Key geometrical parameters and interaction energies for the optimized [D···I···D]+ 

models with different nitrogen-containing Lewis bases (D) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-

TZVP level.  

Donor dN-I (Å) αN-I-N (°) Vs,max (kcal/mol) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
Pyrimidine 2.261 179.8 135 -38.50 
Acetonitrile 2.190 180.0 150 -40.09 

Pyridine 2.255 180.0 131 -41.30 
Ammonia 2.299 180.0 151 -43.48 
Imidazole 2.238 180.0 130 -44.87 

 
The optimized [N···I···N]+ frameworks are all linear with the two identical I···N 

distances. Ammonia, which induces the most marked σ-hole (151 kcal/mol), has an 

interaction energy of -43.48 kcal/mol. However, even if imidazole has the lowest Vs,max 

value (130 kcal/mol), it gives the most stable adduct. Furthermore, the acetonitrile 

iodonium is less stable than the pyridine one even though the Vs,max value of the former is 

as high as 150 kcal/mol. In addition, pyrimidine yields the least stable adduct although its 

Vs,max value is the highest among the aromatic donors (135 kcal/mol). It seems thus clear 

that the strength of the bond cannot be only explained by Coulombic interactions.  

6.4.3 Effect of the R group 

Upon symmetric modulation of orto (2-R-py), double orto (2,6-R2-py), meta (3-

R-py), double meta (3,5-R2-py) and para-position (4-R-py) relative to the pyridine 

nitrogen of the [bis(pyridine)iodine]+ complex with the same substituents groups used in 

my previous MEP analysis (Table 6.1), I have analysed the impact of the electron density 

alteration on the stability and geometry of the bonding between pyridine and [I-py]+ 

(Scheme 6.2.3). Previous works using the same compound have only focused on 

symmetric alteration of the pyridine para-hydrogen using a few substituents.17,37 The 

main results are summarized in Tables 6.4 – 6.8.  
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Table 6.4. Key geometrical parameters, Vs,max of σ-holes, and interaction energies for the 

optimized [(2-R-py)2I]+ complexes (2-R-py), calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level.  

R dN-I (Å) αN-I-N (°) Vs,max (kcal/mol) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
OH 2.269 176.3 127 -42.10 

OMe 2.270 175.7 125 -41.94 
NH2 2.261 176.9 128 -41.33 

H 2.255 180.0 131 -41.30 
CH3 2.271 176.0 128 -40.91 

NMe2 2.279 180.0 123 -40.49 
CH2F 2.278 176.6 130 -40.45 
CHF2 2.287 180.0 130 -40.17 

F 2.269 179.4 134 -39.44 
Cl 2.274 176.5 131 -38.86 

SO3H 2.290 180.0 131 -38.73 
CN 2.266 180.0 135 -38.50 
CF3 2.289 180.0 133 -38.36 
Br 2.276 176.0 130 -38.28 
I 2.277 176.0 128 -37.70 

NO2 2.306 177.8 136 -37.30 
 
Table 6.5. Key geometrical parameters, Vs,max of σ-holes, and interaction energies for the 

optimized [(2,6-R2-py)2I]+ complexes (2,6-R2-py), calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level.  

R dN-I (Å) αN-I-N (°) Vs,max (kcal/mol) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
SO3H 2.311 180.0 137 -60.67 
OH 2.293 180.0 122 -41.97 

OMe 2.296 179.9 118 -41.49 
H 2.255 180.0 131 -41.30 

NH2 2.280 180.0 126 -39.81 
CH3 2.292 180.0 123 -39.31 

NMe2 2.305 174.4 114 -38.20 
CH2F 2.296 180.0 130 -37.30 

F 2.287 180.0 137 -37.21 
Cl 2.302 180.0 130 -35.72 

CHF2 2.306 180.0 131 -35.32 
Br 2.304 180.0 128 -34.63 
I 2.315 180.0 123 -34.31 

CN 2.283 180.0 138 -33.98 
CF3 2.337 179.7 134 -33.16 
NO2 2.358 180.0 142 -30.56 
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Table 6.6. Key geometrical parameters, Vs,max of σ-holes, and interaction energies for the 

optimized  [(3-R-py)2I]+ complexes (3-R-py), calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level. 

R dN-I (Å) αN-I-N (°) Vs,max (kcal/mol) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
NH2 2.253 179.8 125 -43.10 

NMe2 2.252 180.0 123 -43.08 
OMe 2.255 179.9 128 -42.22 
OH 2.255 180.0 129 -42.08 
CH3 2.255 179.9 128 -41.77 

CH2F 2.256 180.0 130 -41.31 
H 2.255 180.0 131 -41.30 
F 2.257 179.8 134 -39.76 

CHF2 2.257 179.9 132 -39.64 
Cl 2.257 179.9 132 -39.06 
Br 2.257 179.9 132 -38.75 
I 2.257 180.0 130 -38.50 

CF3 2.258 179.7 136 -38.41 
SO3H 2.259 179.6 133 -38.02 
CN 2.260 180.0 137 -36.24 
NO2 2.260 180.0 139 -36.15 

 
Table 6.7. Key geometrical parameters, Vs,max of σ-holes, and interaction energies for the 

optimized  [(3,5-R2-py)2I]+ complexes (3,5-R2-py), calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level. 

R dN-I (Å) αN-I-N (°) Vs,max (kcal/mol) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
NMe2 2.251 179.8 117 -44.46 
NH2 2.252 179.9 122 -44.35 
OMe 2.252 179.8 125 -42.31 
CH3 2.254 180.0 125 -41.99 
OH 2.255 179.8 130 -41.47 
H 2.255 180.0 131 -41.30 

CH2F 2.256 179.9 130 -40.18 
F 2.259 180.0 138 -38.06 

CHF2 2.258 179.4 133 -37.76 
Cl 2.260 180.0 133 -36.90 
Br 2.260 180.0 133 -36.36 
I 2.259 180.0 129 -36.12 

CF3 2.260 179.9 138 -35.48 
SO3H 2.263 180.0 136 -35.02 
CN 2.264 180.0 144 -31.30 
NO2 2.266 180.0 144 -30.96 
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Table 6.8. Key geometrical parameters, Vs,max of σ-holes, and interaction energies for the 

optimized  [(4-R-py)2I]+ complexes (4-R-py), calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level. 

R dN-I (Å) αN-I-N (°) Vs,max (kcal/mol) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
NH2 2.246 180.0 121 -44.65 

NMe2 2.244 180.0 118 -44.32 
OMe 2.249 179.9 125 -42.91 
OH 2.250 180.0 128 -42.39 
CH3 2.252 180.0 127 -41.96 

H 2.255 180.0 131 -41.30 
CH2F 2.253 180.0 129 -40.83 

F 2.255 180.0 132 -40.16 
Cl 2.254 180.0 131 -39.62 

CHF2 2.255 179.8 132 -39.30 
I 2.253 180.0 128 -39.26 

Br 2.253 180.0 130 -39.15 
CF3 2.257 179.9 135 -38.04 

SO3H 2.257 179.8 134 -37.41 
CN 2.256 180.0 136 -36.00 
NO2 2.259 180.0 138 -35.79 

a b c 

  
 
Figure 6.9. Interaction energy between a pyridine donor (D) and the corresponding [I-D]+ cation, 

represented as a function of the electrostatic potential at the σ-hole (Vs,max) for (a) the 4-R-py (R2 

= 0.89), (b) the 3-R-py (triangles, R2 = 0.82) and 3,5-R2-py (squares, R2 = 0.84), and (c) the 2-R-

py (rhombuses) and 2,6-R2-py (triangles) halonium ions.  

When comparing the interaction energy between a pyridine donor (D) and the 

corresponding [I-D]+ cation and the electrostatic potential at the σ-hole (Vs,max), good 

correlations between the two parameters for the 4-R-py, 3-R-py and 3,5-R2-py families 

are found (Figure 6.9 and Eqs. A6.5 – A6.7 in the Appendix), whereas no correlation is 
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found for the ortho-substituted families 2-R-py and 2,6-R2-py. The surprising aspect of 

that correlation is that it is positive, i.e., the interaction energy is made less attractive as 

the electrostatic potential increases. This results clearly indicate that the attractive 

interaction between the two moieties is modulated via substituents by forces other than 

the electrostatic attraction associated to the σ-hole at the [I-D]+ cation. Consider, for 

instance, the 2,6-(NO2)2-py iodonium cation, that appears in the calculations as the least 

stable one (ΔEINT = -30.56 kcal/mol), yet its electrostatic potential at the σ-hole is among 

the highest ones (142 kcal/mol). Another clear example is the 4-NH2-py adduct, 

calculated to be the most stable one (ΔEINT = -44.65 kcal/mol) despite its rather low Vs,max 

value (121 kcal/mol). 

All optimized compounds show linear [N···I···N]+ frameworks with two equal 

I···N distances, and a slight bending of a few degrees is obtained only for singly ortho-

substituted pyridines and [{2,6-(Me2N)2-py}2I]+ adduct (Tables 6.4 and 6.5, respectively).  

It must be stressed that, at difference with the wide range of interaction energies affected 

by the nature and positions of the substituents at the pyridine ring, the I···N distances fall 

in a narrow range (2.24 – 2.27 Å) for the meta and para-substituted pyridines, while more 

variable and longer distances (2.26 – 2.36 Å) result for the ortho-substituted ones. For 

those ortho-substituted compounds, the steric hindrance and other secondary interactions 

such as hydrogen bonds play an important role in the geometry and stability of the system. 

For instance, despite of the strong electron releasing character of NMe2, the I···N distance 

in the 2,6-Me2N-py compound is longer and the interaction energy smaller than in the 

unsubstituted compound. In addition, the pyridine donors form a handle-shaped structure 

around the central [N···I···N]+ framework (Figure 6.10), probably due to the steric 

hindrance of the methyl groups. Furthermore, in the 2,6-(HO3S)2-py adduct, four O···H 

hydrogen bonds of 1.73 Å are formed between the hydrogen sulfonato groups (Figure 

6.11a), explaining the unusually high interaction energy between the two fragments 

(ΔEINT = -60.67 kcal/mol), to be compared with the much smaller value for the 

monosubstituted trans-derivative, 2-HO3S-py (-38.73 kcal/mol). Comparisons with the 

interaction energy of the monosubstituted cis-derivative 2-HO3S-py (-49.86 kcal/mol), 

which shows two O···H hydrogen bonds of 1.76 Å formed between the substituent groups 

(Figure 6.11b), allow me to estimate the stabilization energy of each hydrogen bond in 

5.41 kcal/mol. The interaction energies between ortho-substituted pyridines, 2-R-py and 

2,6-R2-py, and the corresponding [I-D]+ cations are affected by the same effects. As a 
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result, neither the I···N distances nor the interaction energies in this family correlate with 

electron withdrawing/releasing power of the substituents, calibrated by the Hammett σp 

parameters. Notice that the same effects have prevented from defining a Hammett 

parameter for substituents in the ortho position. 

 

Figure 6.10. Optimized geometry for the [{2,6-(Me2N)2-py}2I]+ complex. Colour code: brown, 

C; blue, N; and purple, I. H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

                     a                                                                            b 

 
Figure 6.11. Short O···H contacts (dashed lines) in the calculated structure of (a) [{2,6-(HO3S)2-

py}2I]+ and (b) [cis-{2-(HO3S)-py}2I]+ adducts. 

Both the I···N distances and the interaction energies of 3-R-py, 3,5-R2-py and 4-

R-py compounds are expected to remain unaffected by the steric hindrance and other 

intramolecular secondary interactions between the R groups and thus are more adequate 

to analyse the effect of changes in the electron density of the Lewis base. Plots of those 

two parameters as a function of the Hammett σp and σm constants of the pyridine 

substituents (Figures 6.12 and 6.13, respectively) show that they are nicely correlated (see 

Eqs. A6.8 – A6.9 and Eqs. A6.10 – A6.13, respectively, in the Appendix). Such 

behaviours bear some similarities with the trends just discussed for the electrostatic 

potential at the σ-hole. Now the highest interaction energies within each substitution 
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scheme are found for R = NH2 and NMe2 and the lowest ones for CN and NO2. As for 

the general trends, the I···N distance increases, and the interaction energy decreases, as 

the Hammett parameters become more positive, i.e., as the electron releasing power 

decreases or the electron-withdrawing ability increases. The effect of a para substitution 

at the pyridine ring on the interaction energy is stronger than a single meta substitution. 

However, the incorporation of a second substituent at the meta position practically 

doubles the effect of a single substituent, as can be appreciated by the higher slope of the 

least-squares lines for the 3,5-R2-py compounds with respect to the 3-R-py analogues 

(Figures 6.13a – b). 

          a                                                           b 

     
 
Figure 6.12. Dependence on the Hammett σp parameter of (a) the I-N bond distances (R2 = 0.90), 

and (b) the interaction energy between the N and [I-N]+ fragments (R2 = 0.96) in 4-R-py 

compounds. 

            a                                                 b 

      
Figure 6.13. Dependence on the Hammett σm parameter of (a) the I-N bond distances (R2 = 0.91, 

0.89), and (b) the interaction energy between the N and [I-N]+ fragments (R2 = 0.91, 0.94) in 3-

R-py (triangles) and 3,5-R2-py (squares) compounds.  
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Those trends can be clearly seen in the subsets of CH3-nFn and halogen-substituted 

pyridines. For the former, the interaction energy is made less stabilising as the number of 

F atoms increase (Tables 6.4 – 6.8), within every family with a given substitution pattern.  

While single-substitution with these groups induces changes in the interaction energy of 

up to 3.4 kcal/mol, double substitution modifies it by 6.5 kcal/mol. Among the halogen-

substituted pyridines, the interaction energy decreases on descending down the periodic 

group, but with smaller changes than those induced by the fluoromethyl groups.  

The fact that both the I-N distance and the interaction energy show a dependence 

on the Hammett parameter of the substituent means that there is also some correlation 

between the distance and the interaction energy, and comparison of bond distances in 

halonium ions should give approximate information on relative interaction energies.  

Moreover, the electrostatic potentials at the σ-hole (Vs,max) are also correlated with the 

Hammett parameters, as can be seen in Figures 6.7a – b and, consequently, the interaction 

energy becomes less attractive as the electrostatic potential at the σ-hole increases, clearly 

showing that such an interaction is not the main responsible for the strength of the I-N 

bonds in the studied [D···I···D]+ iodonium cations. 

6.5 Energy Decomposition Analysis  

In light of the above results, I have performed an Energy Decomposition Analysis 

(EDA) to investigate the effect of (i) the central atom X, (ii) the N-donor D, and (iii) the 

substituents R, on the nature of the bond between D and [X-D]+.  

6.5.1 Effect of central atom X  

The results for three halogen atoms and D = pyridine (Scheme 6.2.1; X = Cl, Br, 

and I) are summarized in Table 6.9.  

Table 6.9. EDA for the interaction of pyridine and [X-py]+ in the optimized [py···X···py]+ model 

(X = Cl, Br, and I), calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level. The percentage represents the 

contribution to the total attractive (negative) interaction energy. Energies are given in kcal/mol. 

X ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 
Cl 145.88 -81.41 (44.4 %) -8.83 (4.8 %) -25.08 (13.7 %) -67.93 (37.1 %) -37.37 
Br 125.62 -79.71 (48.1 %) -8.03 (4.8 %) -26.86 (16.2 %) -51.14 (30.9 %) -40.12 
I 105.56 -74.44 (50.7 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -25.94 (17.7 %) -39.32 (26.8 %) -41.29 
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The orbital-based interactions, shown as polarization (ΔEPOL) and charge transfer 

(ΔECT) terms, decrease as we go down the group of the halogens. The less electronegative 

the central atom is, the higher the energy of its np orbitals, thus enlarging the energy gap 

between the donor and acceptor orbitals and allowing for a poorer orbital interaction.  

Simultaneously, the electrostatic (ΔEELEC) contribution increases, accordingly with the 

polarizability of the central atom. The sum of ΔEPOL and ΔECT represents the 51 % (Cl), 

47 % (Br) and 44 % (I) of the total attractive interaction energy. For the three halogens, 

the electrostatic term is not enough to overcome the Pauli repulsion but the significant 

contribution of polarization, charge transfer and dispersion to a lesser extent (< 5 %) 

makes the net interaction attractive.  

6.5.2 Effect of the donor  

The results for the nature of the bonding between various nitrogen-containing 

donors D and the corresponding [I-D]+ (Scheme 6.2.2) are summarized in Table 6.10.  

Table 6.10. EDA for the interaction of different nitrogen-containing Lewis bases (D) and the 

corresponding [I-D]+ in the optimized [D···I···D]+ models, calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-

TZVP level. The percentage represents the contribution to the total attractive (negative) 

interaction energy. Energies are given in kcal/mol. 

Donor ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

Pyrimidine 101.84 -70.02 (49.9 %) -6.71 (4.8 %) -25.44 (18.1 %) -38.17 (27.2 %) -38.50 

Acetonitrile   91.91 -67.33 (51.0 %) -5.53 (4.2 %) -23.28 (17.6 %) -35.86 (27.2 %) -40.09 

Pyridine 105.56 -74.44 (50.7 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -25.94 (17.7 %) -39.32 (26.8 %) -41.29 
Ammonia  98.80 -81.42 (57.2 %) -5.53 (3.9 %) -18.06 (12.7 %) -37.27 (26.2 %) -43.49 
Imidazole 107.68 -80.62 (52.9 %) -6.96 (4.6 %) -26.30 (17.2 %) -38.66 (25.3 %) -44.86 

 
The first observation is that the electrostatic term is the largest attractive 

contribution, yet it is insufficient to overcome the Pauli repulsion. The dispersion term 

contributes less than 5 % whereas the polarization and charge transfer terms contribute 

nearly as much (39 – 45 %) as the electrostatic term to the attractive part of the interaction, 

making the formation of the adduct energetically favourable in all cases by 38 – 45 

kcal/mol. Among the aromatic donors, imidazole has the greatest magnitude of ΔEINT 

whereas pyrimidine has the smallest one, while the proportion of orbital contribution to 

the total attractive interactions is smallest for imidazole (43 %) and largest for pyrimidine 

(45 %). For the non-aromatic donors, ammonia is more stable than acetonitrile. All in all, 
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these results indicate that, in all cases, the electrostatic term is not enough to overcome 

the Pauli repulsion and it is the combined effect of the orbital-based terms (polarization 

and charge transfer) and a smaller contribution of dispersion forces which makes the 

interaction attractive. 

6.5.3 Effect of the R group   

Finally, I have applied the same approach to analyse how the energetic 

contributions change with the electron density modulation of the [N···I···N]+ halonium 

bond. The modifications of the electron density were achieved by modulation of ortho 

(2-R-py and 2,6-R2-py), meta (3-R-py and 3,5-R2-py) and para-position (4-R-py) relative 

to the pyridine nitrogen of the [py···I···py]+ complex (R = H; Scheme 6.2.3). I have used 

the same R groups as in the previous sections. The main results are summarized in Tables 

6.11 – 6.15. Energies are given in kcal/mol. 

Table 6.11. EDA for the optimized [(2-R-py)2I]+ complexes, calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-

TZVP level. The percentage represents its contribution to the total attractive interaction energy.  

R ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

OH 100.68 -72.47 (50.8 %) -7.84 (5.5 %) -26.13 (18.3 %) -36.34 (25.4 %) -42.10 
OMe 101.78 -72.78 (50.6 %) -7.96 (5.5 %) -26.56 (18.5 %) -36.42 (25.3 %) -41.94 

NH2 114.64 -78.92 (50.6 %) -8.52 (5.5 %) -28.61 (18.3 %) -39.91 (25.6 %) -41.33 

H 105.56 -74.44 (50.7 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -25.94 (17.7 %) -39.32 (26.8 %) -41.29 
CH3 108.05 -75.00 (50.3 %) -8.57 (5.8 %) -26.62 (17.9 %) -38.78 (26.0 %) -40.91 

NMe2 105.22 -71.61 (49.1 %) -9.72 (6.7 %) -27.54 (18.9 %) -36.84 (25.3 %) -40.50 

CH2F 102.53 -71.60 (50.1 %) -8.61 (6.0 %) -26.28 (18.4 %) -36.49 (25.5 %) -40.45 

CHF2 96.51 -68.11 (49.8 %) -8.54 (6.3 %) -25.41 (18.6 %) -34.62 (25.3 %) -40.17 

F 96.82 -67.66 (49.7 %) -7.32 (5.4 %) -25.63 (18.8 %) -35.65 (26.2 %) -39.44 
Cl 98.76 -67.59 (49.1 %) -8.18 (5.9 %) -26.20 (19.0 %) -35.65 (25.9 %) -38.86 

SO3H 94.81 -65.10 (48.8 %) -9.08 (6.8 %) -25.58 (19.2 %) -33.77 (25.3 %) -38.73 

CN 99.52 -67.88 (49.2 %) -7.89 (5.7 %) -25.48 (18.5 %) -36.76 (26.6 %) -38.50 

CF3 95.44 -65.43 (48.9 %) -8.48 (6.3 %) -25.22 (18.9 %) -34.66 (25.9 %) -38.36 

Br 99.04 -67.01 (48.8 %) -8.31 (6.1 %) -26.26 (19.1 %) -35.73 (26.0 %) -38.28 
I 101.18 -67.56 (48.6 %) -8.51 (6.1 %) -26.53 (19.1 %) -36.28 (26.1 %) -37.69 

NO2 87.63 -59.60 (47.7 %) -8.15 (6.5 %) -24.85 (19.9 %) -32.33 (25.9 %) -37.30 
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Table 6.12. EDA for the optimized [(2,6-R2-py)2I]+ complexes, calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-

TZVP level. The percentage represents the contribution to the total attractive interaction energy.  

R ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

SO3H 150.66 -102.65 (48.6 %) -19.52 (9.2 %) -43.23 (20.5 %) -45.95 (21.7 %) -60.67 
OH 94.38 -69.09 (50.7 %) -8.54 (6.3 %) -25.26 (18.5 %) -33.46 (24.5 %) -41.97 

OMe 96.52 -69.56 (50.4 %) -8.78 (6.4 %) -26.04 (18.9 %) -33.63 (24.4 %) -41.49 

H 105.56 -74.44 (50.7 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -25.94 (17.7 %) -39.32 (26.8 %) -41.29 
NH2 122.27 -81.88 (50.5 %) -9.93 (6.1 %) -29.76 (18.4 %) -40.50 (25.0 %) -39.81 

CH3 112.15 -75.47 (49.8 %) -10.75 (7.1 %) -26.48 (17.5 %) -38.75 (25.6 %) -39.30 

NMe2 103.88 -66.13 (46.5 %) -13.32 (9.4 %) -27.42 (19.3 %) -35.21 (24.8 %) -38.20 

CH2F 108.55 -71.21 (48.8 %) -10.83 (7.4 %) -26.67 (18.3 %) -37.13 (25.5 %) -37.30 

F 88.25 -60.82 (48.5 %) -7.49 (6.0 %) -24.42 (19.5 %) -32.73 (26.1 %) -37.21 
Cl 94.53 -62.29 (47.8 %) -9.86 (7.6 %) -24.50 (18.8 %) -33.59 (25.8 %) -35.72 

CHF2 103.45 -66.46 (47.9 %) -10.84 (7.8 %) -26.10 (18.8 %) -35.38 (25.5 %) -35.32 

Br 97.51 -62.64 (47.4 %) -10.88 (8.2 %) -24.73 (18.7 %) -33.90 (25.7 %) -34.64 

I 102.25 -64.11 (46.9 %) -12.65 (9.3 %) -24.40 (17.9 %) -35.39 (25.9 %) -34.30 

CN 93.76 -59.61 (46.7 %) -8.65 (6.8 %) -24.48 (19.2 %) -35.00 (27.4 %) -33.99 
CF3 90.08 -58.27 (47.3 %) -11.09 (9.0 %) -23.23 (18.8 %) -30.67 (24.9 %) -33.19 

NO2 75.59 -45.93 (43.3 %) -9.33 (8.8 %) -22.45 (21.1 %) -28.45 (26.8 %) -30.56 

 
Table 6.13. EDA for the optimized [(3-R-py)2I]+ complexes, calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-

TZVP level. The percentage represents the contribution to the total attractive interaction energy.  

R ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

NH2 107.51 -77.16 (51.2 %) -7.35 (4.9 %) -26.54 (17.6 %) -39.56 (26.3 %) -43.10 
NMe2 108.89 -77.79 (51.2%) -7.44 (4.9 %) -27.15 (17.9 %) -39.60 (26.1 %) -43.08 

OMe 105.72 -75.37 (50.9 %) -7.20 (4.9 %) -26.26 (17.7 %) -39.11 (26.4 %) -42.22 

OH 105.09 -74.91 (50.9 %) -7.18 (4.9 %) -26.06 (17.7 %) -39.02 (26.5 %) -42.08 
CH3 106.51 -75.40 (50.8 %) -7.23 (4.9 %) -26.57 (17.9 %) -39.09 (26.4 %) -41.77 

CH2F 105.10 -74.19 (50.7 %) -7.15 (4.9 %) -26.45 (18.1 %) -38.62 (26.4 %) -41.31 

H 105.56 -74.44 (50.7 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -25.94 (17.7 %) -39.32 (26.8 %) -41.29 

F 102.81 -71.24 (50.0 %) -7.03 (4.9 %) -25.90 (18.2 %) -38.40 (26.9 %) -39.76 

CHF2 103.68 -71.59 (50.0 %) -7.06 (4.9 %) -26.77 (18.7 %) -37.89 (26.4 %) -39.64 
Cl 102.87 -70.32 (49.5 %) -7.08 (5.0 %) -26.94 (19.0 %) -37.60 (26.5 %) -39.06 

Br 102.92 -69.89 (49.3 %) -7.10 (5.0 %) -27.33 (19.3 %) -37.36 (26.4 %) -38.75 

I 103.48 -69.77 (49.1 %) -7.13 (5.0 %) -27.49 (19.4 %) -37.59 (26.5 %) -38.49 

CF3 102.33 -69.50 (49.4 %) -7.01 (5.0 %) -26.50 (18.8 %) -37.73 (26.8 %) -38.41 

SO3H 101.48 -68.52 (49.1 %) -6.94 (5.0 %) -27.03 (19.4 %) -37.02 (26.5 %) -38.03 
CN 100.41 -65.81 (48.2 %) -6.93 (5.1 %) -25.83 (18.9 %) -38.08 (27.9 %) -36.24 

NO2 99.83 -65.57 (48.2 %) -6.83 (5.0 %) -25.99 (19.1 %) -37.59 (27.6 %) -36.15 
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Table 6.14. EDA for the optimized [(3,5-R2-py)2I]+ complexes, calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-

TZVP level. The percentage represents the contribution to the total attractive interaction energy.  

R ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

NMe2 111.24 -80.30 (51.6 %) -7.69 (4.9 %) -28.16 (18.1 %) -39.54 (25.4 %) -44.46 
NH2 108.81 -78.98 (51.6 %) -7.51 (4.9 %) -26.90 (17.6 %) -39.76 (26.0 %) -44.35 

OMe 106.84 -75.82 (50.8 %) -7.35 (4.9 %) -26.80 (18.0 %) -39.18 (26.3 %) -42.31 

CH3 107.43 -76.02 (50.9 %) -7.29 (4.9 %) -26.71 (17.9 %) -39.40 (26.4 %) -41.99 
OH 104.77 -74.06 (50.6 %) -7.25 (5.0 %) -26.00 (17.8 %) -38.92 (26.6 %) -41.47 

H 105.56 -74.44 (50.7 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -25.94 (17.7 %) -39.32 (26.8 %) -41.29 

CH2F 105.07 -72.82 (50.1 %) -7.14 (4.9 %) -26.89 (18.5 %) -38.39 (26.4 %) -40.18 

F 100.18 -67.86 (49.1 %) -6.94 (5.0 %) -25.22 (18.2 %) -38.23 (27.7 %) -38.06 

CHF2 102.04 -68.56 (49.0 %) -6.97 (5.0 %) -26.93 (19.3 %) -37.35 (26.7 %) -37.76 
Cl 100.46 -66.33 (48.3 %) -7.02 (5.1 %) -27.12 (19.7 %) -36.88 (26.9 %) -36.90 

Br 100.58 -65.63 (47.9 %) -7.05 (5.2 %) -27.60 (20.2 %) -36.65 (26.8 %) -36.36 

I 101.60 -65.75 (47.7 %) -7.12 (5.2 %) -27.78 (20.2 %) -37.07 (26.9 %) -36.12 

CF3 99.42 -64.58 (47.9 %) -6.88 (5.1 %) -26.44 (19.6 %) -37.00 (27.4 %) -35.48 

SO3H 97.91 -63.15 (47.5 %) -6.77 (5.1 %) -27.06 (20.4 %) -35.95 (27.0 %) -35.02 
CN 95.88 -57.60 (45.3 %) -6.74 (5.3 %) -25.86 (20.3 %) -36.98 (29.1 %) -31.30 

NO2 94.65 -56.91 (45.3 %) -6.53 (5.2 %) -26.04 (20.7 %) -36.13 (28.8 %) -30.96 

 
Table 6.15. EDA for the optimized [(4-R-py)2I]+ complexes, calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-

TZVP level. The percentage represents its contribution to the total attractive interaction energy.  

R ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

NH2 111.21 -81.10 (52.0 %) -7.52 (4.8 %) -27.37 (17.6 %) -39.88 (25.6 %) -44.65 
NMe2 112.53 -81.35 (51.9 %) -7.55 (4.8 %) -28.41 (18.1 %) -39.53 (25.2 %) -44.31 

OMe 108.61 -77.81 (51.4 %) -7.36 (4.9 %) -27.22 (18.0 %) -39.13 (25.8 %) -42.91 

OH 107.70 -76.75 (51.1 %) -7.32 (4.9 %) -26.82 (17.9 %) -39.19 (26.1 %) -42.38 
CH3 107.28 -75.99 (50.9 %) -7.25 (4.9 %) -26.66 (17.9 %) -39.34 (26.4 %) -41.95 

H 105.56 -74.44 (50.7 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -25.94 (17.7 %) -39.32 (26.8 %) -41.29 

CH2F 106.04 -74.09 (50.4 %) -7.19 (4.9 %) -26.60 (18.1 %) -38.98 (26.5 %) -40.83 

F 104.53 -72.66 (50.2 %) -7.16 (4.9 %) -26.22 (18.1 %) -38.64 (26.7 %) -40.16 

Cl 104.78 -72.10 (49.9 %) -7.14 (4.9 %) -26.94 (18.7 %) -38.23 (26.5 %) -39.63 
CHF2 104.21 -71.40 (49.8 %) -7.10 (4.9 %) -26.60 (18.5 %) -38.42 (26.8 %) -39.30 

I 105.36 -71.89 (49.7 %) -7.15 (4.9 %) -27.48 (19.0 %) -38.09 (26.3 %) -39.26 

Br 104.94 -71.58 (49.7 %) -7.14 (5.0 %) -27.66 (19.2 %) -37.71 (26.2 %) -39.15 

CF3 102.85 -69.25 (49.2 %) -7.04 (5.0 %) -26.56 (18.9 %) -38.03 (27.0 %) -38.03 

SO3H 102.53 -68.31 (48.8 %) -7.02 (5.0 %) -26.94 (19.3 %) -37.66 (26.9 %) -37.41 
CN 102.10 -66.44 (48.1 %) -6.98 (5.1 %) -26.24 (19.0 %) -38.44 (27.8 %) -36.00 

NO2 100.91 -65.65 (48.0 %) -6.94 (5.1 %) -25.98 (19.0 %) -38.13 (27.9 %) -35.79 
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As in the interaction energies, the electrostatic, dispersion, and orbital terms 

remain unaffected by the steric hindrance and other intramolecular secondary interactions 

between the R groups for 3-R-py, 3,5-R2-py and 4-R-py compounds and they can 

therefore be used to study the nature of the [N···I···N]+ halonium bonding. Extreme 

caution must be taken when interpreting the results obtained for 2-R-py and 2,6-R2-py 

compounds. Although these complexes somewhat follow the same trend previously 

found, the EDA analysis not only decomposes the energetic contributions between the 

I···N bond, but it is sensible to all the interactions among the fragments, including 

secondary interactions between the R groups.  

For those substitution patterns for which it is sensible to employ Hammett 

parameters, the interaction energy, as well as the four contributions obtained from the 

EDA analysis present a clear dependence on the electron releasing power of the 

substituents. This correlation can be seen for the 4-R-py compounds in Figure 6.14, and 

the linear least-squares fittings are described by equations 6.1 – 6.5 (all energies in 

kcal/mol). Although for highly electron withdrawing substituents (positive σp values) the 

weight of the electrostatic and orbital terms is similar, the former presents a stronger 

dependence on the Hammett parameter and becomes predominant for highly electron 

releasing groups (negative σp values). In all cases, however, the orbital interactions are 

significant and necessary to overcome the Pauli repulsion.  

Notice that although the Pauli repulsion increases with decreasing σp, the slope of 

the electrostatic term is larger and the interaction energy is consequently more attractive 

for negative Hammett parameters (Figure 6.14a). 

            EORB = -65.72 + 2.04·σp (R2 = 0.89) [Eq. 6.1] 

 ECOUL = -74.12 + 9.83·σp (R2 = 0.98)  [Eq. 6.2] 

            EDISP = -7.22 + 0.37·σp (R2 = 0.97)  [Eq. 6.3] 

 EPAULI = 106.3 – 6.67·σp (R2 = 0.96)  [Eq. 6.4] 

 ΔEINT = -40.74 + 5.57·σp (R2 = 0.96) [Eq. 6.5] 
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          a                                                             b        

 
 
Figure 6.14. Dependence on the Hammett σp parameter of (a) the EDA contributions to the 

interaction energy and (b) the net interaction energy between the 4-R-py donors and the [(4-R-

py)-I]+ cations.  

Similar considerations can be made for 3-R-py adducts (Figure 6.15a and 

equations 6.6 – 6.10), 

            EORB = -65.60 + 3.04·σm (R2 = 0.89) [Eq. 6.6] 

 ECOUL = -75.27 + 14.14·σm (R2 = 0.94)  [Eq. 6.7] 

            EDISP = -7.24 + 0.56·σm (R2 = 0.88)  [Eq. 6.8] 

            EPAULI = 106.2 – 9.49·σm (R2 = 0.96)  [Eq. 6.9] 

 ΔEINT = -41.89 + 8.26·σm (R2 = 0.91) [Eq. 6.10] 

 
as well as for 3,5-R2-py adducts (Figure 6.15b and equations 6.11 – 6.15). The main 

difference with the 4-R derivatives appears for the disubstituted adducts, that induce much 

wider variations of the interaction energies with the σm value (14 kcal/mol) than the 

monosubstituted ones (7 kcal/mol).  

             EORB = -65.92 + 5.50·σm (R2 = 0.90) [Eq. 6.11] 

  ECOUL = -75.54 + 26.70·σm (R2 = 0.95)  [Eq. 6.12] 

             EDISP = -7.34 + 1.07·σm (R2 = 0.87)  [Eq. 6.13] 

             EPAULI = 106.8 – 17.72·σm (R2 = 0.95)  [Eq. 6.14] 

  ΔEINT = -42.01 + 15.55·σm (R2 = 0.94)   [Eq. 6.15] 
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a                                             b                                              c 

 
Figure 6.15. Dependence on the Hammett σm parameters of (a) the EDA contributions to the 

interaction energy between the 3-R-py donors and the [(3-R-py)-I]+ cations, (b) similarly for (3,5-

R2-py) analogues, and (c) the net interaction energy for the two families of compounds (triangles 

for monosubstituted, squares for disubstituted pyridine).  

In the above substitution patterns the contribution of dispersion forces to the total 

attractive interaction is small, in good agreement with previous works,26 and show a little 

dependence on the Hammett parameters. The electrostatic and Pauli contributions are 

strongly dependent on the nature of the substituent, and highly electron-withdrawing 

groups result in a predominant orbital term. It is important to stress that for each of the 

sets of systems studied (Tables 6.11 – 6.15) there is a good linear correlation between the 

Pauli and electrostatic contributions. 

6.6 Halonium bonding in anions 

As I mentioned in the Introduction, trihalide anions behave very similar to 

halonium cations. For example, the bonding in I3- could be described as the interaction 

between two closed-shell groups, I2 and I-, and rationalized by the σ-hole model. The 

anisotropic distribution of the electron density of I2 form two opposite σ-holes (both of 

32 kcal/mol, Figure 6.16) at each side of the I-I bond axis capable of accepting an electron 

pair of I- at either side of the iodine molecule.  

The optimized geometry of I3- is linear (179.9°) and exhibits a D∞h symmetry with 

two identical I-I bond distances (2.959 Å), 1.12 Å shorter than the sum of the van der 

Waals radii of the involved atoms (4.08 Å). Despite the low Vs,max value of its σ-holes, the 

interaction energy of the complex is as high as -39.18 kcal/mol, being comparable in 

strength to those halonium cations studied here. In addition, EDA analysis shows that 

both electrostatic and orbital contributions (especially charge transfer) have similar 
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weight and, with a small contribution of dispersion term (< 5 %), both are necessary to 

overcome the Pauli repulsion and thus make the net interaction energy attractive (Table 

6.16). To sum up, the nature of the interactions that governs the bonding in halonium ions 

can also explain the geometric parameters and the bonding in trihalides anions. 

 
Figure 6.16. MEP map of I2 molecule calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and plotted 

on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue 

indicate a more negative and a more positive MEP value, respectively.  

Table 6.16. EDA for the optimized I3
- anion, calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level. The 

percentage represents the contribution to the total attractive (negative) interaction energy.  

Energies are given in kcal/mol. 

X3
- ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

I3
- 81.85 -53.79 (44.4 %) -5.96 (4.9 %) -15.14 (12.5 %) -46.13 (38.1 %) -39.18 

 
6.7 Conclusions 

I have carried out a combined structural and computational analysis of the bonding 

in 3c-4e [N···I···N]+ halonium groups. Only linear [N···I···N] frameworks with neutral 

donors have been found in the CSD, with nearly equal I···N distances and angles in the 

range 175 – 178 º. A MEP analysis has disclosed a well-defined σ-hole at the outer of the 

halogen atom for all compounds studied. Such electron depletion is consistent with the 

geometric preferences of the interaction since the bond with the Lewis base along the 

X···N axis (X = Cl, Br, and I) is favoured by Coulombic attraction. The value of the 

electrostatic potential at the σ-hole increases on going down the halogen group, in good 

agreement with the polarizability of the central atom. Its value can be modulated by the 

donor group (D) and the nature of its substituent (R).  

The strength of the interaction depends on the nature of both the donor and the 

acceptor. The stability of the adduct increases whit the size of the halogen, in good 
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agreement with the MEP analysis. However, aromatic donors show high interaction 

energies even though the magnitude of their σ-hole is low compared to ammonia and 

acetonitrile donors. Electron density changes have a strong influence on the stability of 

the [N···I···N]+ halonium bond in 3-R-py, 3,5-R2-py and 4-R-py complexes, whereas the 

I···N bond length remains virtually unaltered. The correlation of the Hammett σm and σp 

constants, respectively, with the I···N distances, the interaction energy and the Vs,max 

indicates that the [N···I···N]+ halonium bond is made less stable as the electrostatic 

potential at the σ-hole and the I···N distances increase. The steric hindrance and other 

secondary interactions between the R groups in 2-R-py and 2,6-R2-py complexes plays 

an important role in the stability of the complex. Consequently, the lack of correlation 

between the Hammett σp parameters and the three parameters mentioned above prevent 

us from discussing further along this line. 

EDA results have shed light on the physical nature of the interaction. As 

descending down the halogen group, the orbital to dispersion ratio decreases (Cl = 

10.53:1, Br = 9.71:1, and I = 9.11:1), in good agreement with the atomic volume of the 

central atom X. Regarding the effect of the donors (D), the aromatic groups possess the 

lowest orbital to dispersion ratio (pyrimidine = 9.48:1, pyridine = 9.11:1, and imidazole 

= 9.33:1). Among the non-aromatic ones, acetonitrile (10.69:1) is a better donor than 

ammonia (10.01:1). As in the interaction energy, the four energetic contributions obtained 

from the EDA results of 3-R-py, 3,5-R2-py and 4-R-py adducts correlate very well with 

the Hammett σm and σp parameters, respectively. The Coulombic and Pauli repulsion 

terms are linearly correlated within each family and overall repulsive. As in the systems 

studied in Chapters 3 and 4, the orbital and dispersion contributions are required to 

overcome the net repulsion of the electrostatic and Pauli terms, but in this case the orbital 

terms are much stronger than dispersion. In the compounds with distal substituents (3, 4 

and 5 positions) the orbital/dispersion ratio is nearly invariably 9:1, whereas orto mono- 

and disubstitutions reduce that proportion to 7.3:1 and 5.7:1, respectively. To sum up, it 

seems clear that a pure electrostatic model of the σ-hole or “halogen bond” is inadequate 

to explain the stability of the halonium ions and the Pimentel-Rundle delocalized 

molecular orbital picture of 3-center-4-electrons bonding is more suitable. Since trihalide 

anions, X3-, behave very similar to halonium cations, the same conclusions found for the 

halonium ions can be applied to explain the geometric parameters and the nature of the 

bonding of those anions, as substantiated by present calculations on the triiodide anion. 
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All in all, I expect that these findings would allow a better understanding of the 

nature and factors that govern the bonding and the geometry of three-centre-four-electron 

halonium compounds, enable novel future applications as halonium transfer agents, 

asymmetric halofunctionalization, or as building blocks in supramolecular chemistry, 

and, ultimately, contribute to our understanding of chemical bonding. 
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6.8 Appendix 

Annex 6.1. Analysis of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential.  

 
Figure A6.1. MEP maps for [(2-R-py)I]+ complexes (R = NMe2, NH2, OH, OMe, CH3, CH2F, 

CHF2, CF3, F, Cl, Br, I, CN, SO3H, and NO2) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and 

plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and 

blue colours indicate less and more positive MEP values, respectively. 
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Figure A6.2. MEP maps for [(2,6-R2-py)I]+ complexes (R = NMe2, NH2, OH, OMe, CH3, CH2F, 

CHF2, CF3, F, Cl, Br, I, CN, SO3H, and NO2) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and 

plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and 

blue colours indicate less and more positive MEP values, respectively. 
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Figure A6.3. MEP maps for [(3-R-py)I]+ complexes (R = NMe2, NH2, OH, OMe, CH3, CH2F, 

CHF2, CF3, F, Cl, Br, I, CN, SO3H, and NO2) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and 

plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and 

blue colours indicate less and more positive MEP values, respectively. 
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Figure A6.4. MEP maps for [(3,5-R2-py)I]+ complexes (R = NMe2, NH2, OH, OMe, CH3, CH2F, 

CHF2, CF3, F, Cl, Br, I, CN, SO3H, and NO2) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and 

plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and 

blue colours indicate less and more positive MEP values, respectively. 
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Figure A6.5. MEP maps for [(4-R-py)I]+ complexes (R = NMe2, NH2, OH, OMe, CH3, CH2F, 

CHF2, CF3, F, Cl, Br, I, CN, SO3H, and NO2) calculated at the MN12-SX/def2-TZVP level and 

plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and 

blue colours indicate less and more positive MEP values, respectively. 
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Annex 6.2. Benchmarking studies for the [N···I···N]+ halonium bonding. The 

bis(Acetonitrile)-iodonium cation (BUKNAX)40 was used as model to surveying the 

accuracy of a wide set of DFT functionals (with or without Grimme’s D346 and D3BJ47 

dispersion correction) and the MP2 method. The results were compared with the 

experimental and calculated data at the CCSD and CCSD(T) level.  

Table A6.1. Key geometrical parameters and interaction energies for the bis(Acetonitrile)-

iodonium cation (BUKNAX)40 model. Otherwise specified, all models were optimized at the 

corresponding functional and def2-TZVP basis set. 

Method Dispersion dN-I (Å) αN-I-N (º) ΔEINT (kcal/mol) 
Experimental  2.198 180  

CCSD[a]  2.198 180 -36.98 
CCSD(T)[a]  2.198 180 -37.82 

MP2  2.191 180 -41.30 
B3LYP  2.218 180 -41.50 

 D3 2.220 180 -42.55 
 D3BJ 2.214 180 -43.60 

CAM-B3LYP  2.213 180 -42.05 
 D3 2.214 180 -42.82 
 D3BJ 2.211 180 -43.23 

Lc-wPBE  2.203 180 -41.61 
 D3 2.204 180 -42.42 
 D3BJ 2.201 180 -42.92 

M06-HF  2.194 180 -40.94 
 D3 2.194 180 -41.06 

M06-L  2.209 180 -43.35 
 D3 2.209 180 -43.44 

M06-2X  2.213 180 -41.39 
 D3 2.213 180 -41.48 

MN12-SX[b]  2.190 180 -40.09 
PBEPBE  2.200 180 -44.39 

 D3 2.200 180 -44.95 
 D3BJ 2.198 180 -45.51 

TPSSh  2.197 180 -43.80 
TPSSTPSS  2.200 180 -44.16 

 D3 2.201 180 -44.94 
 D3BJ 2.197 180 -45.69 

wB97XD  2.215 180 -41.90 
[a] The data was obtained from single point (SP) calculations using the crystal structure of 
BUKNAX.40 Optimization at those levels of theory implies a high computational cost. [b] Method 
selected for the study of the [N···X···N]+ halonium bond (X= Cl, Br, and I). 
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Annex 6.3. Linear least-squares fitting equations for Figure 6.7. 

a) Vs,max (4-R-py) = 128.7 + 10.64·σp     (R2 = 0.89)  [Eq. A6.1] 

b) Vs,max (3-R-py) = 127.7 + 15.07·σm        (R2 = 0.86)                         [Eq. A6.2] 

    Vs,max (3,5-R2-py) = 125.6 + 26.19·σm (R2 = 0.84)   [Eq. A6.3] 

c) Vs,max (2-R-py) = 129.4 + 6.16·σp (R2 = 0.67)  [Eq. A6.4] 

 
Annex 6.4. 2nd order polynomial least-squares fitting equations for Figure 6.9. 

a) EINT (4-R-py) = 104.1 – 2.74·Vs,max + 0.013·(Vs,max) 2      (R2 = 0.89) [Eq. A6.5] 

b) EINT (3-R-py) = 8.55 – 1.22·Vs,max + 0.007·(Vs,max) 2  (R2 = 0.82) [Eq. A6.6] 

 EINT (3,5-R2-py) = -0.94 – 1.09·Vs,max + 0.006·(Vs,max) 2 (R2 = 0.84) [Eq. A6.7] 

 
Annex 6.5. Linear least-squares fitting equations for Figure 6.12. 

a)    dI-N  (4-R-py) = 2.25 + 0.008·σp           (R2 = 0.90)  [Eq. A6.8] 

b)  EINT (4-R-py) = – 40.73 + 5.58·σp           (R2 = 0.96)  [Eq. A6.9] 

 
Annex 6.6. Linear least-squares fitting equations for Figure 6.13. 

a)    dI-N (3-R-py) = 2.25 + 0.008·σm           (R2 = 0.91)  [Eq. A6.10] 

a)    dI-N (3,5-R2-py) = 2.25 + 0.016·σm           (R2 = 0.89)  [Eq. A6.11] 

b) EINT (3-R-py) = -41.89 + 8.26·σm           (R2 = 0.91)  [Eq. A6.12] 

 EINT (3,5-R2-py) = -42.01 + 15.56·σm      (R2 = 0.94)  [Eq. A6.13] 
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7.1 Introduction 

Azides are a versatile class of chemical compounds containing the anion N3- or 

the functional group -N3 attached to an element or radical through one of the terminal 

nitrogen atoms. Most inorganic1-4 and organic5,6 azide compounds are highly explosive 

and toxic and thus must be handled with extreme caution. Despite the hazards associated 

with their use (or perhaps even because of them), these molecules have many applications 

in the fields of synthetic chemistry, biology, and biomedicine. For instance, the ionic 

sodium azide (NaN3) salt is used as a propellant in airbags7 and as a precursor to other 

inorganic8 and organic9 azide compounds, to name just a few examples. Heavy metal 

azides, such as lead(II) azide (Pb(N3)2), are used as shock-sensitive detonators.10   Organic 

azides are essential components in azide-alkyne “click” reactions11-13 and bioorthogonal 

chemistry.14,15 They are also important precursors to amine16 and nitrene17 compounds. 

Furthermore, most azide-containing drugs have an important pharmaceutical application 

as enzyme inhibitors.18,19 

Transition metal (N3-M) azide complexes are relatively stable compounds 

containing one or more azide ligands coordinated to transition metals.1 They are of 

increasing importance for their use in catalysis,1,20-25 luminescence,26,27 magnetism,1,28-30 

inorganic “click” reactions,31,32 bioorthogonal chemistry,33 and pharmaceutics.34-35 

Compared to ionic azides (N3-, D∞h),36 all covalent azides of both main group and 

transition metals display a -N3 moiety with a slightly bent trans Cs configuration with a 

Nα-Nβ-Nγ bond angle of approximately 172 ± 3º and two different N-N bond lengths 

(Scheme 7.1a).1-3  One of these bonds (Nα-Nβ) is shorter than a typical N-N single bond 

(1.44 Å) while the other (Nβ-Nγ) is slightly longer than a NºN triple bond in the N2 

molecule (1.10 Å).37 The observed values are in agreement with resonance among 

structures b and c (Scheme 7.1) contributing equally. Formal charges indicate the 

presence of an electron-poor atom (Nβ) as well as two electron-rich atoms (Nα and Nγ).  

                 a                                                   b                                               c   

 

Scheme 7.1. (a) Lewis structure and resonance formulas (b and c) of transition metal (N3-M) 

azide complexes. 

Nα Nβ Nγ
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Nα Nβ Nγ
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Recent studies have evaluated the ability of azide compounds, specifically the 

central nitrogen atom (Nβ), to act as electron density acceptors in pnictogen bonds. 

Regarding organic azides (N3-R), Bursch and co-workers have studied 44 intermolecular 

model systems containing an azide moiety in close contact with pnictogen, chalcogen, 

and halogen atoms, respectively. The nature of such interaction was found to arise from 

dispersion forces, with an important electrostatic contribution and small or no orbital 

terms.38  The O···Nβ interaction is strong enough to dictate the conformation of molecules 

in solid-state, which may be used to freeze the otherwise free-rotating azide group in a 

conformation suitable for its reaction with an alkyne via topochemical cycloaddition.39  

Scheiner has investigated, among others, the bonding between a Lewis base and two 

covalent inorganic (N3-X) azides, with X = F, CN. The Molecular Electrostatic Potential 

(MEP) maps of the N3-X molecules show a π-hole equatorial belt enveloping the Nβ atom 

which can electrostatically interact with the lone pairs of an incoming nucleophile.40 The 

azido unit can also act as an electron density donor via the lone pair of the Nγ atom with 

an H-N moiety to form an intermolecular hydrogen bond.41  

 
 
Scheme 7.2. Interaction topologies for azido···azido short contacts (dashed lines) in transition 

metal azide complexes. For the pie charts, the size of the circle is adjusted to the number of 

contacts found for each topology, whereas the red and green areas represent supported and 

unsupported contacts, respectively. The empty circles represent N atoms. The subscripts (a, β, 

and g) indicates the position of each N relative to the metal. The prefix “c-” (cyclo-) indicates that 

a pseudocycle is formed by the N···N contacts.  

A search in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)42 of experimental structures 

containing azides covalently bound to transition metals has identified unnoticed 

Nα···Nα Nα···Nβ Nγ···Nα Nβ···Nβ Nγ···Nβ

Nγ···Nγ c-Nα···Nβ c-Nα···Nγ c-Nβ···Nγ
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intermolecular short contacts between the azido moieties with N···N distances shorter 

than twice the nitrogen van der Waals (vdW) radius (3.32 Å).43 Scheme 7.2 represents 

schematically the different azido···azido (dashed lines) interaction topologies that I have 

found, their abundance (pie charts) and the fraction of supported (red) and unsupported 

(green) contacts, respectively. The subscripts indicate, in alphabetical order, the position 

of each nitrogen (empty circles) relative to the metal, with alpha (a) being the nearest and 

gamma (g) being the farthest. The prefix “c-” (cyclo-) indicates that the corresponding 

two N···N contacts form a pseudocycle. Note that c-Na···Ng also exhibits a Nβ···Nβ 

interaction.  

Plotting the experimental structures with N···N contacts shorter than twice the 

nitrogen vdW radius as a function of the M-Nα-Nβ···Ng dihedral angle f (see Figure 7.1 

for definition) for Ng···Nα and Ng···Nβ contacts, two wide distributions appear, with a 

peak at 160º and 90º, respectively. Note that there are no structures with f = 90º in the 

former contact whereas for the latter there are 10 structures. 

 
 
Figure 7.1. Distribution of the dihedral angle f (as defined in the structures) for contacts with (a) 

Ng···Nα and (b) Ng···Nβ interaction topologies. The empty circles represent N atoms. The dashed 

lines represent the azido···azido contacts. 

Upon initial inspection, and assuming that the MEP maps of N3-M are similar to 

those found for NNN-F and NNN-CN,40 it is expected that Nα···Nβ, Ng···Nβ, c-Nα···Nβ, 

and c-Nβ···Ng contacts might be attractive from the electrostatic point of view since 

regions of electron potential of opposite sign would be close to each other. The 

electrophilic region surrounding the central Nβ atom would act as a binding site for the 

lone pairs of the incoming nucleophiles (Nα or Nγ), thus forming a π-hole bond. 

Nevertheless, all interaction topologies, except c-Nα···Ng, exhibit several systems that are 

only bound by intermolecular azido···azido contacts, without any other secondary 
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interaction supporting them. At this point, two hypotheses can be made to explain the 

stabilization of the electrostatically repulsive Na···Na, Ng···Nα, Nβ···Nβ, Ng···Ng, and c-

Na···Ng contacts. The first one is that the dispersion term and/or other attractive 

contributions can counterbalance the electrostatic repulsion and make all these adducts 

stable. The second one is that these contacts are only an artefact due to solid state packing 

effects. To verify these hypotheses, I undertake a combined structural and computational 

analysis of azido···azido short contacts with all the interaction topologies found for this 

particular NCIs.  

 
Scheme 7.3. Interaction topologies for the azido···azido short contacts (dashed lines) in the [N3-

Hg(CF3)]2 model. The dihedral angle f is 90º for the first model and 180º for the second one.  

Starting from the optimized structure of trifluoromethyl-azido-mercury(II) 
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interaction topologies shown in Scheme 7.2. Taking into account the distribution found 

for Ng···Nα and Ng···Nβ contacts, I will study each interaction topology at a dihedral angle 

f of 90º and 180º, respectively. In both Nα···Nβ compounds (3 and 4), the Nβ···Nα-Nβ 

bond angle was set to be 130º. All dimers were partially optimized because of the free 

rotation around the Hg-N bond. In each of these calculations, only the intermolecular 

N···N distance was optimized while the rest of the structure was fixed at a given bonding 

pattern. In the case of systems with two or more N···N contacts, only one of them was 

partially optimized. To further investigate the nature and the strength of the interaction I 

have performed Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP), Energy Decomposition 

Analyses (EDA), Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) and Noncovalent 

Interactions (NCI) Indices of the compounds in Scheme 7.3. Cooperative or secondary 

intermolecular N···Hg bonds were also observed in several cases, that may further 

enhance the stability of the cluster.   

7.2 Analysis of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential 

To try to rationalise the azido···azido short contacts from the electrostatic point 

of view, I have computed the MEP map of the optimized structure of trifluoromethyl-

azido-mercury(II) (Figure 7.2).  

 
Figure 7.2. MEP maps for trifluoromethyl-azido-mercury(II) ([N3-Hg(CF3)]; FMHGAZ)44 

calculated at M06-2X/def2-TZVP level and plotted on the electron density isosurface (s = 0.001 

Å). Energies are given in kcal/mol. Red and blue colours indicate a more negative and a more 

positive MEP value, respectively. Values in grey do not represent either local minima or maxima.  

As expected, the MEP map of the monomer is similar to those reported earlier for 

NNN-F and NNN-CN.40 The electron-poor region of the azide unit is found near the 

central Nβ atom, and its shape resembles the π-hole equatorial belt that those covalent 

inorganic azides exhibit. This small and slightly positive electron-deficient region is 
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surrounded by two highly electron-rich regions of the Nα and Nγ atoms. In particular, the 

most negative region of the isosurface is located at the terminal Nγ atom, with a minimum 

MEP value (Vs,min) of -22 kcal/mol. On the other hand, the most positive region envelops 

the Hg atom, with a maximum MEP value (Vs,max) of 42 kcal/mol. Seen from above the 

molecular plane, there is an electron charge concentration at Nγ (V = -7 kcal/mol), an 

electron charge depletion at Nβ (V = 9 kcal/mol), and neutral potentials at Nα (V ≈ 0 

kcal/mol). The MEP map also shows the existence of a σ-hole located at the extension of 

the Hg-C bond (Figure 7.2b). If the electrostatic contribution is the main driving force for 

the interaction, only those dimers in which the electron-rich areas of one monomer are 

directed to the electron-poor areas of the other are expected to be stable. It is worth 

mentioning that, given the tendency of the negative electrostatic potential regions to 

interact with the most positive one, a total optimization of the dimers would promote the 

intermolecular N···Hg interaction over the N···N interaction, since the Vs,max is located 

near the metal atom. 

7.3 Analysis of the Interaction Energies 

By means of DFT calculations, I have examined the impact of the interaction 

topology on its strength. The main results are shown in Table 7.1. There are no local 

minima for compounds 6, 16 and 18. As can be inferred from Figure 7.2, these dimers are 

unstable due to electrostatic repulsion since the electrostatic potential regions of the same 

sign in the two monomers are facing each other. The shortest calculated N···N distances 

vary from 2.823 to 3.730 Å. Except for structures 5 and 15, all N···N distances are found 

to be less than twice the nitrogen van der Waals radius (3.32 Å). Interestingly, structures 

1, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 13 exhibit short N···Hg contacts whereas structure 15 displays a slightly 

longer N···Hg (+0.13 Å) contact compared to the sum of the vdW radii (4.11 Å).  

It is worth noting that the strongest interactions, with interaction energies between 

-2.2 and -3.7 kcal/mol, correspond all to topologies that allow for N···Hg contacts shorter 

than 3.9 Å, i.e., models 1, 3, 4, 7 and 13. Topologies with no N···Hg contact have 

interaction energies between -0.1 and -1.1 kcal/mol (2, 8 – 12, 14 and 17). The two models 

with longer N···Hg distances (5 and 15, dN···Hg > 4.0 Å) show also weak attractions (-0.63 

and -0.75 kcal/mol, respectively), even if the N···N distances are the longest ones (3.46 

and 3.73 Å, respectively) and clearly longer than the vdW sum (3.32 Å). This secondary 

contact play therefore an important role in the stability of these compounds.  
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Table 7.1. Key geometrical parameters and interaction energies for all studied interaction 

topologies of the [N3-Hg(CF3)] dimers, calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level.[a] 

Compound f  (°) N contact N···N (Å) N-Hg contact N···Hg (Å) ΔEINT 
1   90 Nα···Nα 3.082 Nβ···Hg 3.540 -2.20 
2 180 Nα···Nα 3.062   -1.12 
3  90 Nα···Nβ 2.823 Nγ···Hg 3.561 -3.71 
4 180 Nα···Nβ 2.846 Nγ···Hg 3.533 -2.74 
5  90 Nγ···Nα 3.463 Nγ···Hg 4.019 -0.63 
7  90 Nβ···Nβ 2.936 Nγ···Hg 3.764 -2.52 
8 180 Nβ···Nβ 3.045   -0.91 
9  90 Nγ···Nβ 3.064   -0.59 
10 180 Nγ···Nβ 3.072   -0.10 
11  90 Nγ···Nγ 3.133   -0.75 
12 180 Nγ···Nγ 3.138   -0.21 
13  90 Nα···Nβ 3.067 Nγ···Hg 3.440 -2.71 
  Nβ···Nα 3.067    

14 180 Nα···Nβ 3.161   -1.08 
  Nβ···Nα 3.161    

15  90 Nα···Nγ 3.730 Nγ···Hg 4.242 -0.75 
  Nβ···Nβ 3.782    
  Nγ···Nα 3.730    

17  90 Nβ···Nγ 3.153   -0.89 
  Nγ···Nβ 3.153    

[a] No local minima were found for dimers 6, 16 and 18. 

7.4 Energy Decomposition Analysis 

In light of the above results, I have performed an Energy Decomposition Analysis 

(EDA) of the 8 dimers in which N···N are the only intermolecular contacts shorter than 

the sum of the vdW radii (including dimers with single and double N···N contacts) to 

investigate the physical origin of the attraction. The results are summarized in Table 7.2.  

The first observation is that the Pauli repulsion is large and is partially 

counterbalanced by the electrostatic attractive component. The dispersion force is the 

largest attractive term, accounting for 56 to 80 % of the attractive part of the interaction, 

thus making the formation of the adducts energetically favourable by 0.10 – 1.10 

kcal/mol. However, in compound 10, the dispersion term is not enough to overcome the 
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repulsive frozen term. Orbital-based terms (i.e., the sum of the polarization and charge 

transfer contributions) are also necessary in this case for the net interaction to be 

attractive. Notice that, in the same case, the orbital-based contribution overweighs the 

electrostatic component. This can be qualitatively explained by the fact that (1) the 

electron depletion region located at the Nβ atom is small and is surrounded by two regions 

of large negative potential, and (2) the lone pair of the incoming nucleophile can 

delocalize to the p* antibonding orbital also located at the Nβ atom.39,40  

Table 7.2. Energy Decomposition Analysis of NCIs in [N3-Hg(CF3)] dimers with N···N as the 

only intermolecular contact shorter than the sum of the corresponding van der Waals radii, 

calculated at the M06-2X/def2-TZVP level. The percentage represents the contribution to the total 

attractive (negative) interaction energy. Energies are given in kcal/mol. 

Cpd. f (°) ΔEPAULI ΔEELEC ΔEDISP ΔEPOL ΔECT ΔEINT 

2 180 2.82 -1.41 (36.1 %) -2.19 (56.0 %) -0.15 (3.9 %) -0.15 (4.0 %) -1.10 

8 180 2.73 -0.50 (14.0 %) -2.84 (78.9 %) -0.16 (4.6 %) -0.09 (2.6 %) -0.87 

9 90 1.81 -0.45 (18.8 %) -1.57 (65.7 %) -0.20 (8.5 %) -0.17 (7.0 %) -0.59 

10 180 1.70 -0.14 (7.9 %) -1.42 (79.3 %) -0.14 (7.8 %) -0.09 (5.0 %) -0.10 

11 90 1.64 -0.77 (32.1 %) -1.43 (60.1 %) -0.11 (4.4 %) -0.08 (3.4 %) -0.75 

12 180 1.49 -0.20 (11.5 %) -1.37 (80.4 %) -0.07 (4.2 %) -0.07 (3.9 %) -0.22 

14 180 3.42 -1.64 (36.4 %) -2.65 (59.1 %) -0.17 (3.7 %) -0.03 (0.8 %) -1.08 

17 90 2.56 -0.67 (19.4 %) -2.33 (67.7 %) -0.23 (6.6 %) -0.22 (6.4 %) -0.88 
 
7.5 Analysis of the topology of the electron density 

Finally, I have analysed the topology of the electron density of all dimers by means 

of QTAIM analysis to gain further insight into the interactions that hold them together. 

Topological properties at the bond critical point (BCP) for N···N contacts in [N3-

Hg(CF3)] dimers are collected in Table 7.3.  

For all intermolecular N···N contacts, I observed that (1) the computed electron 

density (ρ5-8) is low, ranging from 0.002 to 0.012 a.u., typical of weak bonds, (2) the 

sign of the Laplacian of the electron density (∇(ρ5-8) is positive, indicating an electron 

charge depletion in the bonding region,45 (3) the local electron kinetic energy (G5-8) 

dominates the local electron potential energy in absolute value (|V5-8|), leading to an 

overall positive (although small) total energy density (H5-8), and (4) the |V5-8| G5-8⁄  

ratio is lower than 1, which is characteristic of dispersion-bound systems.46,47 These 

topological parameters support the classification of the azido···azido contacts as 
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noncovalent “closed-shell” interactions, whose dispersion-dominated nature has been 

shown in the previous section. Exponential relationships between the intermolecular 

N···N distance and the ρ5-8 , ∇(ρ5-8 , |V5-8|  and G5-8 , respectively, are found in 

agreement with previous reports for other weak interactions47-50 (Figure 7.3 and Eqs. A7.1 

– A7.4 in the Appendix). 

Table 7.3. Topological data at the BCP for all N···N intermolecular interactions in [N3-Hg(CF3)] 

dimers, calculated at M06-2X/def2-TZVP level of theory. All topological parameters are given 

in atomic units (a.u.). 

Cpd. f (°) N···N (Å) 𝛒𝐁𝐂𝐏 𝛁𝟐𝛒𝐁𝐂𝐏 𝐕𝐁𝐂𝐏 𝐆𝐁𝐂𝐏 𝐇𝐁𝐂𝐏 |𝐕𝐁𝐂𝐏| 𝐆𝐁𝐂𝐏⁄  
1   90 3.082 0.009 0.031 -0.006 0.007 0.001 0.828 
2 180 3.062 0.009 0.030 -0.005 0.006 0.001 0.817 
3   90 2.823 0.012 0.051 -0.009 0.011 0.002 0.825 
4 180 2.846 0.011 0.049 -0.008 0.010 0.002 0.810 
5   90 3.463 0.004 0.014 -0.002 0.003 0.001 0.662 
7   90 2.936 0.008 0.041 -0.006 0.008 0.002 0.744 
8 180 3.045 0.006 0.033 -0.004 0.006 0.002 0.695 
9   90 3.064 0.006 0.030 -0.004 0.006 0.002 0.702 
10 180 3.072 0.006 0.030 -0.004 0.006 0.002 0.684 
11   90 3.133 0.007 0.026 -0.004 0.005 0.001 0.730 
12 180 3.138 0.006 0.025 -0.003 0.005 0.001 0.718 
13    90 3.067 0.007 0.031 -0.005 0.006 0.001 0.764 
  3.067 0.008 0.034 -0.005 0.007 0.002 0.775 

14 180 3.161 0.006 0.026 -0.004 0.005 0.001 0.727 
  3.161 0.006 0.026 -0.004 0.005 0.001 0.727 

15   90 3.730 0.002 0.008 -0.001 0.001 0.000 0.668 
  3.730 0.002 0.008 -0.001 0.002 0.001 0.660 

17   90 3.153 0.006 0.027 -0.003 0.005 0.002 0.669 
  3.153 0.006 0.027 -0.003 0.005 0.002 0.669 

 
All these four topological parameters increase as the distances shorten. There is a 

positive correlation between the ρ5-8 , |V5-8| and G5-8 . A higher ρ5-8  is related to a 

higher accumulation of electrons at that point (|V5-8|), which in turn implies higher 

repulsion between them (G5-8).48 The lack of BCPs for N···Hg contacts in all dimers 

prevents applying a similar analysis to that used for N···N contacts. 
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Figure 7.3. Dependence on the N···N distances of (a) ρ'() (R2 = 0.85), (b) ∇*ρ'() (R2 = 0.99), 

(c) |V'()| (R2 = 0.90) and (d) G'() (R2 = 0.96). 

The presence of a bond path (BP) and a BCP is associated with the presence of an 

interaction. Conversely, the opposite is not true.52,53 For this reason, the molecular graph 

of the dimers is complemented with NCI isosurfaces, to find other NCIs that remain 

undetected due to the stringent BCP criterion of QTAIM theory. Six examples of 

molecular graphs are depicted in Figure 7.4 (for the molecular graphs of all compounds 

see Figure A7.1 in the Appendix). A total of eleven systems involving a single interaction 

have been found (compounds 1 – 5 and 7 – 12). The topological analysis of the electron 

density of these structures reveals a single BP and the corresponding BCP connecting the 

shortest N···N contacts. The interaction appears in the NCI plot as green pill-shaped 

isosurface (compounds 2, 8 and 9 – 12) or as flat almond-shaped bicoloured green-yellow 

isosurfaces (compounds 1, 3, 4 and 5). In both cases, the green portion is surrounding the 

BCP and is aligned with the N···N contacts indicating weak stabilizing interactions, as 

expected due to the low ρ5-8 values (0.004 – 0.012 a.u.). In the latter group, there is a 
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second green portion assigned to weak stabilizing interactions between the N atom of one 

monomer and the Hg(II) atom of the other. No topological descriptors are found between 

these N···Hg contacts (Figure 7.4b, dashed lines) and, thus, this interaction remains 

undetected by the QTAIM topology. The same isosurface exhibits a yellow part, which 

indicates steric strain induced by the formation of the intermolecular four-membered 

pseudoring. No RCP is associated with the destabilizing region. QTAIM topology is also 

blind to this steric hindrance. Especially noteworthy is that structures 3 and 4 (see Figure 

A7.1c – d in the Appendix), which possess the shortest N···N distances and the highest 

ρ5-8 values (0.011 – 0.012 a.u.), show a dark-green isosurface between the azido···azido 

contacts, indicating a stronger interaction.  

Regarding compounds 13 and 14, two BPs and two BCPs that interconnect 

Nα···Nβ and Nβ···Nα, respectively, were identified (Figures 7.4c and d). A ring critical 

point (RCP) is found at the centre of the four-membered pseudoring formed by the BPs. 

Both structures exhibit similar NCI green-yellow isosurfaces. The green areas appear 

around each BCP(N···N), whereas the yellow ones are enveloping the RCP. In compound 

13, the isosurface is extended to account for the Nγ···Hg interaction forming a second 

four-membered pseudoring linking the dimers. The green colour indicates vdW-type 

interaction (ρ5-8 = 0.006 – 0.008 a.u.), namely N···N and N···Hg, whereas the yellow 

ones indicate steric strain within the pseudorings.  

The analysis of the molecular graph of the last two structures (Figures 7.4e and f) 

was quite challenging because of certain abnormal trends. For instance, I observed that 

compound 15 shows one BP and one BCP for the Na···Ng and Ng···Na contacts, 

respectively (Figure 7.4e). An RCP is found between the Nβ···Nβ contacts, at the centre 

of the intermolecular six-membered pseudoring formed by the BPs, indicating some steric 

repulsion within the ring. According to the QTAIM analysis, there is no interaction 

between the central atoms. The NCI Index analysis, however, shows that all N···N (and 

N···Hg) contacts are of vdW type, separated by two barely discernible yellow regions. 

The lack of BCP between Nβ···Nβ interaction might be explained by the flatness of the 

electron density inside the ring (ρ5-8 = 0.001 – 0.002 a.u.). The yellow regions would 

indicate steric strain within both four-membered pseudorings, instead of the six-

membered one formed by the BPs. 
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Figure 7.4. Molecular graphs and NCI isosurfaces (s = 0.4) for structures (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 13, (d) 

14, (e) 15 and (f) 17. The isosurfaces are coloured according to a BRG scheme from -0.035 < 

sign(λ2)ρ < 0.030 a.u. Small spheres represent BCP (red) and RCP (yellow). The solid lines 

represent the azido···azido BP and the dashed lines indicate the secondary N···Hg contact. 

In compound 17, the bond length of Nβ···Ng and Nγ···Nβ contacts are the same 

(Figure 7.4f). Hence, it is expected that both show a BP and the corresponding BCP in 

the molecular graph. Nevertheless, only the former contact exhibits these topological 
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descriptors. Significantly, the BCP is displaced towards the centre of the bonding region. 

The NCI Index method indicates that both contacts are weakly attractive interactions, as 

expected due to the low ρ5-8 value (0.006 a.u.). There is a yellow region in the middle of 

the isosurface, indicating destabilizing crowding effect within the four-membered 

pseudoring. 

7.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have investigated the intermolecular N···N interaction between 

the azido ligands in a transition metal azide complex. A MEP analysis has disclosed an 

electron-poor region near the central Nb atom, surrounded by two electron-rich regions 

near the Nα and Nγ atoms. The MEP map is a useful tool for predicting which interaction 

topology would be unstable from the electrostatic point of view. Upon closer inspection 

of the electron density distribution of the azido ligand, it can be predicted that all N···N 

contacts in dimers 6, 16 and 18 would be electrostatically repulsive and thus the system 

would dissociate. Indeed, no local minima are found for these systems. All other dimers 

are found to be stable, with interaction energy ranging from -0.10 to -3.71 kcal/mol. The 

secondary N···Hg interaction plays an important role in stabilizing systems with 

electrostatically disfavourable azido···azido contacts such as dimers 5 and 15, and in 

making dimers 1, 3, 4, 7, and 13 the most stable ones. 

EDA results have shed light on the physical nature of the interaction. As in other 

cases, the electrostatic contribution partially counterbalances the Pauli exchange-

repulsion, and dispersion is the main attractive force in all cases, with small contributions 

of orbital-based terms, namely polarization and charge transfer contributions.  

The combined QTAIM and NCI Index analyses have confirmed the closed-shell, 

dispersion-dominated nature of the azido···azido contacts. Almost all the N···N short 

contacts exhibit a BP and the corresponding BCP, which are associated with the existence 

of an attractive interaction. No topological parameters are found between the 

intermolecular N···Hg contact in the molecular graph. Regardless of the presence or 

absence of BCP, a green isosurface is found between both interactions, indicating weak 

stabilizing van der Waals interactions. However, the yellow isosurfaces denote steric 

strain induced by the formation of intermolecular pseudorings in the azido bonding 

region.   
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These results show the existence of azido···azido interactions, while only 

interactions between azido groups and pnictogen, chalcogen, and halogen atoms or N-H 

hydrogen bonds have been reported in the literature.38-41 These interactions may be useful 

for dictating the conformation of the molecules and therefore might have various 

applications in the field of catalysis, reactivity and crystal engineering, to name just a few 

examples. 

7.7 Appendix 

Annex 7.1. Exponential least-squares fittings equations for Figure 7.3. 

a)         ρ5-8 = 2.12·e(-1.85·N···N)    (R2 = 0.85)  [Eq. A7.1] 

b)         ∇(ρ5-8 = 16.33·e(-2.04·N···N)    (R2 = 0.99)  [Eq. A7.2] 

c)         |V5-8| = 12.91·e(-2.59·N···N)    (R2 = 0.90)  [Eq. A7.3] 

d)         G5-8 = 5.60·e(-2.22·N···N)    (R2 = 0.96)  [Eq. A7.4] 
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Annex 7.2. Combined molecular graphs and NCI plot for all azido···azido interaction 

topologies. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

                   

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                 
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure A7.1. Molecular graphs and NCI isosurfaces (s = 0.4) for structures (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 

4, (e) 5, (f) 7, (g) 8, (h) 9, (i) 10, (j) 11, (k) 12, (l) 13, (m) 14, (n) 15, and (o) 17. The isosurfaces 

are coloured according to a BRG scheme from -0.035 < sign(λ2)ρ < 0.030 a.u. Small spheres 

represent BCP (red) and RCP (yellow). The solid lines represent the azido···azido BP and the 

dashed lines indicate the secondary N···Hg contact. 
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Figure A7.1. Molecular graphs and NCI isosurfaces (s = 0.4) for structures (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 

4, (e) 5, (f) 7, (g) 8, (h) 9, (i) 10, (j) 11, (k) 12, (l) 13, (m) 14, (n) 15, and (o) 17. The isosurfaces 

are coloured according to a BRG scheme from -0.035 < sign(λ2)ρ < 0.030 a.u. Small spheres 

represent BCP (red) and RCP (yellow). The solid lines represent the azido···azido BP and the 

dashed lines indicate the secondary N···Hg contact. (continuation) 
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Figure A7.1. Molecular graphs and NCI isosurfaces (s = 0.4) for structures (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 

4, (e) 5, (f) 7, (g) 8, (h) 9, (i) 10, (j) 11, (k) 12, (l) 13, (m) 14, (n) 15, and (o) 17. The isosurfaces 

are coloured according to a BRG scheme from -0.035 < sign(λ2)ρ < 0.030 a.u. Small spheres 

represent BCP (red) and RCP (yellow). The solid lines represent the azido···azido BP and the 

dashed lines indicate the secondary N···Hg contact. (continuation) 
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In this doctoral thesis, a combined structural and computational analysis of various 

types of intra and intermolecular noncovalent interactions (NCIs) is presented. Special 

attention was paid to the description of the energetics and the physical origin of the 

studied interactions as well as the geometric parameters that maximize their strength. To 

that end, searches for experimental structures in the Cambridge Structural Database 

(CSD), accurate Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations and other computational 

tools currently available have been used to analyse, characterize, quantify, and visualize 

the NCIs. 

One of the most widely used computational tools, the Molecular Electrostatic 

Potential (MEP), has allowed us to rationalise these interactions from the electrostatic 

point of view in some cases. However, it has some limitations. Prediction of NCIs based 

only on the sign of the electrostatic potential of the regions in contact fails in other cases 

(Chapters 4 and 7).1,2 For those reasons, it has to be complemented with methods that also 

explore the interactions from the orbital point of view, such as Natural Bond Orbital 

(NBO) and Natural Population Analyses (NPA). Methods based on the analysis of the 

topology of the electron density are also useful to determine molecular structure and the 

nature of chemical bonds. The Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) is the 

most popular among them. However, the stringent bond critical point (BCP) criterion 

causes some NCIs to remain undetected. To overcome this problem, the NCI Index 

method, based on the inspection of the reduced density gradient, can be used since it 

provides with a graphical representation of the attractive and repulsive forces between the 

molecules, allowing for an intuitive chemical interpretation (Chapter 1). 

The noncovalently-bonded systems studied in this work are different. The 

chemical properties of the atoms or fragments in contact, the orbitals involved, the 

geometric features (e.g., bond angles), and the interaction strength vary from one system 

to another. However, the forces that govern the establishment of such weak interactions 

are the same, one contribution eventually predominating over the others. According to 

the ALMO-EDA-II method, these forces can be classified as dispersion, charge transfer 

and polarization (orbital-based or “covalent” contributions), electrostatic, and Pauli 

exchange-repulsion terms. A weak interaction is established if and only if the stabilizing 

forces overcome the repulsion of the electron clouds. The noncovalently-bonded system 

does not need to be the lowest energy minimum, as long as there is a barrier separating it 

from other minima of lower energy (Chapter 4).1,3  
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Figure 1. Ternary diagram of main stabilizing contributions acting upon the formation of 

noncovalently-bonded systems, on which each intermolecular noncovalent interaction studied in 

this work is represented by a capital letter, except for the intramolecular through-ring bonding in 

Li2X2 rings. The vertices represent pure dispersion, orbital or frozen contributions, respectively, 

and the semicircles represent regions of predominance of one of the terms. The NCIs are located 

in the diagram according to the relative contribution of the two main attractive terms. They are 

sorted alphabetically according to the increasing magnitude of the interaction strength. (A) 

Electrostatic repulsive Br···C=O contacts, (B) azido···azido interactions, (C) lone-pair-carbonyl 

in acyl halides, (D) sigma-hole interactions between lead(II) and sulphur, and (E) [N···I···N]+ 

halonium bonding. System D is represented as a grey circle because the data was obtained from 

NBO analyses. 

The nomenclature and classification of all NCIs known so far have been based on 

the atom that acts as a Lewis acid (i.e., pnictogen, chalcogen or halogen), base (i.e., 

hydride) or the origin of the electron depletion of the acceptor molecule (sigma or pi-

hole) which had led to confusion.4 Here, I propose to classify them according to the 

relative contribution of the attractive (negative) forces to the total interaction energy, and 

to visualize them in a ternary diagram (Figure 1), at whose vertices would appear the 

noncovalent interactions dominated by ionic, covalent or dispersion forces. Since it has 

been shown in several chapters of this thesis that the Pauli and electrostatic terms are 

correlated and in all the cases studied their sum (frozen term) is always destabilizing, I 

propose to disregard that term in those cases and consider only the orbital and dispersion 

contributions as the attractive energy that overcomes the repulsive “steric” (or frozen) 

interaction and stabilize the supramolecular entity. In those cases, the bonding 

interactions will be found at the line connecting the pure dispersion and orbital 

interactions. There are other cases, in which a strong Coulombic force can overcome the 
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Pauli repulsion, notably cation-anion interactions or strongly dipolar interactions. Then 

the attractive terms must include orbital, dispersion and frozen contributions, and we can 

start to obtain a wider perspective of the types of intermolecular bonding. As an example, 

I include in Figure 1 the case of the tetramethylammonium-halide ion pairs, (TMA)X, 

studied recently in our group, which are found to be predominantly electrostatic with non-

negligible orbital contributions and a lesser dispersion supplement.5  

Dispersion-dominated systems (A – C) possess the lowest interaction energy 

among all those studied in this work (~ 1 kcal/mol per contact, that can reach up to 3 

kcal/mol in some of the acyl halide systems C).1,2,6 Systems B that incorporates an 

additional N···Hg contact are further stabilized by 1 – 2 kcal/mol.2 Orbital-based 

dominated system E possess the strongest interactions, with energies in the range 35 – 45 

kcal/mol.7 The Pb···S systems D, have interaction energies of around 15 kcal/mol, which 

can be mostly attributed to a donor-acceptor interaction according to the NBO results.8 

Although no EDA analysis was carried out for these interactions, the NBO results allow 

us to tentatively place them closer to the covalent vertex of the ternary diagram. The 

intramolecular Li···Li and X···X through-bonding in Li2X2 rings are not included in this 

classification. The cyclic nature of the Li2X2 groups is not amenable to a partition in two 

fragments as required by the above methods. However, NPA results indicate that the Li-

X bonding has an ionic (electrostatic) nature with a non-negligible covalent contribution. 

The two Li ions are in closer contact than those in the Li2 molecule, thanks to a through-

bond interaction that overcomes the through-space	Coulombic repulsion (Chapter 2).9	

To sum up, the work done so far in this thesis has explained some of the properties 

of noncovalent interactions and classified them according to the physical origin of the 

attraction. Overall, the results obtained here are expected to provide a useful guide in 

chemistry, especially in crystal and supramolecular design, stimulate the use of novel 

approaches in the search for novel noncovalent interactions and, ultimately, contribute to 

a better understanding of chemical bonding in general and noncovalent interactions in 

particular. 
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